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Chapterr 1 

Introductio n n 

TheThe white rabbit put on his spectacles. Where shall I begin, please 
youryour Majesty? he asked. 
BeginBegin at the beginning, the King said gravely, and go on till you come 
toto the end: then stop. 

inin Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, by Lewis Caroll. 

Softwaree for image processing is known to be difficult to write. Only one or just 
aa few algorithms working on a specific type of image are relatively easy to code. 
Difficultiess arise when one aims at an image processing package that tries to 

meett the theory. 
Softwaree developers in image processing are often confronted with questions con-

cerningg the design and implementation of algorithms. The reason for the questions is 
thatt developers as well as end users rarely share the same knowledge. In turn, what 
ann algorithm precisely does remains often unclear. Specific implementation details 
andd different pixel types, not taken into account in the initial phases of the design, 
aree examples of the problems that often occur. The answers for such questions are not 
straightforward.. What software developers often do in image processing is to show 
howw to program around the implementation details. 

Noo doubt much of these problems show up because in the past no one paid atten-
tionn at specifying the modus operandi of the algorithms. An algorithm implemented 
thiss way will lack a precise definition of its run-time behavior. One of the reasons is 
thatt software developers still do not make the most of the functionality provided by 
thee available programming tools. 

Greatt efforts have gone into building scientific libraries that are dedicated to a par-
ticularr application. The main issue is to manage large numbers of data types involved 
inn a given domain. For instance, in image processing, an algorithm implementation 
shouldd indistinctly accept two-dimensional and three-dimensional images (isotropic or 
not),, regions, region adjacency graphs, image and graph pyramids, sequences, collec-
tions,, etc.. Hence, the types of data contained in these structures are scalar (Boolean, 
integer,, or float), complex, composed (e.g. color RGB), and so forth. Existing libraries 
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forr image processing are usually dedicated to a particular data structure (mostly two-
dimensionall  images). The implementations of algorithms are commonly restricted to 
feww data types (mostly unsigned 8 bit integers) [16]. 

Thee first research problem addressed in this thesis within the scope of image 
processingg arises from these software development pitfalls: Is it possible to combine 
bothboth theory and practice in such a way as to produce reliable, precise, and generic 
algorithmalgorithm representations in order to overcome the combinatorial explosion of code 
neededneeded to deal with all possible kinds of data structures and image types? If this is true, 
howhow can the algorithms be devised with the guarantee that the desired implementation 
shouldshould be written once, how can it process data in an abstract way, and how can it, 
atat the same time, be efficient? Consequently, what is needed to address these issues 
iss a precise framework for the development of image processing software. If properly 
constructedd with a high level programming language, this framework should greatly 
increasee programmer's productivity as programming tasks are considerably improved 
duee to replacement of large pieces of code by short algebraic statements. 

Somee scientific libraries have been using a generic programming approach to this 
problemm [17] [30] and a few of them are freely available on the Internet for vari-
ouss domains: containers, graphs, linear algebra, computational geometry, differential 
algorithms,, neural networks, visualization, etc. These libraries enforce the use of 
genericityy for software architectural purposes and especially for algorithm design. 

Thee basic concept of generic programming is termed as follows: given A" data 
types,, Y containers (data structures), and Z algorithms as components of a soft-
waree system, the generic programming paradigm provides a mechanism to reduce the 
possiblyy X x Y x Z implementations to X + Y + Z implementations. Original li-
brariess in this paradigm were implemented in Scheme and Ada. However, it has been 
popularizedd only recently with a C++ implementation called the Standard Template 
Libraryy (STL). Thanks to parameterization, generic programming allows to abstractly 
representt data structures [37]. 

Onn the mathematical side, the correctness of generic algorithms offers greater 
challengess than conventional algorithms. Often, one must create the appropriate 
abstractt concepts in terms of which concepts can effectively express and reason about 
thee behavior of an algorithm or collection of algorithms. The nature of the problem of 
developingg generic algorithms should be attractive to researchers in computer science 
andd mathematics, whereas the problem for developing conventional algorithms is often 
regardedd as difficult to conceive, to implement, and to maintain. 

Thee intention in this thesis is not to cover all aspects of software development for 
imagee processing but to concentrate efforts on the underlying concepts of mathemat-
icall  morphology and present a new approach to morphological software development. 
Suchh approach should lead to generic and efficient algorithmic implementations. 

Duringg the last few years, morphological image processing has evolved from a 
specializedd imaging subject, to an important area of study within image processing 
[9]]  [10] [11]. It is presented in many industrial applications that have been, and are 
currentlyy being developed. Mathematical morphology has become an essential tool 
forr image processing experts due to a vast number of tasks suitable for solution by 
morphologicall  methods. 
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Mathematicall  morphology aims at analyzing geometrical properties of objects. 
Thee analysis is quantitative in order to provide a complete framework for describing 
spatiall  organizations. So far, the use of such a framework has allowed for the devel-
opmentt of a class of morphological algorithms to deal with binary, grey-scale, and 
recentlyy also for color images. 

Thee first study on a general framework underlying mathematical morphology was 
proposedd in [50]. It was shown that such framework could be achieved if one starts 
fromm the assumption that the object space is a complete lattice. This idea has been 
carriedd further by various people [1] [26] [35] [44] [45]. Despite this accredited theoret-
icall  evolution and a large number of applications, software development for morpho-
logicall  image processing still lacks of a standardized, mathematical rigorous algebraic 
structuree that is specifically designed for image handling [12] [13] [43]. 

Recently,, much of the morphological software-related practice has evolved from 
merelyy a set of fundamental operators, such as erosions and dilations, to the concept 
off  an entire software package. Morphological tools within these packages usually range 
fromm classical filters [33] [34] to watersheds [5]. Problems emerge when one tries to 
fulfil ll  the specific morphological algorithm requirements based on the complete lattice 
withoutt a well-founded software framework. 

Forr instance, currently released morphological software packages as if Micromorph 
andd the MMach toolbox for the Khoros environment are still facing these problems. 
Thiss has led to an entire reformulation in such systems and in some cases, to the 
developmentt of complete new software, in order to continue standing as a useful tool. 
Sometimes,, slightly different formulations among systems yield a different algorithm 
representationn which, in turn, leads to a different implementation. Moreover, having 
distinctt implementations in practice for the same morphological operator in theory, 
generatess more documentation and makes software difficult to program. 

Givenn the obstacles in morphological software development, the following problem 
statementt emerges naturally: How can the algebraic theory of mathematical mor-
phologyphology be used to build a general framework for the development of morphological 
algorithms? algorithms? 

Whatt is required is that the algorithms should appear as a sequence of operators 
andd images into a well-designed framework where each morphological operator should 
bee expressed as a composition of elementary operators. Such framework should be 
ablee to produce statements in terms of low-level operations that are tied to the al-
gebraicc representation of the fundamental structures upon which images and images 
operatorss are designed. Particularly, these algorithms should be following the generic 
programmingg paradigm. That is, they should be independent of both data types and 
dataa structures. 

AA general framework for morphological image processing will be very handy since 
itt formalizes the entities like images, pixel values, operators, etc. Such a framework 
wil ll  be connected to the level of details provided by the theory in morphological image 
processing. . 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows: section 1.1 discusses about the reasons why 
mathematicall  morphology is so important for non-linear image processing and why 
morphologicall  software is needed in several applications. Then section 1.2 describes 
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andd characterizes morphological algorithms in terms of structure, implementation 
techniques,, and mathematical notation. Section 1.3 reviews some of the most used 
softwaree packages and image libraries with respect to mathematical morphology. The 
aspectss considered include general information, technical requirements, maintenance, 
documentation,, and support. Section 1.4 refers to the state of art in morphologi-
call  software, concentrating on features relevant to software design in mathematical 
morphology. . 

1.11 The Need for Morphological Software 

Mathematicall  morphology is the science of shape and structure, based on set-
theoretical,, topological and geometrical concepts [20] [48] [49] [55]. Over the past 
years,, mathematical morphology has grown as a powerful method for image process-
ingg and analysis, receiving considerable attention due to its solid theory. It provides 
aa set of tools for image processing and analysis that has been used to a wide number 
off  applications. As a nonlinear branch of image and signal processing, mathemati-
call  morphology represents a rupture with classical linear processing and facilitates 
thee application of various mathematical concepts and evolving disciplines to image 
processingg [21] [22] [24] [25]. 

Thesee mathematical concepts and disciplines include medical image segmentation 
[18]]  [27] [28], nonlinear statistics [33] [34]. logic [56], geometry [25]. scale-space [8] [29] 
[57],, topology [39] and various algebraic systems such as lattice and group theories. 
Whilee these disciplines have been used in the classical image-processing techniques, 
theyy appear more naturally within the context of mathematical morphology. They 
aree central to its development and application. 

Thee recent success of mathematical morphology in noise removal [47], background 
normalizationn [63], shape recognition [23] [53] [58], object flaw detection [19], object 
featuree extraction [15] [54], and segmentation [36] [51] [52] [60] has made a number of 
researcherss take notice, further explore, and use morphological techniques. Most of 
thee software packages for image processing have now included in their operation set 
thee morphological operations. In addition, a considerable effort has been done in the 
developmentt of newr specialized morphological libraries and toolboxes. 

Severall  algorithms have been designed and implemented to identify characteristic 
topographicc features on images, such as large and deep valleys, sharp crests, high 
summits,, and watersheds; these features are then used to find an edge, segment the 
image,, remove some artifacts, or localize an object [6] [7] [32] [38]. However, the 
originall  implementation derived directly from the definition is particularly inefficient 
too compute. In addition, its implementation requires large computer resources [61]. 
Consequently,, newr design techniques may be applied to produce effective algorithm 
implementationss for morphological image operators. 

Inn view of this, the most important strategic goal of morphological software is 
too serve the needs of application developers and end users. Obviously, the key to 
thiss is programmability, which allows them to control their own tools by writing the 
softwaree they need. Key solutions for particular applications must be developed easily. 
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Byy providing both a solid theoretical infrastructure with a rich set of morphological 
tools,, and coordinating the development of broad application frameworks for specific 
areas,, a morphological package will achieve its goals for programmability. 

1.22 Characterization of Morphological Algorithms 

Thiss section describes and characterizes morphological algorithms in terms of struc-
ture,, implementation techniques, and mathematical notation. Algorithms are usually 
designedd to solve a particular problem efficiently and with a minimum of effort. The 
significancee of an algorithm is generally determined by two factors: how it solves the 
problemm it aims for and how it implements the solution. 

Forr instance, an erosion algorithm must implement a local comparison between 
aa pixel p € ƒ and all other pixels within the neighborhood defined by the structur-
ingg function g. As another example, some morphological algorithms {e.g. skeletons), 
shouldd be implemented to produce results as close as possible to the continuous frame-
workk when applied to a discrete one. 

Thee main characteristic of the majority of morphological algorithms is a large 
numberr of iterations over elementary operations. It should be noted, however, that in 
mostt iterative operations, relatively few pixels really change value in the intermediate 
stages.. This offers a chance for developing efficient algorithms. 

Thee efficiency of a morphological algorithm may be defined using three main 
criteriaa [59]: speed, accuracy, and flexibility . Accuracy means that the algorithm 
shouldd give valid results. Flexibility can be defined as the way an algorithm adapts to 
differentt image types and data structures. However, most algorithms can not achieve 
thee criteria all at once. 

InIn addition, software needs to be reusable. Implementing reusable algorithms 
seemss to be more difficult in mathematical morphology than in other fields of com-
puterr science. In part, this stems from the fact that the vast amount of image data to 
bee processed makes efficiency one of the highest priorities. Until recently, most pro-
grammingg had to comply with the efficiency of the underlying hardware. Since the 
hardwaree was continually changing, reusability was virtually impossible to achieve. 
Duee to the increasing performance and widespread application of standard comput-
ers,, reusable morphological algorithms have become a realistic option, but efficiency 
stilll  pays an important role. 

Therefore,, reusable algorithms may be applied either for some basic morphological 
processingg tasks, such as erosions and dilations, or as elementary building blocks for 
moree complex transforms like thinnings, thickenings, skeletons, and reconstruction. 

1.2.11 Morphological Implementation Techniques 

Thee most common implementation techniques for morphological algorithmic imple-
mentationss are based on parallel, sequential, and queue-based algorithms. 

Inn a parallel algorithm, the result does not depend on any of the other image data. 
Erosionss and dilations allow for a parallel implementation because they can be carried 
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outt independently for every pixel and the result of the computation for each pixel is 
storedd in a new image. 

Inn a sequential algorithm, the data are run through in a predefined scan. Forward 
andd backward scans are frequently used since they simplify memory access in computer 
implementations.. In a sequential algorithm, the result of a computed pixel value 
hass an influence on the value of all pixels processed after it. in contrast to parallel 
algorithms.. Sequential and parallel algorithms are mathematically equivalent, and 
thee former should be competitive in processing time required if a sequential computer 
iss used [46]. 

Queue-basedd algorithms are provided with a mechanism to control the number of 
pixelss in any iteration, which requires a specific scanning order of the pixels. It is 
madee in such a way that every pixel, over a number of iterations, is treated only once, 
att the very moment when its neighborhood is sufficiently well known to determine its 
value.. From a computational point of view, queue-based algorithms are very efficient. 

Thesee three classes of algorithms will be carefully studied in the sequel of this 
thesis. . 

1.2.22 The Role of Notat ion 

Considerr the erosion of an image ƒ with a structuring function g. A mathematical 
notationn for this operator is usually represented by either ƒ 0 g or sg(f). The first 
notationn focuses on the perceived similar role of the image to be eroded and the 
structuringg function that encodes the spatial dependency of the operation. The second 
notationn focuses on the operator nature of the erosion: it transforms one image ƒ 
intoo a new image £9{f), where g just serves as a parameterization of the operator. 
Thee second notation is the preferred way in the literature on morphological image 
processing.. An option was made in this thesis to stick to the second notation. 

Inn practice, there is a waist of notation and code to deal with the same generality. 
Whatt all erosions have in common is more than just the name, which is an important 
conceptuall  observation on its own: the different operators share large parts of the 
algorithms.. Indeed, for each new image type an entirely new version of the algorithm 
iss written. The different names for essentially the same operator let alone the fact 
thatt not all functionality is available for all different types of images or different types 
off  erosions. 

1.33 Review of Morphological Software Packages 

Thiss section reviews some of the most used software packages and image libraries 
withh respect to mathematical morphology. The aspects considered include general 
information,, technical requirements, maintenance, documentation, and support. 

Currently,, there are several image processing software packages that include math-
ematicall  morphology in the set of available tools due to its relevance to image seg-
mentation,, non-linear filtering, pattern recognition, and image analysis. These tools 
rangee from a poor coverage, i.e. just a few morphological operators like erosions, 
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dilations,, and set operations to a complete toolbox including not only fundamental 
operatorss but also specialized tools for filtering, reconstruction, and segmentation. 

Thee software packages have different complexity levels depending on the needs 
off  the researcher and end user. In the area of image processing, there are not only 
computerr scientists but also physicians, mathematicians, biologists, and any kind of 
scientistt who needs to process images in order to analyze and recognize their prop-
erties.. Image processing software packages can be commercial, shareware, or even 
freeware.. The majority of them are oriented to specific platforms like Unix, Linux, 
andd Microsoft Windows since their related graphical user interfaces are tied with the 
operatingg system capabilities and functionalities. 

I tt is not the intention in this section to cover all image processing software packages 
andd their related morphological tools. The goal is to make an overview of some 
currentlyy available morphological software packages like Mmach toolbox for the Khoros 
systemm *; Mmorph toolbox for Matlab t; Micromorph *; and Vis i log §. The aspects to 
bee considered include general information, technical requirements, maintenance, and 
support. . 

1.3.11 Mmach 

Khoross is considered one of the most famous software environments designed for 
researchh in image processing [40] [41] [42]. Khoros consists of a collection of small, 
independentt modules which can be plugged together to accomplish very complicated 
tasks.. Since all modules are independent of each other, it is quite easy to write new 
moduless or transform existing image processing algorithms into a Khoros conforming 
form.. An intuitive and flexible user interface makes Khoros an ideal platform for 
rapidd prototyping, solution exploration, and scientific visualization applications. In 
fact,, the known applications cover a very broad spectrum: industrial inspection, 
medicall  diagnosis, optical measurement, remote sensing, semiconductor processing, 
optics,, medical imaging, ecosystem analysis, cell biology, etc. 

Thee use of a data flow visual programming environment called Cantata within the 
Khoross system allows users to easily bring together these large amount of applications 
andd have them working as a cohesive whole. Programs from the Khoros system are 
representedd as visual objects called glyphs. When accessed within the Cantata visual 
environment,, a Khoros program is called an operator. To build a visual program, the 
userr selects the desired programs, places the corresponding glyphs on the workspace, 
andd connects them to indicate the flow of the data from program to program, in the 
workspacee [64] [65]. 

Khoross was designed to be portable and extensible. It relies on existing standards 
(XI11 Windows and Unix), incorporates tools for software development and mainte-
nance,, contains a flexible data exchange format, provides tools to export and import 

*©Saoo Paulo State University (USP), National Institute for Space Research (INPE), and Camp-
inass State University (UNICAMP) 
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standardd data formats, and includes an algorithm library. Programs can also be or-
ganizedd as independent subsystems, called toolboxes, which can easily be integrated 
too the system [31]. 

Followingg a component based approach, a toolbox for the Khoros software envi-
ronmentt has been developed in order to enhance its potentiality by adding a new set of 
morphologicall  tools. Mmach is designed to deal with one-dimensional signals, binary, 
grey-scale,, and multiple band images. Each program has a specialized algorithm for 
grev-scalee and binarv images that is automaticallv chosen according to the input data 
typee [3] [4]. 

Cantataa suits quite well with mathematical morphology and brings an excellent 
environmentt for algorithm development. The right combination of operators gives the 
solutionn for a specific problem. 

Thee architecture of the toolbox is organized in four groups of programs: 

Basicc level: Holds the elementary operations and operators of mathematical mor-
phologyy like addition, dilation, distance transform, erosion, intersection, nega-
tion,, subtraction, toggle and union; 

Firs tt  level: Holds operators that use one basic operator at least. These operators 
are:: anti-dilation, anti-erosion, closing, conditional dilation, conditional erosion, 
conditionall  thickening, conditional thinning, inf-generating, morphological gra-
dient,, opening, sup-generating, thickening, thinning and threshold; 

Secondd level: Contains operators that use each basic operator more than once. 
Thesee operators are: close by segment, dilation by segment, erosion by segment, 
inf-canonical,, extended intersection, extended union, N-closing, N-conditional 
dilation,, N-conditional erosion, N-conditional thickening, N-conditional thin-
ning,, N-thickening, N-thinning, opening by segment, sup-canonical, alternate 
sequentiall  filters, and symmetrical difference; 

Thir dd Level: Contains operators that uses an a priori  undefined number of basic 
operators.. These operators are: center filter, homotopy changing, close holes, 
closingg by reconstruction, conditional exoskeleton by thickening, conditional 
skeletonn by thinning, exoskeleton by thickening, last erosion, labeling, morpho-
logicall  skeleton, N-conditional bisector, objects on frame-off, opening by re-
construction,, regional maximum, regional minimum, skeleton by thinning with 
multiplee parameters, skeleton by thinning, skeleton by influence zones (SKIZ), 
andd watershed. 

Mmachh provides complementary functions like an interface for the support, gen-
erationn and rotation subsets of the 3 x 3 structuring element, an interface for the 
generationn of binary or gray scale images that represent disks, the equality operator 
andd the less than operator [2]. It also includes code optimizations for structuring 
functionn decomposition in order to speed up the elementary operators. 

Thee Mmach toolbox is freely available. It has a web site on the Internet at 
http://www.dca.fee.unicamp.br/projects/Khoros/mmach/tutor/mmach.htmlwithh ad-
ditionall  information, tutorials, examples, and extra help. Mmach 1.4 is the latest 

http://www.dca.fee.unicamp.br/projects/Khoros/mmach/tutor/mmach.htmlwith
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version.. Source code is also available in C language as well as compiled binary ver-
sions.. It depends on Khoros environment and runs on Unix and Unix-like platforms. 
Mmachh also has a mailing list and an increasing number of users. With respect to 
documentation,, each program of the toolbox has an on-line help associated that gives 
thee definition of the operator and a set of well known parameters to extract useful 
imagee information. 

Anotherr driving force behind its success within the scientific community was the 
inclusionn of Mmach in the Digital Image Processing courseware, known as DIP^ DIP's 
purposee is to give users a hands-on approach to image processing through an extensive 
numberr of experiments including mathematical morphology. It can also be used as a 
self-studyy guide or for any type of training format. 

Despitee of the worldwide acceptance of Mmach as a software tool for morphological 
imagee processing, it presents some inherent drawbacks as follows: 

 elementary operators for binary images have more properties than the corre-
spondingg ones for grey-scale images. Additional algorithms are also provided 
forr the distance transform, opening and closing by reconstruction, labeling, and 
watersheds.. This characteristic shows that the Mmach makes a clear distinction 
inn terms of image semantics besides having specialized algorithm implementa-
tionss to deal with different semantics; 

 Mmach is data type oriented, which means that additional algorithms must be 
implementedd for every single data type. Therefore, it has a large set of pro-
gramss dealing with the same morphological operator. When executing a given 
operationn or operator that make use of different types, Mmach needs to choose 
thee appropriate one, making use of data type conversion operators and yielding 
ann extra overhead in terms of processing time. This is not only a characteristic 
off  Mmach itself but the Khoros system as well; 

 the large set of morphological operators derived by semantics and data type 
distinction,, generates code proliferation, which makes code reutilization a very 
difficul tt issue. 

Inn addition, Mmach is not very easy to use. Time needs to be invested to acquire some 
kindd of expertise before getting the most of the toolbox. 

1.3.22 Mmorph 

MATLABB is an integrated technical computing environment that combines numeric 
computation,, advanced graphics and visualization, and a high-level programming 
language.. It is an outgrowth of the LINPACK and EISPACK projects, and has been 
evolvingg for a number of years to the current system. 

Thee name MATLAB is an abbreviation for MATrix LABoratory. As the name suggests, 
itt is especially designed for matrix computations: solving systems of linear equations, 
computingg eigenvalues and eigenvectors, factoring matrices, and so forth. It contains 

*©KRI ,, ISTEC, Ramiro Jordan , Roberto Lotufo. 
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aa variety of graphical capabilities, and extends through programs written in its own 
programmingg language. In addition, it is used in a variety of application areas in-
cludingg signal and image processing, engineering, control system design, and medical 
research.. The open architecture makes it easy to use MATLA B and companion products 
too explore data and create custom tools that provide early insights and competitive 
advantages. . 

AA significant value of this environment it that it is extensible, since the user 
cann create new functions and toolboxes for the environment. These functions and 
toolboxess are plain text files containing code and are called M-files. MATLA B also 
providess a compiler that automatically converts M-files to C and C++ code. 

Mmorphh toolbox is a software for image analysis and signal processing for MATLAB . 
I tt is composed by a family of morphological operators and operations based on lattice 
operations.. These operators and operations are quite useful for restoration, seg-
mentationn and quantitative analysis of images and signals. The toolbox contains 
state-of-the-artt morphological operators, implemented by the most efficiently known 
algorithms.. The available operators range from the classical morphological filters, to 
reconstruction,, connected filters, and watersheds. 

Morphologicall  operators are written hierarchically based on elementary operators, 
calledd dilation and erosion. The toolbox includes implementations for dilation and 
erosionn and permits the creation of any other morphological operator through its con-
structivee approach. Some operators have specialized and hardcoded implementations 
gearedd to efficiency like distance transform, watershed, reconstruction, labeling and 
areaa opening. 

Apartt from functions to deal with data type conversion, image handling and vi-
sualization,, measurements, relations and operations between images, structuring el-
ements,, and intervals, Mmorph contains a vast number of other functions organized 
accordingg to their applicability: 

Dilation ss and Erosions: Contain elementary functions like erosion, dilation, condi-
tionall  erosion and dilation, distance transform, and geodesic distance transform; 

Morphologicall  Filters: Include the classical morphological filters like opening, 
closing,, center filter, and the alternate sequential filtering (ASF); 

Connectedd Operators: Hold area opening and area closing, opening and closing by 
reconstruction,, inf-reconstruction and sup-reconstruction, regional minima and 
maxima,, valley and peak removal, ASF by reconstruction, minima imposition, 
andd hole filling; 

Residues::  Hold morphological gradient, opening and closing top-hat, open and close 
byy reconstruction top-hat, ultimate erosion, and morphological skeleton; 

Sup-generatingg and Inf-generating: Contain functions like sup-generating (hit-
miss),, inf-generating, intersection of inf-generating operators, union of sup-
generatingg operators, and adaptive threshold; 

Thinnin gg and Thickening: Hold thinning and thickening, conditional thinning 
andd thickening, skeleton by influence zones (SKIZ), and watersheds. 
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Mmorphh toolbox supports flat and non-flat structuring elements and represents 
themm using decomposition and separability methods, which increases the performance 
off  the corresponding dilation and erosion. 

Withh respect to the documentation, Mmorph has an on-line reference manual with 
informationn for each function of the toolbox including a formal definition, command 
syntax,, parameters, a short description, and examples. Mmorph is also illustrated by 
severall  demonstrations, which show the morphological solution of real-life image pro-
cessingg problems. Some of the application areas covered are machine vision, medical 
imaging,, and desktop publishing, document processing, food industry and agriculture. 

Mmorphh is a commercial product and can be seen as a collection of functions im-
plementedd as mex files that depend on a dynamic library, called libmorph. It has 
aa web site on the Internet at http://www.mmorph.com with additional information, 
extensivee examples, tutorials, recommended literature, and mathematical morphol-
ogyy related links. The toolbox has a 30 days evaluation license that is freely available 
inn the web site. Mmorph 0.13 is the latest version. It depends on MATLAB environment 
andd is supported for three platforms: Win95/98/WinNT, Linux and Unix/Solaris. 

Mmorphh functions can be embedded into larger software projects or standalone ap-
plications.. By implementing and compiling new algorithms with the MATLAB compiler, 
onee can make use of Mmorph capabilities the foundation for useful image processing 
applications. . 

Despitee of its state-of-art operators and the use of software engineering tools for 
itss development, it exhibits some deficiencies as follows: 

 like in the Mmach toolbox for the Khoros environment, Mmorph needs additional 
algorithmss for both binary and grey-scale images. This particularly shows that 
itt is semantically oriented, which means that different implementations must be 
developedd for all kinds of semantics supported by the toolbox; 

 Mmorph deals with grey-scale and binary images and is data type oriented. Con-
sequently,, more code needs to be written for every single data type. In other 
words,, type oriented algorithms need to be implemented and included in the 
toolbox.. When a Mmorph function is called, it needs to automatically choose 
thee right one based on the data type, producing an execution time overhead. 
Likee in the Mmach for the Khoros environment, this is not only a characteristic 
off  Mmorph itself but the MATLAB environment as well; 

 due to its semantic and data type oriented characteristic, Mmorph suffers from 
codee proliferation and lack of reuse. 

1.3.33 Micromorph 

Micromorphh is an image processing and analysis software package that implements 
severall  algorithmic innovations of mathematical morphology. The software package 
iss not only educational with a great number of exercises and applications described 
inn detail, but a tool for application development. Developed by the Centre de Mor-
phologiee Mathématique, École Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Paris, it is perhaps 

http://www.mmorph.com
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thee first software package entirely devoted to morphological image processing and 
analysis. . 

Thee software package provides solutions for scientific problems; a programming 
environmentt for problem solving; a software development environment and tools: and 
librariess for portability, scalability, data access, data visualization, and visualization 
applications. . 

Micromorphh contains a dictionary that holds a list of all available words (functions 
andd procedures). The primitive words constitute the basic core of the system. A 
veryy interesting feature is that the system allows the user to define new routines 
andd add these routines to the dictionary, by using procedures and functions already 
availablee . The dictionary can be customized with new words in a very simple way. 
Thee programming structure of Micromorph language is also rather simple. Once an 
applicationn has been programmed, compiled and added to the dictionary, it can be 
usedd to define tools to process images of increasing complexity. 

Apartt from primitive operators and functions to deal with image handling and 
visualization,, measurements, rank operators, convolutions, simulation, neighborhood 
operators,, arithmetical and logical operations with images, image sequences, struc-
turingg elements, segmentation, graphs, etc., Micromorph contains a vast number of 
otherr procedures and functions organized according to their applicability: 

Erosionss and Dilations: Include elementary erosions and dilations, erosion and di-
lationn on square or hexagonal grid, erosion and dilation by a segment, erosion 
andd dilation by an elementary square or hexagon, distance square or hexagonal 
distancee function, erosion and dilation by a pair of points, contour of a set, Sobel 
andd morphological gradients, isotropic erosion and dilation, isotropic distance 
function,, cylindrical or conic dilation, dilation of a set by another set, erosion 
andd dilation by a rhombododecaedron, erosion and dilation by a diamond, di-
lationn by a ring or by the summits of an hexagon, polygonal dilations; 

Openingss and Closings: Hold elementary openings and closings, openings and 
closingss using a linear structuring element, open and close top-hats, isotropic 
openingg and closing, sup-close and inf-opening intersection, regularized gradi-
ents,, infimum of directional openings; 

Geodesyy and Connectivity: Contain geodesic erosion and dilation, binary recon-
structionn from a marker set, opening and closing by reconstruction, area open-
ing,, reconstruction by a ring, geodesic distance, binary reconstruction, leveling 
transform; ; 

Application ss of Geodesy: Hold removal of particles touching the image border, 
extractionn of the first particle internal contour of an image, hole filling , extrema 
off  a function, extended extrema, modification of the homotopy by markers, 
extremaa of an image inside a mask, grain smoothing and closing, individual 
closingg of particles, dynamics of the maxima or minima of an image; 

Filters ::  Include alternate filter, alternate sequential filter, alternate sequential fil-
terr (ASF) using linear openings, center auto-median operator, morphological 
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center,, contrast using the top-hat, isotropic alternate filter, alternate filter by 
reconstruction,, toggle between the opening and the closing, binary median set, 
grey-scalee median image; 

Skeletonss and Maximal Balls: Contain skeleton by maximal squares or hexagons, 
ultimatee erosion, centroid, conditional bisector; 

Thinnings,, Thickenings: Hold binary thinnings and thickenings, elementary cycle 
off  geodesic thinning or thickening, homotopic thickenings, homotopic thinnings, 
endpointss of the skeleton, multiple points, geodesic center, grey-scale thinnings 
andd thickenings, erosion and dilation by a general structuring element, elemen-
taryy grey-scale thinning and thickening, directional gradient, complete vector 
gradient,, enhanced vector gradient, thinning and clipping, grey-scale hit-or-
miss,, grey-scale basic thickening, grey-scale thinning; 

Segmentationn and Watersheds: Contain clipping, skeleton by influence zones 
(SKIZ),, marker-based and simple watersheds, distance function segmentation, 
jumpp contrast extraction, mosaic image, waterfall transformation, pyramid of 
mosaicc images. 

Micromorphh provides support for a large set of structuring elements within the 
squaree and hexagonal grid like diamonds, disks, lines, rhombus, etc. They can be 
madee flat or non-flat. It also contains specialized functions to deal with structuring 
elementt generation and rotation. 

Thee documentation supplied with Micromorph makes it a real educational soft-
waree package of mathematical morphology. This documentation includes on-line help 
files,, a complete reference manual of the programming language of Micromorph, ap-
plicationss manual and a course of mathematical morphology. The applications man-
uall  consists of several chapters gradually introducing the notions of mathematical 
morphology,, the algorithms needed for operator implementation, and applications to 
imagee processing. These notions and applications are introduced through tutorials 
andd exercises. 

Micromorphh is a commercial product including a large collection of functions and 
proceduress implemented in C. Additional information and a FAQ's is available at 
http://cmm.ensmp.fr/micromorphh web site. Micromorph 1.4 is the latest version. 
Itt is an independent software package and is only supported for Win95/98/WinNT 
platform.. Unfortunately, there exists no demonstration or free evaluation version 
available. . 

Apartt from the large number of functions and procedures to deal with image 
sequences,, graphs, and three-dimensional mathematical morphology which makes 
Micromorphh unique, perhaps, one of the major advantages of Micromorph comes with 
thee course of mathematical morphology that is included in the software package. 
Thiss course introduces the main concepts of mathematical morphology as well as 
theirr properties, from basic operators such as erosion and dilation to complex tools 
suchh as watershed based segmentation. 

Despitee of its state-of-art operators, Micromorph exhibits some deficiencies as 
follows: : 

http://cmm.ensmp.fr/micromorph
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 the power of Micromorph comes at a price of a high complexity. The system 
functionalityy accounts for more than a hundred words or transformations and 
aa large library. As more and more algorithms are added, the size of the system 
continuess to grow. Unfortunately, the design approach chosen for Micromorph 
hass the tendency to make all parts of the system depends upon each other. It 
iss not possible to split the system into independent parts - the Micromorph has 
too be used and understood as a whole; 

 elementary operators for binary and grey-scale images have individual imple-
mentations.. Therefore, different algorithms are needed. This characteristic eas-
ilyy shows that the Mmach makes a clear distinction in terms of image semantics, 
havingg specialized algorithm implementations to deal with that; 

 Micromorph is data type oriented, which means that additional algorithms must 
bee implemented for every single data type. Therefore, it has a large set of 
programss dealing with the same morphological operator; 

 if a closer look is taken on how algorithms are implemented in Micromorph, one 
seess that they are closely coupled to the data structures as well as with the 
availablee set of structuring elements; 

 due to its large set of morphological operators derived by the semantics, data 
type,, and data structure distinction, code reutilization is extremely difficult to 
obtain,, yielding code proliferation. 

Inn addition, Micromorph includes a great number of secondary functions and proce-
dures,, making the system hard to understand and to use. 

1.3.44 Visi log 

Vis i lo gg graphical approach to digital imaging has been designed both to make things 
easierr for the novice and to save development time for those more experienced in 
digitall  imaging. The system provides a large amount of image processing algorithms 
forr Windows or Unix based platforms. It is also able to perform many two-dimensional 
morphologicall  operations on grey-scale or binary images. 

Itt includes flexible data structures and associated algorithms for all phases of 
imagee processing and analysis, low-level image processing, geometric and topologie 
featuree representation, high-level object reconstruction, coordinate systems and data 
exchangee facilities. Using Vis i log libraries, the existing functionality can, to a certain 
extent,, be adapted to new environments. 

V is i lo gg includes a C-based macro language. The macro recorder generates C code 
automatically.. This provides the user with the advantage of being able to compile 
codee and add them to the system. It also has a C language interpreter, allowing the 
userr to program either complex or basic applications. In this regard, it resembles the 
SCIL-- Image software package [62]. 

Thee system is made up of six different components as follows: 
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 Viewer: To acquire, load, view, annotate, edit and measure or print images; 

 Acquisition: To control the live, snap and other functions such as frame aver-
aging; ; 

 Processing Module: To access imaging algorithms. The system provides a 
widee selection of image processing algorithms. The processing module contains 
overr 500 functions used to process and analyze images; 

 Recorder: To build script files containing major transactions as C programming 
procedures.. Operations are recorded automatically allowing for easy and fast 
generationn of macros. Customize applications and create run time versions using 
Vis i lo gg libraries through Visual Basic or Visual C++; 

 Analysis: To analyze an entire image or individual objects. V is i log is able to 
transferr all analysis data to Excel or any other compatible spreadsheet; 

 Demo: To access frequently used macros. The Demo mode allows to store 
user-definedd macros or access Vis i log supplied macros. 

Vis i lo gg is used in machine vision, medical imaging, metallurgy and material 
science,, electronic microscopy and microanalysis imaging, pharmaceuticals, color sep-
aration,, petrochemical industry, granulometry, biology and cytology, gel analysis, 
aerospace,, defense and surveillance, and non-destructive testing. 

Exceptt for the set of operators and functions that handles color processing; thresh-
oldd and segmentation; arithmetic and Boolean operators; edge detection and linking; 
geometricc operators; frequency domain transforms; linear and non-linear filtering; 
convolutions;; and shape recognition, Vis i log contains a compact set of binary and 
grey-scalee morphological operators classified in line with their own characteristics: 

Erodee and Dilate: erosion, dilation, erosion and dilation by a line, erosion and 
dilationn by a disk, and color erosion and dilation; 

Openn and Close: opening, closing, opening and closing by a lines, opening and 
closingg by an arbitrary structuring element, and color opening and closing; 

Top-Hat ::  top-hat; 

Morphologicall  Filters: auto-median, morphological, and proper filter; 

Classicc Algorithms : ultimate erosion, border kill , hole filling, first object, regional 
extrema,, reconstruction, and watershed; 

Conditionall  Morphology: propagation and geodesic distance; 

Speciall  Points: boundary, interior points, end points, triple points, and isolated 
points; ; 

Thinnin gg and Thickening: thinning, thickening, ring, and convex hull; 
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Skeleton:: skeleton, centroid, bissector, prunning, skeleton by influence zones (SKIZ), 
thickk skeleton, and thick prunning. 

V is i lo gg works with predefined structuring elements like squares, disks, seg-
mentss (lines), circle, bi-point, diamond, as wrell as user-defined ones. The choice 
iss based on the type of result desired and the purpose of the transformation. All 
structuringg elements are flat but the system admits rectangular and hexagonal grids. 

Eachh operator has a detailed documentation including examples, parameter usage, 
technicall  explanations, and graphics that can be accessed using an on-line help. On-
linee manuals assist the user to understand the system and get the most of its powerful 
sett of operators. 

V is i lo gg is a commercial product and includes a compact but powerful set of 
morphologicall  operators implemented in C/C++. It has a web site on the Internet at 
http://www.visilog.comm with additional information, manuals, examples, newsletter, 
up-to-datee information about releases, applications, etc. Vis i log 5.02 is the latest 
version.. It is a self-contained software package and is available with full code under 
Win95/98/NT,, and Unix workstations. No evaluation or limited version is available. 

Thee system makes a distinction between parallel and sequential morphological 
operators.. In a regular operator, the structuring element examines the pixel values 
inn the original image to establish the new pixel value. In a recursive operator, the 
neww value established by the structuring element is affected by the previously changed 
values.. Providing another way of implementing morphological algorithms is necessary 
forr V is i log, producing implementations that are more efficient. 

V is i lo gg contains its own drawbacks, which are described as follows: 

 it is semantic oriented. Grey-scale and binary images are treated distinctly, 
whichh means that different implementations must be developed for all kinds of 
semanticss supported by the system; 

 it is data type oriented. Therefore, distinct algorithms must be devised and 
implementedd to deal with all kinds of data types supported by the system. 
Consequently,, it yields an unwanted number of operators and a larger library. 

Tablee 1.1 contains a list of 40 operators, which are often used in mathematical 
morphology.. This list ranges from fundamental operators (e.g. erosions and dilations) 
too advanced operators (e.g. watersheds). A comparison is made in terms of their 
availabilityy for Mmach, Mmorph, Micromorph, and Vis i log software packages. Note 
thee superiority of Mmorph and Micromorph with regards to the expressiveness of the 
operatorr set. 

Basedd on the review in this chapter, it is clear that the software packages consid-
eredd share some deficiencies, which are given as follows: 

 algorithms must be designed and implemented for every single data type, i.e. 
theyy are data type oriented. This leads to specific implementations and to a 
widee variety of similar algorithms; 

 code needs to be written for every single data type, generating code prolifera-
tionn and lack of reuse. In addition, the large set of operators associated with 

http://www.visilog.com
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codee proliferation produce several complications with respect to software main-
tenance. . 

Thesee aspects show that software for mathematical morphology should be made 
genericc and should support a large variety of data types. 

1.44 The State of Art in Morphological Software De-
velopment t 

Thiss section refers to the state of art in morphological software, concentrating on 
featuress relevant to software design in mathematical morphology. 

Ass the discussion of criteria relevant to the review and evaluation of morphological 
softwaree have shown, there are a variety of features relevant to almost any application 
whereass others will largely depend on the user's specific environment and requirements 
(granulometries,, graph morphology, color watershed segmentation, etc.). 

1.4.11 Requirements 

Certainn qualifications can be made as to vital and basic elements any morphological 
softwaree should have. Especially important are those features which determine the 
structuree and complexity of the algorithms and features related to design and im-
plementationn of the algorithms since the value and applicability of the software will 
largelyy depend on these features. This means above all: 

1.. there should be support for a large variety of image data types. For instance, 
Horuss supports two-dimensional and three-dimensional images. The pixel values 
off  an image are scalar values, or a vector of scalar values. A scalar value is 
representedd by an integer value, one of by te, shor t, i nt or a floating point 
value,, one of f l o a t, double. The vector values contain 2 or 3 scalar values 'L 
Thee list of image types is shown in table 1.2; 

2.. the software should be implemented using generic constructions in order to avoid 
codee proliferation and lack of reuse. This argument is treated in chapter 2; 

3.. the software should reflect the theory, i.e. the gap between programming and 
thee theory about mathematical morphology should be as small as possible. In 
addition,, the orthogonality of the operators in theory should be mapped in 
software.. Chapter 3 deals with this subject; 

4.. the software should consider speed, regardless the need for genericity. This topic 
wil ll  be covered in chapters 4, 5, and 6. 

AA short glance at software packages, toolboxes, and libraries available suggests 
thatt most software packages must fulfil l the following requirements when considering 
implementationn aspects: 

"Notee that support for geometrical structures [14] is left out since the focus is on general images. 
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 the software must be platform independent; 

thee development environment should comply with the current standards in soft-
waree development, which means: C++ programming language and STL based on 
thee current level of technology. C++ relies on the principle of abstract data types, 
inheritance,, and patterns. In this way, the new code can be designed in such 
aa way that the number of functions is reduced drastically while the number of 
differentt data types is increased. A set of elementary image processing operators 
mayy also be provided in order to make software development easier; 

thee software must provide the environment with which new algorithms can be 
developed.. Existing implementations of algorithms can be compared and eval-
uated.. As such, it must be easy for users to add their own algorithms (or new 
dataa types if required), and to experiment with algorithms that have already 
beenn implemented, i.e. a flexible and reusable expansion of the software must be 
provided,, allowing integration with the supplied private or third party libraries; 

thee software must be easy and intuitive to use, which means that the user in-
terfacee should function in a way similar to typical Windows applications and 
itt must offer ways to export results of image processing algorithms, e.g. past-
ingg resulting images in presentation applications and data to data processing 
applications; ; 

theree must be a clear development documentation. Examples showing how to 
addd functionality must be provided; 

thee software should support images with distinct dimensionalities and different 
imagee types. The main requirement for additional types will be that both read 
andd write functionality are available as well as conversions between image types; 

 help information should be provided as much as possible. 

Thiss thesis concentrates on the first four fundamental aspects previously cited and 
leavee implementational aspects to chapter 2. 

Lookingg at the available morphological packages reviewed in this thesis with these 
requirementss in mind, it seems that the majority of these packages do not meet the 
requirements.. Morphological software development still means above all constructing 
aa set of fundamental operators optimally suited to the majority of image processing 
applicationss where it is to be used. 

Iff  one takes into account the present state of the art of morphological software 
development,, it seems that the list of requirements might well be useful in more than 
onee way: like checklists for other types of software, it may also stimulate ones to 
revisee their concepts and to improve morphological software development. There-
fore,, the following section returns to the problem statement with a birds-eye view 
onn a non-exhaustive list of requirements any software developer should keep in mind 
whenn designing libraries for morphological image processing or general purpose image 
processing. . 
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1.4.22 Problem Statement Revisited 

AA lot of research in the field of algorithms and data structures provides qualitative 
andd quantitative analysis for structures like hierarchical queues, heaps, binary trees, 
orr priority queues. Nevertheless, there is littl e mention of how to implement these 
structuress in ways that emphasize maintainability, adaptability, and reuse. That is 
too say, it is difficult to identify a comprehensive set of data structures, which would 
fi tt the need of image processing. 

Thatt is the reason why the initial problem statement needs to be rephrased into: 
HowHow can generic programming be applied to mathematical morphology in order to 
obtainobtain generic, reusable, and theoretically compliant software while maintaining very 
goodgood processing speed? 

AA morphological software development framework that employs generic patterns 
mustt be justifiable. Morphological patterns must describe commonly recurring struc-
turee of components that accomplish a general problem within a particular context. 
Clearly,, the word pattern suggests recurrence: if something does not recur, it cannot 
possiblyy be a pattern. However, recurrence is not the sole characteristic of impor-
tance.. It is also needed to show that a morphological pattern is fit for use, and that 
itt is a useful one. Recurrence is a purely quantitative characteristic. Fitness and 
usefulnesss are qualitative characteristics. The software developer must show fitness 
byy explaining how a particular morphological pattern is successful and usefulness by 
explainingg why it is successful and rewarding. 

1.4.33 Thesis Overview 

Thiss thesis focus on the design principles of software for mathematical morphology 
usingg algorithmic patterns. Implementational details are almost absent since the 
thesiss is much more concentrated on the general common principles of mathematical 
morphologicall  computations. Chapter 2 consist of a general introduction why the use 
off  generic programming is advantageous as the basis for a mathematical morphol-
ogyy library in comparison to other libraries. Chapter 3 defines the complete lattice 
frameworkk in as much it is relevant to the computational patterns to appear later on. 
Chapterr 4 describes the parallel pattern, chapter 5 deals with the sequential patterns, 
andd chapter 6 is on the grassfire or bucket or queue-based pattern. All chapters 4, 
5,, and 6 have a theoretical section, an observational section, a pattern section, and 
exampless of implementations. 

Thiss thesis is based on the following papers: 

M.. C. d'Ornellas. A morphological multiscale gradient for color image segmenta-
tion.. In Proceedings of the 15ff t International Conference on Pattern Recognition 
(ICPR'2000),(ICPR'2000), Barcelona, pages 342 346. ICPR Press - AERFAI, 2000. 

M.. C. d'Ornellas and R. v.d. Boomgaard. Generic algorithms for morphological 
imagee operators - a case study using watersheds. In H. J. A. M. Heijmans and J. 
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B.. T. M. Roerdink, editors, Mathematical Morphology and Its Applications to Image 
Processing,Processing, pages 323 330. Kluwer Academic Publishers, The Netherlands, 1998. 

M.. C. d'Ornellas and R. v.d. Boomgaard. Developing morphological building blocks: 
Fromm design to implementation. In Proceedings of the Brazilian Conference on Com-
puterputer Graphics and Image Processing (SIBGRAPF99) - IEEE Press, pages 214 220, 
Campinas,, 1999. 

M.. C. d'Ornellas and R. v.d. Boomgaard. A morphological multi-scale gradient for 
colorr image segmentation. In J. Goutsias, L. Vincent, and D. S. Bloomberg, editors, 
MathematicalMathematical Morphology and Its Applications to Image Processing, pages 199-206. 
Kluwerr Academic Publishers, The Netherlands, 2000. 

M.. C. d'Ornellas, R. v.d. Boomgaard, and J. Geusebroek. Morphological algorithms 
forr color images based on a generic-programming approach. In Proceedings of the 
BrazilianBrazilian Conference on Computer Graphics and Image Processing (SIBGRAPF98)-
IEEEIEEE Press, pages 323 330, Rio de Janeiro, 1998. 

N.. Nes and M. C. d'Ornellas. Color image texture indexing. In D. P. Huijsmans 
andd A. W. M. Smeulders, editors, Lecture Notes in Computer Science - Third Inter-
nationalnational Conference on Visual Information and Information Systems (VISUAL'99), 
pagess 467-474. Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1999. 

M.. C. d'Ornellas, R. v.d. Boomgaard, A. W. M. Smeulders and D. Koelma. A 
genericc programming paradigm for image processing. In preparation 

R.. v.d. Boomgaard, and M. C. d'Ornellas. Complete lattice theory: The algebraic 
frameworkk for morphological image processing. In preparation 

M.. C. d'Ornellas, R. v.d. Boomgaard. A formal specification for sequential algo-
rithmss in mathematical morphology. In preparation 

M.. C. d'Ornellas, R. v.d. Boomgaard. Morphological algorithmic patterns. In 
preparation preparation 
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Tablee 1.1 Table containing a list of morphological operators with respect to their 
availabilityy for Mmach, Mmorph, Micromorph, and Vis i log software packages. 

Morphologicall  Operator 
erosion n 
dilation n 
conditionall  erosion 
conditionall  dilation 
distancee transform 
geodesicc distance transform 
opening g 
closing g 
centerr filter 
alternatee sequential filtering (ASF) 
areaa opening 
areaa closing 
openingg by reconstruction 
closingg by reconstruction 
inf-reconstruction n 
sup-reconstruction n 
regionall  minima 
regionall  maxima 
valleyy removal 
peakk removal 
ASFF by reconstruction 
minimaa imposition 
holee fillin g 
edgee off 
morphologicall  gradient 
openingg top-hat 
closingg top-hat 
openn by reconstruction top-hat 
closee by reconstruction top-hat 
ultimatee erosion 
morphologicall  skeleton 
sup-generatingg (hit-miss) 
inf-generating g 
adaptivee threshold 
thinning g 
thickening g 
conditionall  thinning 
conditionall  thickening 
skeletonn by influence zones (SKIZ) 
watersheds s 

Mmach. . 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

Mmorph h 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

Micromorph h 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

Visilog g 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 
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Tablee 1.2 List of prospected image data types in Horus. 

Imagee Data Type 
Scalarr integer byte 2D 
Scalarr integer short 2D 
Scalarr integer int 2D 
Scalarr real float 2D 
Scalarr real double 2D 
Scalarr integer byte 3D 
Scalarr integer short 3D 
Scalarr integer int 3D 
Scalarr real float 3D 
Scalarr real double 3D 
Vectorr 2 integer byte 2D 
Vectorr 2 integer short 2D 
Vectorr 2 integer int 2D 
Vectorr 2 real float 2D 
Vectorr 2 real double 2D 
Vectorr 2 integer byte 3D 
Vectorr 2 integer short 3D 
Vectorr 2 integer int 3D 
Vectorr 2 real float 3D 
Vectorr 2 real double 3D 
Vectorr 3 integer byte 2D 
Vectorr 3 integer short 2D 
Vectorr 3 integer int 2D 
Vectorr 3 real float 2D 
Vectorr 3 real double 2D 
Vectorr 3 integer byte 3D 
Vectorr 3 integer short 3D 
Vectorr 3 integer int 3D 
Vectorr 3 real float 3D 
Vectorr 3 real double 3D 

Usage e 
largee field images 
commonn grey-valued image 
intermediatee results requiring more precision 
largee contrast operations 
preferredd to float as it has less arithmetic problems 

commonn grey-valued image in 3D 

representationn for many computations in 3D 

commonn representation for vector fields 

commonn for motion field computations 

largee color fields 

somee color models, e.g. RGB 

otherr color models, e.g. HSV, CMY, YIQ 

3DD color images 
vectorr computation in 3D 
thiss is useful for vector computation in 3D 





Chapterr  2 

AA Generic Programming 
Paradigmm for Image 
Processingg * 

GenericGeneric programming is about making programs more adaptable by making 
themthem more general. Generic programs often embody non-traditional kinds of 
polymorphism;polymorphism; ordinary programs are obtained from them by suitably instan-
tiatingtiating their parameters. In contrast with normal programs, the parameters of 
aa generic programs are often quite rich in structure. For example they may be 
otherother programs, types or type constructors, or even programming paradigms. 

inin STL Tutorial and Reference Guide, by David R. Musser and A. Saini. 

A majorr requirement for information processing systems, regardless of type of 
industryy or application so far, is that software specification and design are 
genericc and open to the degree where they can cope with current and future 

demands.. There is a growing interest in software design practices and the reuse of 
previouslyy coded, tested and documented software, primarily for reasons of economy 
andd reliability. Although the potential of software design and reuse has been ac-
knowledgedd for decades, its practice has been inhibited by cultural, managerial and 
technicall  problems. It would seem that improvements in the software design technol-
ogyogy combined with high costs of software production have created the opportunity to 
achievee a widespread reuse of software. 

However,, image processing software systems and several other tech-centric appli-
cationss have been driven by hardware technology breakthroughs. New and innovative 
productss have emerged. In turn, they led to feasibility of the demands, usage and 
implementationn wanted by users. Because of the lack of generic design for such sys-
tems,, software would often have to be completely rebuilt for each new installation, 

"Thiss chapter contains portions of papers that were published in the ISMM'98, SIBGRAPI'99 
andd VISUAL'99 conferences. 
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causingg a major software latency, and a installed base of static solutions with high 
maintenancee costs. 

Overall,, demands for image processing software systems are becoming increasingly 
similar.. Given the amount of mature installations in industrial applications as well 
ass in medical systems for instance, new software packages should not be too specific, 
staticc or proprietary to be generalized [2]. In this way, software development can 
bee focused on unsolved core business requirements of the application, rather than a 
specializedd piece of code common to several systems. 

Thee key to rapid application development and deployment lies in reducing devel-
opmentt issues to previously solved problems, and reusing these solutions - the foun-
dationn for a generic programming development [3]. Components are reusable software 
buildingg blocks, encapsulated pieces of code that maintains some information and can 
performm operations on the information. Therefore, the common application develop-
mentt paradigm has become a quick development tool for generic software strategies. 

Too remain competitive, image processing software packages must often be re-
targetedd within rapidly evolving deployment environments and architectures, which 
makess it necessary for components to be reusable across implementation layers and 
nott just across applications. In addition, software engineers and developers seek for 
wayss to design, to write these components once, and to deploy them as often as 
necessary,, wherever necessary, without having to rewrite them. 

Thiss chapter concentrates on one of the technical issues associated with widespread 
softwaree design when applied to image processing. It presents the generic program-
mingg paradigm by explaining how its tools can effectively be applied to solve some 
off  the problems often found in the design and implementation of image processing 
operatorss and operations. In particular, this chapter deals with the following prob-
lemm statements: Is it possible to represent efficient algorithms independently of any 
particularparticular data-representation scheme? In addition, What kind of interface needs to 
bebe provided to a diverse set of data-representation strategies, giving not only flexibil-
ityity to choose appropriate constructions, but also facilitating the development of more 
abstractabstract algorithms in image processing? 

Thee generic programming paradigm focused in this chapter is based in finding 
thee most abstract representations of efficient algorithms. It concentrates on searching 
forr a generic set of requirements that lead algorithms to perform efficiently. The 
essentiall  point of this programming method is that many different algorithms need 
thee same set of requirements and there are vast collections of implementations for these 
requirements.. It also assumes that sets of fundamental principles guide the utilization, 
operation,, and application of software components and that these components can be 
engineeredd and grouped following a component-based approach. Moreover, it is also 
possiblee to use the same principles into software design for image processing. 

Thee organization of the rest of this chapter is described as follows: section 2.1 gives 
ann overview of the current approaches to abstraction and reuse in the field of image 
processing.. The Programmer's Imaging Kernel System (PIKS) as well as other non-
standardd packages like Scil-Image, the Image Understanding Environment (IUE), 
andd the Khoros System are discussed. Section 2.2 provides a brief overview about 
thee evolutionary approach taken from specific code implementations towards generic 
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ones.. The generic programming paradigm is described in section 2.3 as a way to 
obtainn effective solutions for image processing problems with respect to design and 
implementation.. Section 2.4 shows how generic programming can be effectively used 
too solve common image processing problems in design and implementation by means 
off  STL. Section 2.5 focuses on generic operators and operations on images, describing 
basicc image processing patterns in a novel image processing library currently under 
developmentt by the ISIS Group of the University of Amsterdam called Horus. A 
simplee example is given in order to show the application of generic programming and 
STLL usage within Horus. Finally, discussion and conclusions are given in section 2.6. 

2.11 Abstraction and Reuse in Image Processing 

ReusableReusable Software: The good programmer writes software that can be reused, even 
ifif  he does not see a reuse immediately on the horizon. His experience...assures him 
thatthat someone from the next hallway, reasonably soon, will  be asking, "Do you have 
aa module that...." He also knows that writing reusable will  force him to define clean 
interfaces.^ interfaces.^ 

Softwaree design and implementation for image processing usually require an ad-
ditionall  effort in order to produce neat and reusable code if compared to other fields 
off  computer and engineering sciences. One of the possible reasons for this effort is 
becausee each operation deals with a large amount of data that needs to be processed 
quicklyy and accurately. In this way, almost all software developers were forced to 
codee their applications with regards to the restrict speed and storage requirements 
imposedd by hardware platforms. In such circumstances, code reusability was almost 
non-existentt due to the continuous hardware upgrades and architectural changes. Be-
causee the widespread application of standard code and to its increasing performance 
inn conventional hardware architectures, generic code and software reuse have become 
essentiall  requirements to software development [25]. 

2.1.11 PIKS 

Ann international standard for image processing was first proposed by the ISO standard 
forr Image Processing and Interchange (IPI) in 1994. This standard encompasses the 
processingg and interchange of all types of digital images, including medical imaging, 
publishing,, computer animation, graphic arts, scientific visualization, document pro-
cessingg and others. The standard has three parts: Common Architecture for Imaging 
(IPI-CAI) ,, describing a generic unifying imaging architecture; Programmer's Imaging 
Kernell  System (IPI-PIKS), defining processing operations that can be carried out on 
imagee data; and Image Interchange Facility ( IPI- I IF) , defining how images may be 
interchangedd between application programs [20] [28]. 

PIKSS contains a set of basic data structures and low-level image processing 
algorithmss and was designed and engineered following a structured programming 

tD.. Boundy. A Taxonomy of Programmers. ACM Software Engineering Notes, 16(4):23-30, 1991. 
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paradigm,, using an imperative computer language, which led to several drawbacks, 
listedd as follows: 

 the first step to code an application using the structured programming paradigm 
iss to define a set of data structures that are going to be used along with the im-
plementation.. The second step is to produce algorithms that will directly access 
thee data structures and work with their attributes. The close coupling between 
algorithmss and data structures, i.e. the driving force behind the structured pro-
grammingg paradigm ensures very fast computation. However, whenever a data 
structuree needs to be changed, all algorithms using that particular data struc-
turee must be modified. Its implementation should be debugged and tested. In 
otherr words, neither the standard algorithms can be handled as building blocks 
onn top of the existing data structures, nor can the data structures be modified to 
fitt into the developer's framework. Reusability using traditional C-like program-
mingg languages is hard to get. To introduce a new element, for instance a data 
type,, data structure, or an operator, one needs to rely on the boring and often 
unsafee manual process of copy-paste-modify. Consequently, small environment 
evolutions,, changes, or transitions are time consuming, risky, and costly; 

 it is hard to design data structures for intermediate and high-level image pro-
cessingg tasks using the structured programming paradigm since it lacks in flex-
ibilit yy and applicability. PIKS tried to get the most of the state-of-art in image 
processingg but was not able to hold the advances of an ever-changing area of 
research. . 

Thee acceptance of PIKS by the scientific community and by the industry was 
tooo distant from the objectives of ISO. Moreover, the arrival of a new evolutionary 
paradigmm based on object-oriented programming restricted PIKS applications even 
more. . 

2.1.22 SCIL-Image 

Anotherr image processing library plus development interface called SCIL-Image has 
beenn constructed using the structured programming paradigm and has played an 
importantt role in the development of the discipline in the Netherlands. SCIL-Image 
nott only served as the major platform where scientific centers shared their toolkits 
duringg most of the 90's, but also served as medium for the export of knowledge and 
peoplee to industrial research and development [22] [38]. 

Thee unique element of SCIL-Image is the interactive C interpreter enabling a very 
shortt development cycle from an interactively specified sequence of methods to a 
programm coded in C. The newly developed code could be added with littl e additional 
effortt to the library of vision processing functions. Consequently, the library grew 
overr the years to reach its biggest extent of about 500 callable functions for the 
developer.. Philips Medical Systems build the product in their common vision module 
too coordinate the worldwide development of vision solutions. 

SCIL-Imagee has reached the end of its life cycle due to the growth of the libraries 
andd the diversity of the data structures it supports. The Image-library grows in 
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thee number of image types, functions, versions, and supported platforms. Therefore 
thee library can no longer be maintained properly and the implementation of new 
developmentss has come to a rest. 

Inn the meantime, several object-oriented environments were proposed in order to 
givee image processing a new standard. Among others like IAC++ *, ImageLib §, and 
Cpplmaa ^, the Image Understanding Environment (IUE) was the one chosen to become 
thee unofficial standard in the image processing software development community. 

2.1.33 IUE 

Thee Image Understanding Environment (IUE) " is a comprehensive software envi-
ronmentt for performing advanced research in image understanding (IU), i.e. the 
automationn of visual tasks by computer. The primary goals of the project are to 
promotee research productivity and facilitate the exchange of research results. The 
IUEE libraries are the outermost layer of the system and consist of instances of specific 
categoriess of image understanding algorithms such as region segmentation, motion, 
stereoo model matching, shape from object recognition, image enhancement, modeling 
matching,, texture analysis, photogrammetry, etc. It is the outermost layer which is 
beingg made available to the IU community (and any other interested parties), along 
withh various useful ancillary programs. 

Initiall yy implemented in C++, and using an object-oriented approach, the IUE ex-
cludess many of the drawbacks of the PIKS standard and provides an object-oriented 
classs hierarchy for representing the major concepts relevant to IU, libraries of algo-
rithmss developed by the community, a system for exchanging data between sites and 
environments,, tools for visualizing IU results, and links to other environments. 

Thee system design is extensive, covering: traditional image processing issues, im-
agee features, two-dimensional and three-dimensional object modeling, coordinate sys-
tems/transforms,, sensors and sensor modeling. The specification of IUE classes con-
tainss over 700 classes, i.e. central core of components (approximately 250-300 IU 
classes)) plus support classes. It is clear that IUE advantages are derived from its 
extremee complexity. Indeed, as long as new code is added its size continues to grow 
becausee all parts of the system depend upon each other. The system is compact, i.e. 
itt cannot be split into independent parts. 

Anotherr drawback regarding the IUE is that the way it implements algorithms still 
resembless the structured programming paradigm since data structures and algorithms 
aree still tied together. Unfortunately, the flexibility  gained by the object-oriented ap-
proachh is severely reduced if one follows IUE approach. Indeed, it is almost impossible 
too implement and execute applications on top of the data structures defined outside 
thee IUE. Alternative solutions must be envisaged to overcome this problem. 

*http://www.cis.ufl.edu/~~ jnw/ IACC/ 
§§ http://www.dip.ee.uct.ac.za/~ brendt/srcdist/ 
^^ http://www.ph.tn.tudelft .n1/~ klamer/cppima.html 
"http://www.aai.com/AAI/IUE/index.html l 

http://www.cis.ufl.edu/~
http://www.dip.ee.uct.ac.za/~
http://www.ph.tn.tudelft.n1/~
http://www.aai.com/AAI/IUE/index.html
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2.1.44 Khoros 

AA different view for software reusability was taken by the Khoros system [24] [39]. 
Khoross is probably just one of the few systems that achieved a large amount of 
softwaree reuse, established on its component based approach. 

Khoross grew out of a large library of image processing, digital signal processing, 
numericall  analysis, and image classification software that was brought together in a 
singlee environment with a data flow visual language and development tools. This 
allowss users to experiment and prototype solutions in the visual language before 
creatingg an application with a customized graphical user interface that provides a 
completee solution to a prototyped algorithm. 

Khoross 1.0 employed the structured programming paradigm to data structures 
andd algorithms. Consequently, it was mostly restricted to low-level image process-
ingg and some other basic I/O routines. Khoros 2.0 was a complete redesign of the 
Khoross 1.0 environment. This was necessary because the Khoros 1.0 model had been 
pushedd beyond the limits of its original design, and further extensions were extremely 
difficul tt to implement. The data model was also completely renewed and extended 
byy geometric and graph data structures using an object-oriented design. Therefore, 
alll  portions of the system had been redesigned to provide a new, more extendable 
object-orientedd foundation on which to build the Khoros 2.0 software development 
system. . 

Thee emphasis in redesigning the software development tools was to provide an 
integratedd development environment which solves the problems caused by the disjoint 
toolss of Khoros 1.0. One of the problems in Khoros 1.0 was that the base system 
wass treated differently than contributed toolboxes. In Khoros 2.0, great care was 
takenn to design the tools so that no software is treated differently than any other 
softwaree in the system. However, Khoros software developers decided to implement 
thee system with a non-object-oriented language, which led the system to loose part 
off  the advantages achieved by the object-oriented paradigm. 

Khoross current version (Khoros Pro 2001 Version 2) uses a new approach to 
softwaree development called Integrated Development Environment for Applications 
andd Systems (IDE/AS). IDE/AS is used to produce coherent, integrated environment 
containingg all the software modules of choice with standardized user interfaces and 
documentation.. Implemented in C++ and following an object-oriented paradigm [36], 
thesee modules can be modified and maintained using the software development en-
vironment,, and are used within the Cantata programming environment to create 
userr solutions and develop new applications. This version has achieved considerable 
attentionn by the scientific community and by application developers. 

2.1.55 Discussion 

Overall,, the set of design requirements needed for software reusability shall make use of 
thee speed of structured programming with the modeling power of the object-oriented 
approachh and the flexibility  of a component based system [29]. Such ideal design 
requirementss for reusable software are well-defined interfaces; efficiënt implementa-
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tions;; strong data type; availability of mathematical operators for strongly typed data; 
highh flexibility;  separation between data structures, algorithms, and data types; and 
simplicityy of use. 

Thee difficulty in meeting these requirements usually stems from the complexity of 
application-orientedd reusable software. This type of reusable software is not simple 
dataa abstractions such as stacks or lists, and modules that are not complete subsys-
temss (e.g. a database management system or a statistical analysis system). Such 
application-orientedd software makes certain assumptions about how it will be used, 
reducingg its generality but increasing its ability to meet the design requirements. In 
fact,, to construct major programs using large reusable components, the two primary 
elementss must be achieved: 

 defining a software architecture that constrains the problems and structure of 
thee implementation allowing components to make simplifying assumptions; 

 using basic concepts of data abstraction and factoring of common functions to 
structuree the program and components. 

Thee following section provides a brief overview about the evolutionary approach 
takenn from specific code implementations towards generic constructions. 

2.22 From Specific to Generic Constructions 

Thee design and implementation of image processing software packages were severely 
influencedd by computers, programming languages, and paradigms over the past years. 
Thee advent of general purpose computers with an acceptable performance and low 
costt made them very attractive for image processing tasks. Apart from hardware 
specificc solutions, software solutions for image processing applications can be trans-
ferredd to future hardware generations and are easily adapted to the new requirements. 
Consequently,, software solutions can be effectively reused. 

Softwaree developers approached the problem of software reusability through dif-
ferentt programming paradigms and software techniques. Nevertheless, software reuse 
iss difficult to obtain in practice. The evolutionary road taken by programming 
paradigmss like structured programming and object-oriented programming have not 
leadd to flexible and reusable software for image processing. In other words, software 
developerss were always involved with questions and concerns about flexibility,  perfor-
mancee and the tight connection between algorithms and data structures. Only with 
thee advent of the STL (Standard Template Library), generic programming got a littl e 
boomm in the C++ programming community, driving to new approaches in software 
reusee for image processing. 

Thee structured programming paradigm is based on three following principles: it 
dividess the program (problem) into smaller units, allows clearer expression of the 
problem,, and leads to simpler organization. An important concept of structured 
programmingg is that of top-down design, i.e. specifies solution in general terms first, 
thenn break down into details. Structured programming support modularization in 
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termss of subroutines, procedures, etc., where each subroutine is a module. Moreover, 
alll  programs are written using a limited number of control structures (e.g. sequence, 
selection,, and looping) and limited scope of data structures. 

Whenn using a structured programming language that supports data structuring, 
itt is only necessary to define the data structures that group the problem attributes in 
aa way suitable for efficient storage, solution and coding. C is an example of an imper-
ative,, procedural, and general-purpose programming language with a large repertoire 
off  features that implements the structured programming paradigm. 

Considerr the code fragment in figure 2.1. representing one possible solution of an 
imagee data structure using a structured programming approach ** : 

Figur ee 2.1 The image structure in this figure contains only the essential elements 
likee rows, columns, a pointer to image data, and the image type. 

typede ff  struc t 

{ { 

in tt  rows ;  / *  numbe r  o f  row s i n imag e * / 

in tt  cols ;  / *  numbe r  o f  column s i n imag e * / 

void **  data ;  / *  pointe r  fo r  imag e dat a * / 

type_ tt  type ;  / *  imag e typ e * / 

}}  Image ; 

Observee that the field data that holds the values of the data structure elements is 
untypedd and the field type set the pixel type in use. This simple structure provides a 
uniquee representation for each data structure type. However, additional pieces of code 
needd to be written for all kinds of pixel types. This is a severe restriction in the design 
andd implementation of image processing operators and operations since the software 
developerr needs to provide code for all pixel types and image dimensionalities, yielding 
aa large number of combinations. 

Inn mathematical morphology, the erosion operator is obtained by sliding the sup-
portt (mask) over all elements in the image and, at each position, combining the values 
off  the mask with the underlying values of the image through the minimum operation. 
AA simple function to calculate the grey-scale erosion using the image representation 
inn figure 2.1 would be written as shown in figure 2.2. The algorithm presented in 
[26]]  assumes that the original image is a 256 grey-scale image, stored in IMAGE and 
thee structuring function in an array called MASK. Results are stored in FILTER. This 
examplee shows the lack of reusability when a classical C programming language is em-
ployed.. Such deficiency makes it difficult, if not impossible, to create robust software 
withoutt writing large quantities of code for all pixel and image types. One of the few 
wayss C promotes code reuse is through the use of libraries, collections of pre-created, 
executablee functions, known to be error free that can be inserted into new programs. 

Object-orientedd programming recast nearly every aspect of application develop-
mentt from the analysis and design phases to the coding and testing of applications 
andd application components. Almost all object-oriented languages (e.g. C++) keep 

**Codee listings and algorithms given in this chapter are deliberately simplified in order to make 
easierr the comprehension of the presented programming and design techniques. 
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Figur ee 2.2 This figure shows a specific implementation of a grey-scale erosion oper-
ationn in C for i nt images. 

tt  define  N  5 

voi dd Erosion_Grey(Image *  IMAGE,  in t  MASK[ ]  [N ]  ,  Image *  FILTER ) 

•C C 

in tt  a[N][N] ; 

in tt  x,y,i,j,smin ; 

for(y=N/2,, y < IMAGE->rows - N/2; y++) 
for(x=N/2,, x < IMAGE->cols - N/2; x++) 
{ { 

sminn = 255; 

f o r ( jj  = -N/2; j <= N/2; j++) 
f o r ( ii  = -N/2; i <= N/2; i++) 
C C 

a [ii  + N/2] [ j + N/2] = 
*(IMAGE->dataa + x + i + (long) (y + j ) *IMAGE->cols) 
-- MASK[i + N/2] [ j + N/2]; 

i f ( a [ ii  + N/2][ j + N/2] < smin) 
sminn = a [i + N/2][ j + N/2]; 

} } 

i f (sminn < 0) 
sminn = 0; 

*(FILTER->dat aa +  x  +  (long )  y  *  IHAGE->cols )  =  smin ; 

> > 
FILTER->rov ss  =  IMAGE->rows ; 

FILTER->col ss  =  IMAGE->cols ; 

thee following characteristics at higher level as a way of prevent the problems inherent 
inn large projects: 

Da taa abstraction: Combines data and functions used to manipulate the data and 
assuringg that the implementation details are hidden from the programmer (in-
formationn hiding); 

Reusabi l i ty:: Programs are split into parts (i.e. objects) yielding flexibility  and 
extensibility; ; 

Adaptabi l i tyy to changes: existing and running codes shall be easily modifiable or 
adaptedd to changes. Inheritance and polymorphism assures thatt existing objects 
stayy the same and any changes are left to upper levels. 

Ann abstract image base class representation for the simple construction in figure 
2.11 is given in figure 2.3. 
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Figur ee 2.3 New image representation using C++. Observe in this figure the use of 
object-orientedd constructions like classes and virtual methods. 

clas ss  Imag e 

i i 
public : : 

virtua ll  unsigne d cha r  getPixeKin t  x ,  in t  y )  cons t  =  0 ; 

virtua ll  voi d setPixeKunsigne d cha r  value ,  in t  x ,  in t  y )  =  0 ; 

virtua ll  in t  rows Q cons t  =  0 ; 

virtua ll  in t  cols( )  cons t  =  0 ; 

/ //  .. . 

private : : 

in tt  rows ;  / *  numbe r  o f  row s i n imag e * / 

in tt  cols ;  / *  numbe r  o f  column s i n imag e * / 

IMAGE**  data ;  / *  pointe r  fo r  imag e dat a * / 

/ //  .. . 
} ; ; 

Forr instance, a minimal representation that manipulates the image file format 
VIFFF in Khoros (xvimage in Khoros 2.2 terminology) [14] is given in figure 2.4 ^ 

Figur ee 2.4 An abstract class in Khoros 2.2 xvimage showing virtual methods 
ge tP ixell  and se tP ixe l. 

clas ss  Khoroslmag e 

::  publi c virtua l  Imag e 

i i 
IIII  .. . 
public : : 

virtua ll  unsigne d cha r  getPixeKin t  x ,  in t  y )  cons t 

{{  retur n image->data[ x +  y*image->rov] ;  > 

virtua ll  voi d setPixeKunsigne d cha r  v ,  in t  x ,  in t  y ) 

{{  image->data[ x +  image->ro w *  y ]  =  v ;  } 

/ //  .. . 

v v .irtua ll  in t  row Q cons t  {  retur n image->row ;  } 

virtua ll  in t  col( )  cons t  {  retur n image->col ;  } 

/ //  .. . 
private : : 

xvimage**  image; 

} ; ; 

Thee implementation that is proposed in figure 2.4 uses inheritance and polymor-
phism.. Methods are thus independent from both data type and data structure type. 

ttSeee Khoros 2.2 Software Development FAQ, Khoral Research, Inc. (khoros-faq@khoral.com) 

1998. . 

mailto:khoros-faq@khoral.com
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Thee number of routines therefore is reduced, i.e. one method being programmed once 
forr all pixel types. Besides, the implementation of a processing operator is close to 
thee natural description of the operator algorithm. 

Thee solutions based on classic object-orientation present, however, three draw-
backs:: it enforces tight coupling through the inheritance relationship, adds additional 
memoryy to each object derived from the base class (i.e. virtual function table pointer), 
andd adds an indirection through the virtual function table for each call to a virtual 
memberr function, leading to a runtime overhead. The latter is of particular interest 
whenn considering runtime performance since virtual member functions can usually 
nott be made inline and are not subject to code optimization [12]. 

Anotherr problem with the object-oriented paradigm is related to the type of the 
methodd ge tP ixe lO in figure 2.4. Note that in a strongly typed language, the return 
valuee must be fixed to unsigned chair. Therefore, i n t , f l o a t, double images can-
nott be subclasses of Image. Thus, for different return types of ge tP i xe lO, there is 
stilll  a need for distinct versions of each algorithm. A solution for this problem could 
bee another abstract class Pixel. However, this would require even more virtual calls 
albeitt with somewhat degraded efficiency. 

Inn order to obtain software reusability, a generic programming paradigm within 
thee C++ context was introduced. It was first proposed in [35] and became popular with 
thee inclusion of the Standard Template Library (STL) into the C++ standard. Generic 
programmingg software techniques are addressed in the following sections within image 
processing. . 

2.33 Generic Programming 

Thee object-oriented programming paradigm is so strongly devoted on specifying in-
terfacess for encapsulation that programmers sometimes keep out of sight from data 
structuress and algorithms. Once a class interface has been built, the details of its 
implementationn are said to be of littl e importance. However, care must be taken 
whetherr or not it has been implemented correctly and efficiently and whether or not 
thee algorithms and data structures have been chosen properly [10]. 

Genericc programming gives and alternative to this approach. While object-
orientedd programming takes abstract objects and gives them real world representa-
tions,, generic programming does the same with algorithms. Generic programming 
alsoo provides an interface to a diverse set of data structures, giving not only the 
flexibilityflexibility  to choose appropriate ones, but also facilitating the development of more 
abstractt algorithms. 

Thee adoption of STL for C++ marks a very important development for users of 
C+++ programming language [5]. Although the library is written in an object-oriented 
programmingg language, it also employs an entirely different paradigm. The other 
approach,, called generic programming, provides a flexible way to apply generic algo-
rithmss to a variety of different data structures. The flexibilit y of C++ in combination 
withh this synthesis of two advanced design paradigms results in an unusual and highly 
extensiblee library. 
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Thee clearest example of this synthesis is the ability to extend the library with user-
definedd containers and algorithms. This extension is possible because the definition 
off  data structures has been separated from the definition of generic operations on 
thosee structures [34]. The library defines very specific parameters for these two broad 
groups,, giving users some confidence that containers and algorithms from different 
sourcess will work together as long as they all meet the requirements of the standard. 

Genericc programming naturally lead to the iterator concepts. Iterators are used 
inn STL to access data structures, rather than interacting with data structures directly. 
Moreover,, all generic data structures provide the most advanced type of iterator they 
cann implement efficiently. In this way, iterators serve as interfaces to both generic 
algorithmss and generic data structures. 

Considerr morphological software components as a three-dimensional space as 
shownn in figure 2.5. One dimension represents the image data types ( i n t , char, 
f l o a t ,, double, . .. ), the second dimension represents the data structures (queue, 
list,, heap, splay, priority queue, ... ) and the third dimension represents the mor-
phologicall  algorithms (erosion, dilation, reconstruction, watersheds, . .. ). 

F iguree 2.5 This figure shows the software component space in terms of image types, 
dataa structures, and algorithms. 

Imagee Types 
Integer,, Char, Float, Double, 

Ax x 

Morphologicall  Algorithms 
[Dilation.. Erosion. Watersheds,.. 

Dataa Structures 
[Queue,, List, Heap, Splay. 

Basedd on the scenario given in figure 2.5, X x Y x Z different code versions have 
too be designed - a watershed algorithm using a priority queue of in t, a reconstruction 
algorithmm using a priority queue of double and so on. By using functions parame-
terizedd by data types, the multiplication with respect to X-axis can be dropped and 
onlyy X + Y x Z versions of code have to be designed, because there has to be only one 
priorityy queue implementation which them can hold objects of any data type. The 
nextt step is to make the algorithms work on different data structures - that means 
thatt a watershed algorithm should work on hierarchical queues as well as on priority 
queues,, etc. Then, only X + Y + Z versions of code have to be created [27]. 
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Withh these notions in mind, a unique interface between morphological algorithms 
andd the data structures can be defined so that the same algorithm implementation 
cann be applied to any number of different image types and data structures. Therefore, 
onee can have algorithms defined as generically as possible without loosing efficiency 

[7]] [9]. 
Templatess in C++ are a more ambitious attempt to support the generic program-

mingg paradigm than some previous efforts found in other programming languages. 
Supportt for generic programming in C++ is considered by some to be as important 
aa language goal for C++ as is support for object-oriented programming. An example 
off  heavy template use can be found in STL, the Standard Template Library. Indeed, 
templatess are the essence of STL. 

Theree are six components in the STL organization [1]. In particular, four compo-
nentss can be considered the core of the library: 

 conta iners: are data structures that manage a set of memory locations; 

 algori thms: are computational procedures; 

 i t e r a t o r s: provide a mechanism for traversing and examining the elements in 
aa container; 

 funct ion objects: any objects that can be called as if they are a function. 

Thee following section describes how generic programming can be effectively used to 
solvee common image processing problems in design and implementation by means of 
STLL constructions. 

2.44 Solving Image Processing Problems by Generic 
Programming g 

Exampless given in this section are based on Horus [23], a novel image processing 
libraryy based on object-oriented and generic programming. In Horus, the most im-
portantt aspect in terms of design is the HxImageRep class interface. HxImageRep 
representss images under a mathematical point of view [4] [8] [30] [31] and can also be 
seenn as an abstract data type since it hides all details of implementation (e.g. data 
storagee and manipulation) from the user. HxImageData is the one responsible for im-
agee data storage and manipulation. Both HxImageRep and HxImageData are closely 
coupledd since they cooperate in the implementation of generic operations. 

Onn the HxImageRep side, the type of image arguments is checked or converted to 
temporaryy images of other types to reduce the number of instantiated functions in 
thee library. On the HxImageData side, objects and arguments are assumed to exist 
onlyy in predefined combinations and operations are often implemented aiming future 
optimizations. . 

Genericc operations on images are achieved by means of two basic tasks: firstly, 
eachh operation that changes the operand object results in a new object by means of a 
methodd frame (i.e. an auxiliary class to facilitate the implementation of HxImageRep 
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operations);; secondly, it performs the algorithm on the pixel data. Such implementa-
tionn is effectively done by specializations of HxImageData. It makes use of templates 
too write code only once for all image types [23]. 

Inn principle, all image processing operations are implemented only once. Opera-
tionss that are independent on the dimensionality are implemented by HxImageData 
orr by its specialization HxImageTem while operations that are dependent on the di-
mensionalityy are given by specializations of HxImageTem. Figure 2.6 show the Horns 
classs hierarchy. 

F iguree 2.6 An excerpt from Horus class hierarchy, showing the HxImageRep, the 
HxImageData,, and the HxImageTem class. 

HxImageRep p 

IPP operation! arg !ivi creturn 
lype e 

2.4.11 The Need for Generic Data Structures 
Ass a first step in generic programming, container data structures are made indepen-
dentt of the type of the contained object [6]. Horus image processing library [23] im-
plementss generic data structures that contain arbitrary pixel and image types through 
thee template mechanism included in C++ as shown in figure 2.7. In this figure, the 
followingg items can be better explained: 

 ImageSigT is the template parameter for the class HxImageTem; 

 HxImageSignature is used to specify the type of image to be created; 

 HxSizes specifies the image size; 

 HxValue acts as a placeholder for any pixel type. 

Imagee signatures give a description of the characteristics of an image type (a 
class).. Such description is accessible through the s ignature () member function 
off  both HxImageRep and HxImageData and contains: imageDimensionality: the 
dimensionalityy of an image; pixelDimensional i ty: the dimensionality of the pixel 
valuess in the image; pixelType: the type of the pixel values; and p ixe lPrec is ion: 
thee number of bits used in the representation of a pixel value. The other portion of an 
imagee signature (only available in template member functions) contains a description 
off  the static types needed in the implementation of image processing operations and 
includes,, among others, the DataPtrType: type of the data pointer for the image 
type,, the PixelType: the type of the actual pixel values stored in the image, and 

HxImageData a 

IPP operation I arg lisi):netum 
typee (abstract) 

HxImageTem m 
ImageSigT T 

.. attrihuic:Type = 

n-dimensionall  IP 
operation!!  arg hstvreium type 
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Figuree 2.7 An example of a generic data structure in Horus. 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 

clas ss  HxImageTe m :  publi c HxImageDat a { 

public : : 

HxImageTemOO ; 

HxImageTem(cons tt  HxImageTe m ft); 

virtua ll  "HxImageTemO ; 

in tt  dimensionality( )  const ; 

HxSize ss  sizes( )  const ; 

HxValueTyp ee pixelType Q const ; 

in tt  pixelPrecision O const ; 

HxImageSignatur ee signature( )  const ; 

virtua ll  voi d setAtCin t  x ,  in t  y ,  in t  z ,  cons t  HxValu e val) ; 

virtua ll  HxValu e getAt(in t  x ,  in t  y ,  in t  z )  const ; 

private : : 

} ; ; 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 

voi d d 

HxImageTem<ImageSigT>::setAt(in tt  x ,  in t  y ,  in t  z ,  cons t  HxValu e val ) 

c c 
DataPtrTyp ee p  =  dataPtrCloneQ ; 

p.incXYZ(x ,,  y ,  z ) ; 

p.write(val) ; ; 

} } 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 

HxValu e e 

HxImageTem<ImageSigT>::getAt(in tt  x ,  in t  y ,  in t  z )  cons t 

i i 
DataPtrTyp ee p  =  dataPtrCloneO ; 

p.incXYZCx ,,  y ,  z ) ; 

retur nn HxValu e (p.readQ) ; 

} } 

ArithType:: the type used in the evaluation of arithmetic operations on pixel values 
(seee Horus description in [23]). 

Thee set of arithmetic data types in Horus includes six elements: HxScalarlnt, 
HxScalarDouble,, HxVec2Int, HxVec2Double, HxVec3Int, and HxVec3Double. The 
sett of operations defined for each arithmetic data type includes addition, subtraction, 
logicall  operations, infimum, supremum, and many others. 

Thiss way, Horus implements a generic image data structure that can be used for 
alll  image types, using the template mechanism supported by C++. 
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2.4.22 Dealing wi th Generic Algori thms 

Thee second step in the application of generic programming to image processing is to 
providee generic algorithms to work on generic data structures as well. The solution 
heree is again the template mechanism in C++. 

Forr instance, Horns generic code for subtracting a constant or an image from an-
otherr image is given in figure 2.8. The subtraction process included in both operations 
cann be applied to any image for which a conversion from the source to the destination 
pixell  type exists, provided that the data pointer interface supports operations like 
read ( ),, w r i t e ( ), incX(), etc. These elements belong to the algorithms' required 
interfacee since they reflect what the user of the algorithm must ensure to allow the 
compilerr to generate the code. 

F iguree 2.8 Examples of gener ic algori thms in Horus for the subtraction operation. 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 
voi d d 
HxImageTem<ImageSigT>::sub(constt  HxValue v a l ) 

C C 

ArithTyp ee pixVa l  =  ArithType(val) ; 
in tt  nPi x =  numberOfPixels Q ; 
DataPtrTyp ee p  =  dataPtrClone O ; 
whil ee C~nPi x > = 0 )  { 

p.write(p.read( ))  -  pixVal) ; 
p..  incX O ; 

} } 
} } 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 
voi d d 
HxImageTem<ImageSigT>::sub(constt  HxImageData*  arg) 

{ { 
i ff  (IcheckEquallmageSigAndSizesO'sub" ,  arg) ) 

return ; ; 
HxImageTem<ImageSigT> **  argTe m =  (HxImageTem<ImageSigT>* )  arg ; 
DataPtrTyp ee objPt r  =  dataPtrClone() ; 
DataPtrTyp ee argPt r  =  argTem->dataPtrCIone() ; 
in tt  nPi x =  numberOfPixels O ; 
whil ee (--nPi x > = 0 )  { 

objPt rr  .writ e (objPtr .  rea d ( )  -  argPt r  .readO )  ; 
objPtr ..  incX O ; 
argPtr ..  incX Q ; 

> > 

Takee notice that generic programming properties are used to produce generic al-
gorithmss in the example shown in figure 2.8. Algorithm instantiation is type based, 
thatt is, any image that fulfill s the required interface can be used within the algo-
rithm,, assuring that inheritance is not needed. Furthermore, flexibility , one of the 
mostt important point regarding code reuse, is carried out at compile time (i.e. early 
binding,, compile time polymorphism). This way, when functions are expanded inline, 
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thee compiler performs code optimization, leading to an implementation as fast as a 
traditionall  pointer-based (non-reusable) one. 

2.4.33 Looking for  Efficient Image Traversal 

Thee generic programming solution for efficient image traversal is represented by iter-
ators.. Iterators are a generalization of pointers: they are objects that point to other 
objects.. As the name suggests, iterators are often used to iterate over a range of ob-
jects.. For instance, if an iterator points to one element in a range then it is possible 
too decrement/increment it in such a way that it points to the previous/next element 
[11]]  [37]. 

Iteratorss are central to generic programming since they provide a consistent in-
terfacee between containers and algorithms: algorithms typically take iterators as ar-
guments,, so a container needs only to provide a way to access its elements using 
iterators.. Therefore, generic algorithms working on many different kinds of contain-
erss can be implemented, even when dealing with different containers like vectors or 
lists. . 

Thee Standard Template Library (STL), includes five iterator categories which com-
pletelyy cover the needs of algorithms operating on top of linear (one-dimensional) data 
structuress [21]. Some of these iterators are given as follows: 

 forward : read or write one item at a time in a forward direction; 

 bi-directional : read or write one item at a time in either a forward or a 
backwardd direction; 

 random access: read or write one item at a time in either a forward or a 
backwardd direction, and can jump by an arbitrary distances (i.e. offsets). 

Althoughh linear iterators have demonstrated their utility in image processing, 
theyy need to work well in higher dimensional spaces. Therefore, iterators must be 
generalizedd to two or more dimensions, n-dimensional iterators are needed in order 
too deal with images, region of interest (ROI), or image neighborhoods, to name a few. 

Sincee images are considered bounded and finite in terms of algorithm implementa-
tions,, n-dimensional iterators can be mapped, to a certain extent, to one-dimensional 
iterators.. Horus defines navigation (traversal) functions like incXO or decY() that 
implementss one-dimensional iterators. This way, pixels are manipulated via data 
pointers.. The DataPtrType is defined in the signature of an image. Consequently, 
dataa pointers can only be used within specializations of HxImageTem. Some of the 
navigationn operations defined are given in figure 2.9. Typically, the data pointer type 
iss a template class with inline member functions. Inline functions are eliminated 
throughh compiler optimization so there is no loss of efficiency in pixel manipulation. 

Iteratorss are crucial in the development of morphological image operators. For 
example,, a sequential pattern (see chapter 5) is made of two scans all over the entire 
image,, which requires two different iterators. Moreover, a queue-based pattern (see 
chapterr 6) is established on a total ordering relationship of the image data, leading to 
efficientt algorithmic implementations using iterators. Iterators also play an important 
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rolee in dealing with the so-called border problem. Since iterators are geared to process 
onlyy the relevant data in the image, there is no need for additional checking when an 
operatorr tries to process pixel values that lay outside the image domain. 

Figur ee 2.9 An excerpt from the set of Horus navigation functions. 

template<classs PixelT, c lass ArithT > 
c lasss HxDataPtr2dTem { 
publ ic : : 

HxDataPtr2dTem & & 

voi d d 

voi d d 

voi d d 

voi d d 

w... . 
Arith T T 

voi d d 

voi d d 

>; ; 

2.4.44 Direct Data Access 

Directt data access is provided in Horus by using readQ and wr i te () member func-
tionss of the data pointer class, shown in figure 2.10. Again, data pointers are only 
usedd inside specializations of HxImageTem. 

F iguree 2.10 An example of data access using Horus constructions read and wr i te. 

template<clas ss  PixelT ,  clas s ArithT > 

inlin ee Arith T 

HxDataPtr2dTera<PixelT,ArithT>::read( ) ) 

-C C 
retur nn ArithT(*_ptr) ; 

> > 

template<clas ss  PixelT ,  clas s ArithT > 

inlineinline  voi d 

HxDataPtr2dTem<PixelT,ArithT>::write(Arith TT val) 

{ { 

*_pt rr  =  PixelT(val) ; 

} } 

HxDataPtr2dTem(PixelT **  data ,  in t  width) ; 

HxDataPtr2dTem(cons tt  HxDataPtr2dTem & rhs) ; 

operator=(cons tt  HxDataPtr2dTem & rhs) ; 

incXQ ;;  / /  wil l  increas e y  whe n x  >  widt h 

decX QQ ;  / /  wil l  decreas e y  whe n x  <  0 

incYCin tt  off) ; 

decY(in tt  off) ; 

readQQ ; 
write(Arith TT va l ) ; 

vpr intQ ; ; 
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2.4.55 Functions as Basic Buildin g Blocks 

Algorithmss usually require specifying a function to perform their operation. A func-
tionn that takes one parameter is called a unary function, whereas a function that 
takess two parameters is called a binary function. Functions are supplied as pointers 
eitherr to regular C functions or as function objects [19]. Function objects in the C++ 
contextt have been introduced in STL to improve flexibility  of algorithms, encapsulate, 
andd associate functions with data. Using STL function objects, functions can be cre-
ated,, stored, and destroyed just like any other object. Take notice that most function 
objectss are templatized constructions. 

Inn image processing, many algorithms use a general function to apply a math-
ematicall  operation to every element in a collection. Figure 2.11 shows a generic 
representationn for both unary and binary pixel operations in Horus. Observe that 
bothh operations have an HxString parameter that contains the name of the function 
thatt works like a key. If a key is found in the table, the function object f unc calls 
doOpp that effectively process the image. Consequently, functions work as basic build-
ingg blocks where the programmer or end-user needs only to select the appropriate 
block. block. 

Thee following section deals with generic operators and operations on images and 
presentss the effective use of generic programming using STL. It contains a collection 
off  basic image processing patterns described in the context of Horus library in a 
well-designedd mathematical structure. A simple example based on a neighborhood 
operationn is also given in order to show all the principles and practices described in 
thiss section. 

2.55 Generic Operators and Operations on Images 

Onee of the goal of Horus library is to reduce the amount of programming code re-
quiredd in implementing an image processing algorithm. Horus has been successful in 
expressingg linear and non-linear image processing algorithms in a precise manner using 
aa basic set of operators. When placed in a programming environment, Horus enables 
thee programmer to write image processing algorithms at a high level of abstraction 
andd with a high degree of readability. 

Thee approach followed by Horus developers has been to provide a small number of 
differentt kinds of classes corresponding to the common operands of image algebra [4] 
[8],, appropriate operations on and between objects of each of the kinds of classes, and 
additionall  functions to manipulate objects of each of the kinds of classes. Further-
more,, Horus is designed in such ways that only the responsibilities that must be taken 
onn by classes are imposed upon them, assuming that the underlying representation 
off  most objects is abstract. This allows the library to be freely extended. 

2.5.11 Basic Image Processing Patterns 

Horuss [23] approach for design and implementation of operators and operations stick 
too the generic programming approach (e.g. using function objects, iterators, and 
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Figur ee 2.11 Examples of function objects in Horus for unary and binary pixel oper-
ation̂  ^ 

/ //  unar y pixe l  operation s 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 

voi d d 

HxImageTem<ImageSigT>::unaryPixOp(HxStringg op) 

i i 
in tt  nPi x =  numberOfPixels() ; 

DataPtrTyp ee p  =  dataPtrCloneO ; 

HxUnPixOpTenKArithType ,,  ArithType> *  func ; 

fun cc  =  HxUnPixOpTable<ArithType ,  ArithType>::instance(}->find(op) ; 

i ff  (Ifunc )  { 

HxEnvironment::instance()->errorStream( ) ) 

<<< "unaryPixOp :  n o operatio n "  «  o p < < endl ; 

HxEnvironment::instance()->flush() ; ; 

return ; ; 

> > 
whil ee (--nPi x > = 0 )  i 

ArithTyp ee resul t  =  func->doOp(p.read() )  ; 

p.write(result) ; ; 

p..  incX O ; 

} } 

> > 

/ //  binar y pixe l  operation s 

template<clas ss  ImageSigT > 

voi d d 
HxImageTenKImageSigT>::binaryPixOp(cons tt  HxValu e val ,  HxStrin g op ) 

{ { 

ArithTyp ee pixVa l  =  ArithType(val) ; 

in tt  nPi x =  numberOfPixels O ; 

DataPtrTyp ee p  =  dataPtrCloneO ; 

HxBinPixOpTenKArithType ,,  ArithType> *  func ; 

fun cc  =  HxBinPixQpTable<ArithType ,  ArithType>::instance()->find(op) ; 

i ff  (Ifunc )  { 

HxEnvironment::instance()->errorStream( ) ) 

<<< "binaryPixOp :  n o operatio n "  «  o p < < endl ; 

HxEnvironment::instance()->flush() ; ; 

return ; ; 

} } 

whil ee (—nPi x > = 0 )  { 

ArithTyp ee resul t  =  func->doOp(p.read() ,  pixVal) ; 

p.write(result) ; ; 

p..  incX O ; 

> > 
} } 

templates)) in order to achieve software reusability. A basic set of its generic image 
processingg patterns are given as follows: 

 unary pixel operations: a function with one argument is applied to all pixels 
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inn the image in arbitrary order is based on the unary parallel pattern, where the 
computationn on one pixel does not depend on the result scored on other pix-
els.. Examples are conversion, negation, complement, absolute value, ceil, floor, 
round,, sum, product, minimum, maximum, square root, sine, cosine, tangent, 
arcc sine, arc cosine, arc tangent, projection, color conversion, etc; 

 binar y pixel operations: a function with two arguments is applied to corre-
spondingg pixels in two images independent of the order of computation by the 
binaryy parallel pattern. Examples are addition, subtraction, multiplication, di-
vision,, minimum, maximum, infimum, supremum, power, modulo, and, or, xor, 
dott product, cross product, less than, greater than, less equal, greater equal, 
equal,, not equal, etc; 

 reduce operations: the pixel values in the image are reduced to a single value 
byy the reduce pattern. The pattern is parallel by nature in the sense that all 
pixelss are addressed and the result does not depend on the order of addressing 
thee pixels. Examples are sum, product, maximum, minimum, etc; 

 generalized convolution operations: the pixel values in the neighborhood 
off  a pixel in the input image are combined with the pixel values of a kernel 
imagee and written to the corresponding central pixel in the output image by the 
generalizedd convolution parallel pattern. Examples are found in the convolution 
operation,, the Gaussian filter, erosions, and dilations; 

 neighborhood operations: the pixel values in the neighborhood of a pixel 
inn the input image are combined into a single value and written to the corre-
spondingg pixel in the output image by the neighborhood parallel pattern. This 
iss a more general case than the generalized convolution pattern. Examples are 
percentile,, median, etc; 

 iterativ e and recursive neighborhood operations: the recursively applied 
neighborhoodd pattern is a non-parallel pattern in the sense that the processing 
resultt thus far has a consequence in the result of forthcoming pixels. Exam-
pless of operations that can be implemented with this pattern are the distance 
transform,, recursive implementations of the Gaussian filter, etc; 

 geometric operations: an arbitrary affine transformation is applied to the po-
sitionn of pixels in the image by the geometric pattern. Examples are translation, 
rotation,, scaling, reflection, shear, extension, restriction, etc. 

Figuree 2.12 gives a partial overview of Horus HxImageRep class interface, show-
ingg one of the generic image processing patterns available in the library namely the 
binaryPixOp .. These elements work well with arbitrary pixel data types and arbi-
traryy image data structures and neither of these operators and operations require any 
changess to the algorithms. Thus, much less source code is needed when compared to a 
traditionall  library to provide the same functionality. In contrast, in a traditional sys-
temm like Khoros, all these functions must be implemented repeatedly which produces 
aa large amount of extra code. 
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Figur ee 2.12 Examples of generic operators and operations on images in Horus. 

/ **  Binar y pixe l  operation : 

**  Th e functio n applie d t o al l  pixel s i s give n b y the  strin g "op "  an d 

**  obtaine d fro m the  tabl e o f  binar y pixe l  operation s define d fo r  al l 

**  arithmeti c dat a types . 

*/ / 
HxImageRepp binaryPixOp(cons t  HxValu e val ,  HxStrin g op )  const ; 

\\ . . 

HxImageRep p 

HxImageRep p 

HxImageRep p 

/ **  Addition. 
**  Equivalent to : binaryPixOpCval, "Add"); 
*/ / 

add(constt HxValue val) const; 

/ **  Addition. 
**  Equivalent to : binaryPixOp(arg, "Add"); 
*/ / 

add(constt HxImageRep arg) const; 

/**  Subtract ion. 
**  Equivalent to : binaryPixOpCval, "Sub"); 
* / / 

sub(constt HxValue va l) const; 

/ **  Subtract ion. 
**  Equivalent to : binaryPixOp(arg, "Sub"); 
*/ / 

w.. . . 

2.5.22 A Simple Example Using Horus 

Thee intention of this section is to give an example about the use of STL  concepts like 
templates,, generic algorithms, iterators, navigation functions and function objects 
withinn the Horus library. Consider the generalized neighborhood operation shown in 
2.133 ** . The result is obtained by processing the entire image and at each position, 
combiningg the values set by the neighborhood N(x) with the underlying values of the 
inputt image by means of the function object ƒ. 

Figur ee 2.13 A generalized neighborhood operation in Horus. 

fo rA l ll  (x ,y) in ( i n p u t . r e s u l t) 

forAl ll  z in N(x) 
f ( z , i npu t ( x+z ) ); ; 

r e s u ltt (y) = f . r e s u l t O; 

t-fThiss example was presented in the UvA-ISIS staff soos by Edo Poll as part of the Horus tutorial, 
March,, 2000. 
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Assumee ngb(tags) as an instantiation of the class NgbT in figure 2.14. The func-
tionn HxFuncNgb0p2d includes ngb as one of its parameters. Note that ngb contains 
relevantt information for several steps of the method in consideration: ngb .s ize() 
providess information about ngb size; n g b . i n i tO and ngb.next() take care of ini-
tializationn and iterator steps, and ngb . resu lt deals with the function result. 

Figur ee 2.14 Neighborhood instantiations in Horus. 

NgbTT ngb(tags) ; 

/ //  .. . 

templat ee <clas s DstDataPtrT ,  clas s SrcDataPtrT ,  clas s NbgT > 
voi d d 
HxFuncNgb0p2d ( ( 

DstDataPt rr  dstPtr ,  SrcDataPtr T srcPtr , 
Hxsize ss  dstSize ,  HxSize s srcSize ,  NgbTf t  ngb , 
HxNgbLoopTag ,,  HxNgblPhaseTag ,  HxNgbTransInvarTag ) 

•C C 

/ //  .. . 

in tt  ngbWidt h =  ngb.size().x() ; 
in tt  ngbHeigh t  =  ngb.size O .y() ; 

/ //  .. . 

for(y=0 ;;  y  <  imgHeight ;  y++ )  { 
dPt rr  =  dstPtr ; 
dPtr.incY(y) ; ; 
for(x=0 ;;  x  <  imWidth ;  x++ )  { 

sPt rr  =  srcPtr ; 
sPtr.incXYZ(x.y) ; ; 
for(j=0 ;;  j<ngbHeight ;  j++ )  { 

for(i=0 ;;  i<ngbWidth ;  i++ )  { 
ngb.next(i,j,sPtr.read()) ; ; 
sPt rr  .incXQ ; 

} } 
sPtr.decX(ngbWidth) ; ; 
sPtr.incY OO ; 

} } 
dPtr.write(ngb.result()) ; ; 
dPtr.incXQ ; ; 

} } 
} } 

} } 

Takee notice that ngbT must be provide all the necessary requirements in order 
too implement the function HxFuncNgb0p2d. The class ngbT would be represented in 
Horuss as shown in figure 2.15. 

Considerr the implementation of a percentile filter using a generic programming 
approach.. The filter sorts all pixel values in the neighborhood and set the result to 
thee pixel value at the percentile index. In addition, the filter has the percentile and 
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Figuree 2.15 Ngb requirements. 

template<clas ss  ArithT > 

clas ss  ngb T 

•c c 

public : : 

typedeff  HxNgbLoopTag IteratorCategory ; 
tyepdeff  HxNgblPhaseTag PhaseCategory; 
typedeff  HxNgbTransInVarTa g TransVarianceCategory; 

HxSizes s 

void d 
void d 
ArithT T 

s t a t ic c 

NgbTCHxTaglistfcc t a g s ); 
-NgbTO; ; 

s i z eOO ; 

i n i t QQ ; 
nex t ( i ntt x, int y, ArithT va lue); 
r e s u l tOO const; 

HxStringg classNameO; 

thee size of neighborhood as parameters. If a percentile filter (e.g. a neighborhood 
operator)) needs to be implemented, one can take class ngbT for grant since it provides 
thee set of requirements needed in the filter construction. A possible implementation 
usingg Horus for the percentile filter that satisfy all requirements is shown in figures 
2.166 and 2.17. 

Notee that _size and p in the class constructor get their values by means of the 
HxGetTagg method, a Horus construction to pass a certain number of parameters 
(includingg parameter names) according to the function that might be implemented. 
Forr the percentile filter, two parameters are need, i.e. s ize and p assuming values 3 
andd 0.5 respectively. 

Thee last element involved in the percentile filter implementation is to create a file 
withh a list of instantiations of the function for all the relevant pixel types. This is an 
importantt observation, showing that Horus internally does not avoid the combinato-
riall  explosion of generating code for all pixel types. However, Horus leave the task 
forr the compiler, generating all possible combinations in compile-time. 

2.66 Discussion and Conclusions 

Thee fundamental requirements any morphological software should have are recalled: 

1.. there should be support for a large variety of image data types; 

2.. the software should be implemented using generic constructions in order to avoid 
codee proliferation and lack of reuse; 

3.. the software should reflect the theory; 
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Figur ee 2.16 Example of a percentile filter class and its constructor. 

template<c c 

classs HxNg 

{ { 

public: : 

typedef f 

tyepdef f 

typedef f 

//.. . . 

private: : 

int t 

int t 

PixelT* * 

int t 

}; ; 

Lasss ArithT> 

}PercLoop2d d 

HxNgbLoopTagg IteratorCategory; 

HxNgblPhaseTagg PhaseCategory; 

HxNgbTransInVarTagg TransVarianceCategory 

_pctldx; ; 

_size; ; 

.values; ; 

_i; ; 

template<classs ArithT> 

HxNgbPercLoop2d<ArithT>::HxNgbPercLoop2d( ( 

HxTagListf tt  tags): _values(0) 
C C 

_sizee = HxGetTag(tags, "size", 3); 

doublee p = HxGetTag(tags, "percentile", 0.5) 

_pctldxx = p * (_size * _size); 

.valuess = new ArithT(_size * _size); 

4.. the software should consider speed, regardless the need for genericity. 

Thee intention of this chapter was to fulfil l the first two requirements. This was 
achievedd with the generic programming paradigm that was applied to image process-
ing. . 

Genericc programming is an applicable solution to represent efficient algorithms 
independentlyy of any particular data-representation scheme. Indeed, it optimizes 
resourcess at the levels of design and implementation, enhances programmer's produc-
tivity ,, and produces clean code. Generic programming is based on the ideas proposed 
inn the C++ Standard Template Library (STL). This approach overcomes a number of 
limitationss found in traditional ways to design and implement reusable software in 
imagee processing. 

Itt was shown in this chapter that generic operators and operations on images 
aree constructed according to the rules set by generic programming. These operators 
andd operations constitute the set of elementary patterns that is needed in an image 
processingg library. Image processing patterns give flexibilit y to choose appropriate 
representationss and facilitates the development of more abstract algorithms. The 
Horuss library [23] provides generic constructions and leads to software reusability in 
imagee processing. 
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Figur ee 2.17 Percentile filter additional requirements. 

template<clas ss  ArithT > 
inlin ee voi d 
HxNgbPercLoop2d<ArithT>::init( ) ) 
•C C 

_ii  =  0 ; 
} } 

template<clas ss  ArithT > 
inlin ee voi d 
HxNgbPercLoop2d<ArithT>::next(int ,,  int ,  Arith T value ) 

•C C 

_values(_i++ ))  =  value ; 
> > 

template<clas ss  ArithT > 
Arith T T 
ArithTHxNgbPercLoop2d<ArithT>::result( ))  cons t 

{ { 
std:sort(&_values[0] ,,  &_values[_siz e *  _size]) ; 

retur nn _values[_pctldx] ; 

> > 

template<clas ss  DstValT ,  clas s SrcValT > 
inlin ee HxStrin g 
{HxUpoColorStretch<DstValT ,,  SrcValT>::className( ) 

•C C 

retur nn HxStringC'percentile") ; 
} } 

template<clas ss  ArithT > 
inlin ee HxSize s 
HxNgbPercLoop2d<ArithT>::siz ee O 

{ { 
retur nn HxSizes(_size ,  _size ,  1) ; 

} } 

Itt may be clear that, by satisfying all the necessary requirements for morphological 
softwaree constructions, the problem statement set in chapter 1 finds its proper answer: 
genericc programming, when applied to mathematical morphology, produces generic 
andd reusable code automatically providing support for a broad class of data types, 
dataa structures, and algorithms. 

Thee remaining two requirements, i.e. that the software should reflect the theory 
andd should consider speed, regardless the need for genericity will be discussed in 
chapterss 3, 4 5, and 6. First the notation needs to be deepened by considering the 
completee lattice theory [13] [15] [16] [17] [18] [32] [33] for our purposes, summarized 
inn chapter 3. 
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Figur ee 2.18 Instantiating image operators in Horus. 

templat ee <clas s ImgSigT > 

clas ss  HxNgbPercLoop2dIns t 

•C C 
public : : 

HxImgFtorNgb2d<ImgSigT ,,  ImgSigT , 

HxNgbPercLoop2d<ImgSigT::ArithType >> >  f ; 

} ; ; 

/ //  on e lin e instantiation s 

stati cc  HxNgbPercLoop2dInst<HxImageSig2dByte > fill ; 

stati cc  HxNgbPercLoop2dInst<HxImageSig2dByte > f112 ; 

/ //  .. . 
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Chapterr 3 

Completee Latt ice Theory: 
Thee Algebraic Framework for 
Morphologicall  Image 
Processingg * 

SupposeSuppose you want to teach the cat concept to a very young child. Do you explain 
thatthat a cat is a relatively small, primarily carnivorous mammal with retractile 
claws,claws, a distinctive sonic output, etc.? I will  bet not. You probably show the 
kidkid a lot of different cats, saying kitty each time, until it gets the idea. To put it 
moremore generally, generalizations are best made by abstraction from experience, 

inin Can We Make Mathematics Intelligible?, by Ralph P. Boas. 

3.11 Introductio n 

Thee design of image processing libraries is not an easy task. Indeed, it becomes more 
complexx when the library tries to meet the following requirements: 

1.. it should be able to deal with several images types (see chapter 1); 

2.. it should be reusable, that is, a programmer using the library should not be 
forcedd to write his own loops over all pixels in an image. This is a recurrent fact 
inn nearly all image processing tasks that should be taken care of by a reusable 
patternn in the library; 

3.. it should be complete, i.e. the repertoire of reusable algorithmic patterns should 
providee all the tools needed to implement new functionality; 

*Thi ss work was developed with Rein van den Boomgaard, Computer Science Department - FNWI, 
Universityy of Amsterdam. 

59 9 
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4.. although the library should be generic, it should be efficient as well. 

Restrictingg to the design of software for morphological image processing, a com-
pletee and formal view is required on what the image processing operators are supposed 
too do. Too often, morphological software tried to accomplish the impossible due to 
aa lack of formal understanding. A famous example is the impossibility to implement 
translationn invariant operators leading to the so-called border problem. A second 
examplee is illustrated by the plethora of skeleton algorithms that have been proposed 
[3]]  [18] [19] [22]. The skeleton as the line description of a shape with the same ho-
motopyy is a notion that makes perfect sense when dealing with continuous shapes. 
Forr discrete shapes, as they are visible in discrete images, the continuous notion of 
aa skeleton ceases to have a unique meaning. Therefore, a meaningful definition of a 
skeletonn should be based on a discrete geometry and topology and only in case that 
geometryy is as rich in structure as the Euclidean geometry. A proper solution for 
thesee problems is to construct operators within the lattice framework. 

Morphologicall  image processing, more than any other image processing paradigm, 
iss strongly rooted in a formal algebraic theory namely the complete lattice theory. 
Completee lattices serve essentially as a mathematical technique to represent algo-
rithms.. These algorithms should appear as a sequence of operators and images into 
aa w-ell designed framework, where each operator can finally be expressed as a se-
quencee composed of some collection of elementary operators. One of the goals of 
morphologicall  algorithm development is to produce statements in terms of low-level 
operationss that are tied to the algebraic representation of the fundamental structures 
uponn which images and image operators are designed. In this framework, the speci-
fication,, efficiency, and algorithm implementation can be validated. In this chapter a 
brieff  introduction to complete lattice theory is given, stating only the results that are 
neededd to make a formal specification of generic algorithms for morphological image 
processing. . 

Tablee 3.1 illustrates the functions in SCIL-Image [27] with respect to erosion. 
Theree is not just one erosion function defined, but each choice of structuring element 
andd /or image type defines its own erosion function, each with a different name and 
differentt parameters. The examples from SCIL-Image are representative for many of 
thee image processing software libraries available, e.g. Vis i log, Micromorph, Mmorph, 
etcc (see chapter 1). 

Recallingg the characterization of morphological algorithms in chapter 1: there is 
aa waist of notation and code to deal with the same generality. What all erosions have 
inn common is more than just the name, which is an important conceptual observation 
onn its own: the different operators share large parts of the algorithms. Indeed, for 
eachh new image type an entirely new version of the algorithm is written. 

Thee research problems focused in this thesis within the scope of the theory of 
mathematicall  morphology are: Is the complete lattice specialized enough to deal with 
andand represent all possible morphological operators within the lattice framework? More-
over,, How direct expressions for lattice operators can be obtained and relate these ex-
pressionspressions to efficient implementations? In addition, How to improve morphological 
algorithmalgorithm design when the algorithms involved are intrinsically computing intensive? 
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Tablee 3.1 Erosions in SCIL-Image. 

Name e 
erosion3x3 3 

arb i t_eros ion n 

grey.erosion n 

parabol ic .eros ion n 

grr ey _morph_round, 
grey_morph_ellipse, , 
grey_morph_hollow_ellipse, , 
grey_morph_diamond, , 
grey_morph_arbit t 

Description n 
erosionn of a binary image with a box (3 x 
33 neighborhood) structuring element, a dia-
mondd shaped structuring element or a combi-
nationn of these. The size of the structuring 
elementt is variable. 
erosionn of a binary image using an arbitrary 
structuringg element specified as a binary im-
age. . 
erosionn of a grey-scale (integer) image using a 
rectangularr structuring element 
erosionn of a grey-scale (integer or floating 
point)) image using a parabolic structuring 
function. . 
erosionn of grey-scale image using a flat struc-
turingg element. The last part of the name in-
dicatess the shape of the structuring element. 

Thiss should be accomplished by supporting a collection of fundamental operators 
thatt might be grouped together, leading to more elaborated compositions. As a 
consequence,, modern algebraic theory must provide us with the framework to build 
aa reusable, generic and object-oriented library for morphological image processing 
thatt wil l circumvent the combinatorial explosion of functions needed to deal with all 
possiblee types of lattices (image types) and structuring functions [16]. 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows: section 3.2 sketch the algebraic theory of 
morphologicall  image processing to make it clear that an operator like the erosion e 
standss for a lot of different operators depending on the choice of image type (pixel 
valuess being either integers or floats or even color values) and on the specification 
off  the exact working of the operator. Then pixel and image lattice frameworks are 
describedd in section 3.3. Erosions and dilations with a finite support are also described 
sincee they are often used in mathematical morphology. This chapter also shows 
thatt the supports for erosion and dilation are as tightly coupled as the erosion and 
dilationn themselves. For a translation variant adjunction, the support of the erosion 
andd dilation are not trivially related and thus a redundant characterization for the 
adjunctionn needs to be used by giving both supports for erosion and dilation. Finally, 
discussionss and conclusions are drawn in section 3.4. 
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3.22 The Complete Lattice Framework 
Thee interest of mathematicians, engineers, scientists, and image processing software 
developerss by mathematical morphology increased substantially during the last few-
years.. This observation is easily justified, since mathematical morphology grew up as 
aa solid mathematical theory with a large set of useful techniques to extract information 
fromm signals and images. Originally introduced for binary images using set theoretical 
conceptss [23], it was extended to grey-scale images in [5] [6] [7] [12] [24] [25] using the 
umbraa transform. Nowadays, the umbra approach is less used, but it should be noted 
thatt it played an important role in the early days of the development of morphology 
ass a mechanism for expressing grey-scale operations in terms of binary operations. 
However,, it was firstly observed by [21] and later by [13] that the mathematical 
descriptionss of grey-scale morphological operators using the umbra mechanism were 
nott the same as for binary ones (continuous case). 

Completee lattice theory is nowadays the accepted algebraic framework for math-
ematicall  morphology. Most of the theory introduced in this chapter can be found in 
thee book of Heijmans *. 

Fromm the algebraic view on mathematical morphology the principle of an ordering 
iss the central issue in the theory [2]. An ordering relation < tells us whether a value v 
iss less then or equal to value it; (both from some value set V). It should be noted that 
<< is written in this chapter, but that < is not necessarily the well-known ordering of 
thee real values commonly used. In fact the ordering of the real values is special in 
thee sense that for all values v and w (such that v ^ w) it is true that either v < w or 
ww < v, this is not true in general for the partial orderings. 

Definitio nn 1 Let V be a set with a binary relation < defined as follows: 

 u < u 

 U < U, V < U =>  U — V 

 u < V, V < w ==> u < w 

SuchSuch a set V is called a partially ordered set (often abbreviated as poset). 

AA partial ordering is called a total ordering or a chain in case either v < w or w < v. 
Ann example is the familiar ordering of the real values. The alphabetical ordering of 
thee names in a telephone book is another example of a total ordering. 

Considerr a subset W of the value set V. The supremum or least upper bound of 
WW is the value v (if it exists) in V such that for all elements w E W leads to w < v. 
Notee that the supremum need not be in the subset W itself. The infimum or greatest 
lowerr bound of W (if it exists) is the value v such that for all elements w € W leads 
too v <w. Again the infimum need not be in the subset W. 

Ann ordering on the value set V such that all possible subsets of V have an infimum 
andd supremum is needed to define morphological image processing operators. The 

t\Vhenn the reference in the literature is not specifically related to other work and a proof is not 
formulatedd in this chapter, a reference is made to Heijmans [14]. 
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prototypicall  image operator in the morphological context is the erosion (and dilation) 
wheree the infimum (supremum) of all pixel values in a neighborhood of each point 
inn the image (erosions and dilations are to defined formally later on) is selected. 
Obviously,, the infimum does exist no matter the values in the neighborhood. Else, 
att certain locations in an image, there is no way to assign a value. That is why 
mathematicall  morphology needs a complete lattice [21]. 

Definitio nn 2 A partially ordered set V is called a complete lattice in case every subset 
ofVofV has both an infimum and a supremum. 

AA complete lattice thus is characterized with the set of all elements V and with a 
partiall  ordering defined on V. One writes C = (V, <) to denote the complete lattice. 
Forr elements v € V, one writes v E C. 

Thee infimum of all elements in V is denoted as — oo and the supremum of V as 
+oo.. The operator that acts on a set of values W € V to return the infimum is 
denotedd as A, the operator that returns the supremum is denoted as V. For a finite 
numberr of elements, an infix operator notation is used like v\/ w and v Aw. 

Ann operator on a complete lattice £ is a mapping 0 : C —> C. It should be noted 
thatt the set of all the operators on C with the induced ordering <j>  < ift <=>  Vu € C : 
<fi(v)<fi(v)  < ip(v) is a complete lattice as well. The complete lattice of (image) operators 
iss not considered in detail in this chapter. 

Ass the ordering is the central issue in mathematical morphology, it is expected 
thatt operators that preserve the ordering are of some importance. Order preserving 
operatorss are called increasing in the morphological theory. 

Definitio nn 3 An operator 0 on a complete lattice C is called increasing in case: 

vv < w —> <f>{v)  < <j)(w) 

Thee basic operators in mathematical morphology are the erosions and dilations. 
Thee following definition, proposed in [14], describes the complete lattice: 

Definitio nn 4 Let C be a complete lattice. An operator e : C —> C is called an erosion 
inin case it distributes over the infimum of a collection of values: 

wherewhere I is some index set and {vi}  is an arbitrary collection of values V{ 6 C 
AnAn operator S : C —  £ is called a dilation in case it distributes over the supremum 

ofof a collection of values: 

KielKiel ) i£l 

wherewhere I is some index set and {vt} is an arbitrary collection of values V{ € C 
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Thesee operators deserve being called the basic operators in mathematical morphol-
ogyy due to a theorem of Matheron [20] stating that every increasing operator can 
bee written as the supremum of erosions or equivalently as the infimum of dilations. 
Laterr this theorem was generalized to include all operators by Banon and Barrera [1]. 
Theree is a need not only to state these theorems, but also to know that implementing 
justt the erosions and dilations is enough to justify the term generic algorithms for 
morphologicall  image processing. It should be noted that although theoretically suf-
ficient,, such a morphological software library would be a very inefficient one. Later 
sectionss discuss ways to speed things up. 

Erosionn and dilation are not inverse operators, i.e. eó ^ id and 6e / id. This 
asymmetryy between erosions and dilations allows one to build sequences of image 
operatorss that change the image, leaving out the details one is not interested in. 

Thee prototypical operators that are constructed as a composition of erosions and 
dilationss are the openings and closings. 

Definitio nn 5 An opening is an operator a : C —» C such that: 

 a < id, 

 Q is increasing and 

mm a2 = a, i.e. a is idempotent. 

AA closing is an operator ft : C —» C such that: 

 ft> id, 

 ft is increasing and 

 ft2 = ft, i.e. ft is idempotent. 

Thee composition of an erosion followed by a dilation is an opening, the composition 
off  a dilation followed by an erosion is a closing (as will be stated in the following 
proposition).. It should be noted that not just any dilation must be taken to follow 
thee erosion in order to construct an opening. In fact there is a unique dilation that 
mustt be selected in order to do so. Such a unique pair of an erosion and a dilation is 
calledd an adjunction. 

Definitio nn 6 Let C be a complete lattice and let (e, 6) be a pair of operators on C. 
SuchSuch a pair is called an adjunction in case: 

S(w)S(w) < v <=> w < E{V) 

forfor all v,w € C. 

Soo far the exact workings of any of the operators is not defined, not even the ordering is 
definedd (only the algebraic properties were defined). Nevertheless, based on just these 
definitionss it is possible to prove [11] [15] [14] the following proposition that states 
somee of the important properties of erosions and dilations in a complete lattice. 
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Proposit ionn 1 Let (e,6) be an adjunction on the complete lattice (V, <), then: 

1.1. e is an erosion and S is a dilation. 

2.2. The erosion preserves that lattice supremum: s(+oo) = +oo whereas the dilation 
preservespreserves the lattice infimum: S(—oo) = —oo. 

3.3. eóe — s and 5E6 = 6. 

4.4. The composition of an erosion followed by its adjunct dilation a = SE is an 
opening. opening. 

5.5. The composition of a dilation followed by its adjunct erosion j3 = sö is a closing. 

Forr families of erosions and dilations: 

Proposit ionn 2 Let {£i}i^i  be a family of erosions for a non-empty index set I and 
letlet {Si}iEi be a family of dilations, such that (£i,Si) is an adjunction for every i € I, 
then: then: 

1.1. The infimum of erosions is an erosion and the supremum of dilations is a dila-
tion,tion, more specifically (f\ieI £i, Vie/ <$i) *'*  an adjunction. 

2.2. The composition of a countable number of erosions is an erosion and the 
compositioncomposition of a countable number of dilations is a dilation, more specifically 
{s\£2{s\£2  £n,b~nb'n-\  " b~\) is an adjunction. 

Erosionss and dilations are thus tightly coupled through the notion of adjunction. 
Inn fact for every s there is a unique dilation 6 such that (s, 5) is an adjunction. 
Equivalently,, for every dilation there is a unique erosion to form an adjunction. Un-
fortunatelyy there is no closed form expression for the erosion given the dilation or vice 
versa.. Therefore: 

Proposit ionn 3 Let (s, S) be and adjunction on C, then: 

e(e(vv)) = l\{w e C I 6{w) < v} 

and and 

S(v)S(v) = \J{w e C I v < s{w)} 

Thiss proposition states that to find the erosion e(v) of v given the dilation 5, all values 
ww whose dilated value S(w) is less then or equal to v must be obtained. The infimum 
off  all these w-values is the erosion e(v). 

Takee notice that the value set V was not defined, nor what the ordering is like. 
Inn the following sections, the focus will be at a restricted form of a complete lattice, 
namelyy one that is constructed by lifting a complete lattice of pixel values to the 
imagee domain. Complete lattice theory is, however, not restricted to such types of 
completee lattices. As an example and because it is needed as a model for structuring 
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elementt decomposition to be discussed later, the complete lattice of subsets of the 
d-dimensionall  spacefthe power set P(Md)) is introduced. The partial ordering in this 
spacee is the set inclusion relation: 

X,X, Y e V{lRd) :X<Y «=> X CY 

Thee infimum in this complete lattice is the intersection of subsets C\ and the 
supremumm is the union of subsets U. The infimum of all subsets in V{Md) is the 
emptyy set and the supremum of all subsets is the entire space itself. 

Forr the :P(IRC') value set with ordering C the explicit (and redundant) specification 
is: : 

££ = (p ( IRd) ,C ,u ,n ,0 , IRd) . 

Thee familiar adjunction in this complete lattice is formed by the Minkowski addi-
tionn and subtraction of sets: 

Proposit ionn 4 Consider the complete lattice C = (p(Md), C, U, n, 0, lRd) . The pair 

ofof operators (£A,SA) defined by: 

eeAA(x)(x) = xeA = {heiRd \Ah a }  (3.1) 
66AA(X)(X) = X ®A = {x + a\x € X,a£A} (3.2) 

isis called Minkowski addition and subtraction with A being a subset of Hd namely 
thethe structuring element. The pair is an adjunction on C. Note that Ah denotes the 
translationtranslation of the set A over h. 

Givenn the proof of the proposition the generic properties of adjunctions in any 
completee lattice are obviously true in this specific instantiation. Notably the com-
positionn of a Minkowski subtraction followed by a Minkowski addition, using the 
samee structuring element A, defines the structural opening: aA(X) ~ 6A£A{X) = 
(X(X Q A) © A. The dilation followed by an erosion defines the structural closing: 
00AA(X)=e(X)=eAA66AA(X)(X) = (X(BA)GA. 

Propositionn 2 tells us that the composition of two dilations again is a dilation. It 
doess not tell us what the algebraic form of the dilation is. For the Minkowski addition, 
onee may prove that: 

{X{X © A) © B = X®{A®B) 

Equivalentlyy for the Minkowski subtraction: 

(XeA)QB(XeA)QB = XQ{A®B) 

3.33 Morphological Image Processing 

Thee algebraic theory of complete lattices is used in this section in the image processing 
context.. First, what is considered to be an image in this chapter is defined in section 
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3.3.1.. Only image ordering relations that are derived from ordering relations on the 
sett of all pixel values are considered. 

Sectionn 3.3.2 introduces some of the pixel lattices that are used in morphological 
imagee processing. Examples are the scalar lattices (to model grey-scale images using 
eitherr floating point values, integers, etc.) and non-scalar lattices to model for instance 
colorr images. 

Sectionn 3.3.3 lifts these pixel lattices to define an ordering of images. The main 
propositionn in this section gives the most general expression for adjunctions in the 
imagee lattices that are considered. 

3.3.11 Images 

Ann image is considered to be the recording of some physical observable within the 
visuall  field. Observing the luminance, say ƒ (x) as function of the location x results 
inn an image ƒ : E —  V being a mapping (function) from the visual field E to the 
rangee of possible observation values V. Most often E is the two dimensional space 
H 22 and V is the set of positive real values. 

Representingg an image in the computer requires a discretization of the domain. 
Onee cannot store measurements taken in all locations of the plane, even if a restriction 
iss made to a bounded region of the visual domain. Sampling the image is the clas-
sicall  way to make the notion of an image amenable to computer representation and 
computerr manipulation. The image is observed only in a finite number of locations 
inn the visual field. 

Lett B be a d x d-matrix whose column vectors form a basis in IRd. The contin-
uouss space IR is our prototypical continuous image domain. The sampling grid VB 
generatedd by the basis B is the set of all locations Bk with H 2 : 

TTBB = [BkeJRd I fc G 2d } 

Noww let ƒ : JRd —> V be the continuous image. By looking at the image in all locations, 
thee sampled image is a mapping F : Z -»  V defined by 

F(k)F(k) = f(Bk) 

Inn this section most often the distinction between the real image ƒ and its sampled 
representationn F is not made. Most of the complete lattice framework is valid for both 
continuouss space as well as discrete spaces. IE or simply E are written to indicate 
thee d-dimensional image domain being either IRd or TL . 

3.3.22 The Pixel Lattic e 

Thiss section looks only at the range V of the images F\m(E,V). It is assumed that 
ann ordering < is defined on V such that (V, <) is a complete lattice. 

Inn this chapter it is convenient to characterize a complete lattice with the tuple: 

££ = (V,<,V,A,-oo,+cx> ) 
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Notee that these relations, operators and constants have an abstract meaning and 
thatt only the value set V and the ordering relation are really needed in defining 
thee complete lattice. The supremuin and infimum operators and the — oo and +oc 
constantss follow from these. Nevertheless, all elements are most often specified in the 
abovee tuple, such an explicit definition of the complete lattice more closely relates to 
ourr ultimate goal of software construction. 

Inn this redundant but operational description a pixel lattice V — (V, <) is defined 
with: : 

VV = {V , <,V,A.-oo,+oo} 

where e 

V V 
< < 
V V 

A A 

—— OO 

++ 00 

thee set of pixel values, 

thee ordering relation, 

thee supremuin operator. 

thee infimum operator, 

thee lattice infimum and 

thee lattice supremum. 

Adjunctionss on the pixel lattice are denoted as (e, d) to contrast them with ad-
junctionss (e,S) to be defined in the image lattice (in section3.3.3). Parameterized 
familiess of adjunctions of the form (ep,dp) such that for each valid p the pair of the 
erosionn ep and dilation Dp forms an adjunction are important in the next section 
wheree pixel lattice adjunctions are used to define image lattice adjunctions. Such a 
parameterizedd adjunction is also be denoted as (e(p),d(p)). 

Ann important class of adjunctions in the pixel lattice are those that are constructed 
fromm an automorphism 0 on V and its inverse 0_ 1. An automorphism is an increasing 
(i.e.. order preserving) bijective (i.e. invertible) map on V (note that an isomorphism 
iss a bijective and increasing map from V to V). In [17] it is shown that (0, 0_ 1) as 
welll  as (0_ 1,0) are adjunctions on the pixel lattice. 

Veryy often a pixel value is the outcome of a physical measurement in one location 
inn the visual field. In case the measurement is a scalar value (e.g. the luminance), the 
rangee is best characterized by the real value set IR. The obvious way to order these 
measurementss is using the natural ordering of the real values. Note that H is not a 
completee lattice as the supremum (and infimum) of IR itself is not in the set of real 
values.. To make H into a complete lattice one has to add — oo and +oo to the set of 
reall  values. This extended real line is denoted as IR. 

Inn practice the measurements at every position in the visual field cannot assume 
ann arbitrary real value. It is impossible to observe a negative energy or to observe an 
energyy that exceeds the saturation level of the sensor. These two extremes lead to 
thee pixel value set V to be a subset of the real values: V = [0,i;satUrated]-

Inn general the scalar real valued range is the interval IRa,& = [a, b] C IR. The 
naturall  ordering on IR also defines an ordering on M.a,b- It should be noted that the 
erosionss and dilations to be defined on this value set should adhere to the properties 
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off  erosions and dilations. Both the erosion and dilation should be mappings from 
IRa,&&  to IRa,6. This simple observation has some profound consequences, not only 
theoreticall  but also in practice when designing algorithms for morphological image 
processing.. Consider for instance the following parameterized erosion in IR: 

eepp(v)(v) = v + p 

Thiss pixel lattice erosion forms the basis for the structural erosion on grey-scale images 
(seee chapter 4). Note that in IR the above erosion is an automorphism . Note that it 
iss not an erosion in ]Ra& (unless a = — oo and b = +oo) for all values of the parameter 
pp (note that it is only an erosion for p = 0). 

Inn the early days of morphological image processing, when memory was still ex-
pensivee and so were floating point computations, most of the image pixel values were 
encodedd using integer values. The value set V then is Z Q ^ - I where B is the number 
off  bits used. The natural ordering does define an ordering on the interval as well. 
Notee that for this complete lattice, -oo = 0 and +00 = 2B - 1. Note that for any 
erosionn in this lattice it is required that e(2B — 1) = 2B - 1 and for any dilation 
d(0)) = 0. The classical structural erosion ep(v) = v +p therefore cannot be used 
inn this integer lattice. In chapter 4, the slightly adapted version of the erosion (and 
adjunctt dilation) is discussed (see also Heijmans[14]). 

Noww consider the adjunction (<£, 0_ 1) on the complete lattice IRa,6 (with <j>  an 
automorphismm on IRa,6. In practice it is not needed to take into account all possible 
automorphismm adjunctions on all possible intervals. It is sufficient to provide support 
forr the entire extended real line IR only and map the data from IR07t, onto IR, transform 
itt and map it back to the original interval. 

Propositionn 5 Let {<p,(f>~1) be an adjunction on JRa,6 and let 7 be any isomorphism 
thatthat maps 1&a,b onto IR then 

(4>,<f>~~(4>,<f>~~11)) = ( 7 ~ V 7 > 7 ~ V_ 1 T ) 

wherewhere (^,i/>_1) is the adjunction on IR defined by 

(ip,^'(ip,^'11)) = (7</>7~1,70_17~1) 

isis the canonical real pixel lattice. 

Proof.. The proof is straightforward by substitution and knowing that the composition of 
isomorphismss is again an isomorphism.

Althoughh this proposition is rather shallow from a theoretical point of view it 
providess the theoretical background to support only the IR pixel lattice in a generic 
softwaree library for morphological image processing (in case the adjunctions are au-
tomorphisms). . 

Ann advantage of this approach to implement adjunctions in the extended real 
valuee set is that most contemporary processors deal with —00 and +00 in a manner 
thatt is consistent with the complete lattice algebra. 

Forr the non-scalar pixel lattices things are much more complicated. This is mainly 
becausee a natural ordering of the values is not evident. In image processing non-scalar 
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pixell  values are nevertheless just as important as the scalar lattices. Some of the non-
scalarr images are: 

colorr  images: Pixels in a color image represent a vector of scalars in a color space. 
AA color space is made of components (channels), one for each sensor in an 
imagingg system. Many different color spaces have been defined over the years 
[8]]  [9] [10]. The scalars are the outcome of a physical measurement or some 
transformationn of several measurements. Therefore, they should be represented 
byy real numbers. Often there is limited real valued interval for each of the 
components.. In color imagery, there are usually three sensors with spectral 
responsess that cover the red, green, and blue regions of the visible spectrum 
whenn considering a RGB space; 

spectrall  images: Nowadays it is possible to acquire images where every pixel value 
iss a fine sampling of the entire electromagnetic spectrum. A spectrum is simply 
aa chart or a graph that shows the intensity of light being emitted over a range of 
energies.. Although the information can be represented as a vector of values, it 
iss more appropriate to think of the information as a one-dimensional function: 
thee spectral energy as function of the wavelength; 

multi-spectrall  images: A multi-spectral image can be seen as a collection of sev-
erall  monochrome images of the same scene, each of them taken with a different 
sensor.. Each image is referred to as a band. In remote sensing it is com-
monn practice to measure several different spectral responses at each position. 
Satellitess usually take several images from frequency bands in the visual and 
non-visuall  range; 

tensorr  images: The human visual system not only samples the luminance informa-
tionn but also the differential spatial structure of the visual field. Mathematically 
thiss amounts to the observation of all components in the iV-jet. At every pixel, 
onee measures the different spatial derivatives up to order TV. The collection of 
thesee derivatives can be represented as a vector but geometrically it does not 
behavee like a vector but like an TV-jet: a collection of tensors. 

Forr non-scalar pixel values a natural ordering can not be defined [2] [4] [26]. For 
instance,, there is a lot of discussion in the morphological literature concerned with 
thee partial ordering of colors. Component-wise ordering of colors has several disad-
vantages.. So far, no one has yet tried to work with adjunctions in the color pixel 
latticee other than the trivial (id, id) adjunction, leading to flat morphological image 
operators.. This will be one of the subjects of chapter 4. 

3.3.33 The Image Lattice 

Thee pixel lattices V = (I7, <) as discussed in the previous section provide the basic 
ingredientt to define a complete lattice of the images in Fun(i?, V). The ordering of 
thee images in Fun (£7, V) is derived from the ordering in the pixel lattice V. 
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Definitio nn 7 Let fi for i = 1,... ,n be images in Fun(E, V). The 'lift'  of a n-ary 
relationrelation r(v\,... ,vn) with vi 6 V is defined as the relation: 

A r ( / i , . . .. ,ƒ„) <«=  Vx€ E : r ( / i ( x ) , . .. , / (xn) ) 

TTiee Zi/t of a function <t>(v\,... , vn) un£/i Vi € V w defined as: 

A^(/(a: i ) , . ... ,ƒ(&„) ) 

/orr a// x £ E. 

Thee obvious relation to lif t to the image domain is the ordering in V: 

A<< (ƒ,<?) - Vx e E : f (x) < g(x) 

Inn case there is no confusion between the relation r (or function 0), the r or <f>  are 
writtenn in both cases. For the ordering relation: 

ƒƒ < 9  ̂ Vx € E : ƒ (x) < ^(x) 

Thee liftin g scheme applied to the familiar operators in V such as addition and multi-
plicationn are very well-known. It is customary to write ƒ + g for the pixelwise addition 
off  two images. 

Thee liftin g scheme is presented in this chapter in to stress its importance as a 
programmingprogramming pattern in an image processing library. The availability of such a pattern 
wil ll  free the programmer of writing the for-loops over all pixels in an image over and 
overr again. 

Liftin gg the ordering relation in V to the set of all images Fun(£, V) results in a 
completee lattice of images. 

Propositionn 6 (Image Lattice) Let V = (V, <) be a complete lattice, then 

CC = (Fun(E,V),A<) 

isis a complete lattice as well. 

Inn our redundant characterization of a complete lattice the image lattice is con-
structedd as the lif t of the pixel lattice V = (V, <, V, A, +00, -00) resulting in: 

CC = (Fun(£,y) ,A<,Av ,A A ,A + 0 O,A_o o) 

Fromm now on the explicit liftin g notation is omitted. The symbols are overloaded 
ass follows: 

CC = (Fun(£,Vr) ,<,V,A,+oo,-oc) 
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where: : 

Fun(£,, V) 

< < 

V V 

A A 

—— oo 

++ OC 

thee set of images, 

thee ordering relation: ƒ < g -<=>  Vx € E : f(x) < g(x). 

thee supremum operator: (ƒ V g)(x) = f(x) V g(x). 

thee infimum operator: (ƒ A g)(x) — ƒ (x) A 5(2). 

thee lattice infimum: — 00(x) = —00 and 

thee lattice supremum: + oc(x) = +oc 

Nott only relations and functions can be lifted from the pixel lattice to the image 
lattice.. Generalizing adjunctions in the pixel lattice to adjunctions in the image lattice 
iss also a rather straightforward procedure. 

Thee following description leading to proposition 7 can be found in [14]. It is 
reproducedd here because it is so central in the formal description of morphological 
imagee operators in the image lattice. Furthermore the derivation is very similar to 
thee derivation of the convolution operator given the requirement of a linear image 
operator. . 

Lett x £ E and t £ V then the morphological pulse is given by Ax<t e Fun(£', V) 
by: : 

A., r(y)) = 
tt : x = y 
—— 00 : x 7̂  y 

Anyy image ƒ G Funfis, V) van be written as the supremum of morphological 
pulses: : 

// = V ^f(y) 

y€E y€E 

Considerr a dilation in Fun(J5, V') of the image ƒ: 

SfSf = s(\jAyJ{y)) 
\y£E\y£E / 

Becausee by definition the dilation distributes over the supremum: 

SjSj = \/ 6(AyJ{y)) 
y£E y£E 

Inn a pixel x: 

Define: : 

(*ƒ)(* )) = \J S(Aytfia)){x) 
y£E y£E 

ddyyAt)At) = S(Ay4))(x) 
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then: : 

(*ƒ)(* )) = V dvMiv)) 
yeE yeE 

Observee that dy,x is dilation in the pixel lattice. Thus, it was shown that any 
dilationn in the image lattice can be written as the supremum of pixel lattice dilations. 
Inn [14] the following proposition is proven: 

Propositionn 7 Let V = (V, < be a complete pixel lattice. The pair (e, S) is an 
adjunctionadjunction in the image lattice (Fun(£,V), <) if and only if for every x,y € E there 
existsexists an adjunction {ey,x,dx,y) in the pixel lattice such that: 

{ef){x){ef){x) = /\eVtX{f(y)) (3-3) 
y£E y£E 

(*ƒ)(* )) = \J dvMiv)) (3-4) 
y£E y£E 

Carefullyy observe the asymmetry in the pixel lattice adjunction (eyiX,dx,y)]  it is an 
essentiall  asymmetry. 

Inn image processing practice one deals with discrete images denned on a bounded 
domainn £ c 2 d . Proposition 7 is also valid for these bounded domains. That is, any 
dilationn (including the familiar one in which the supremum is selected in every local 
neighborhoodd of a pixel) can be written as: 

(*ƒ)(* )) = V dvM(y)) (3-5) 

AA simple algorithm to calculate g = Sf is given in figure 3.1. 

Figur ee 3.1 A simple algorithm to calculate g = 5f. 
forr  all {x G IE) do ~ 

rr  — — oo 
forr  all (y e E) do 

rr = V(r, <*(!/,*)(ƒ(!,)) } 
endd for 
g(x)g(x) = r 

endd for 

Notee that dVtX and d(y,x) notations for the pixel lattice dilation are interchange-
able.. The same holds for eViX) and e(y,x). 

Thee computational complexity of the above algorithm is ö(#£^2) where # £ is 
thee number of pixels in the domain of E. This is a very inefficient algorithm as most 
off  the pixel lattice dilations have a finite support, i.e. to calculate (6f)(x) one needs 
nott only to look at all pixels y G E but also to make a restriction to the pixels y in 
thee neighborhood of x. Section 3.3.4 formalizes the notion of finite support erosions 
andd dilations. 
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Observee that there is no border problem apparent in the expression for a the image 
latticee dilation (eq.(3.5)). In fact there is no border problem at all. The so-called 
borderr problem comes from dubious algebraic manipulation of the above expression. 

Considerr the pixel lattice dilation: 

d(vd(v x)(t) = {l  yeA'-nE 

vy '' A ; \ -oo : otherwise 

wheree M is a subset of Z d {not the bounded domain E C 7Ld) and Ar
x is the translation 

off  A ' over x. Substituting this pixel lattice dilation in the general expression for the 
imagee lattice dilation yields: 

(MKx)=(MKx)= V KV) (3-6) 
y^My^MxxnE nE 

OnlyOnly in case E = 2 one writes: 

(<wx*)) = V f(y) 
yee JV3 

== V f(y) 

== \J f(x + z) (3.7) 
z£Nz£Nx x 

Thiss last expression can be rightfully interpreted as: the dilation value in location 
xx is calculated as the supremum of all values f(x+z) for all z in the local neighborhood 
ofof x as defined by the structuring element A/". This is of course the classical definition 
off  a (flat) dilation also called the local maximum filter. 

I tt should be noted that equation 3.6 is not a valid definition for a dilation on a 
boundedd domain E e 7Ld because in such a bounded domain the addition of location 
vectorss x + z is not well defined. Note that ƒ (  + z) is the translation of ƒ over vector 
—— z. This is what Serra [24] called the myth of translation invariance. 

Inn classical standard works on image processing equation 3.6 is used as the defi-
nitionn of a dilation, even on a bounded domain. Then the problem: what to do with 
thee pixels outside the image? immediately arises. Only in case the border is equal to 
-ooo one obtains the same result as defined in equation 3.5. It is not difficult to see 
thatt for the erosion, the border needs to be set to +oo. Indeed, explicitly setting a 
borderr around an image to deal with the pixels outside the image domain is an effi-
cientt way to make the algorithm translation invariant and obtain efficient algorithms 
(seee chapter 4). 

Anotherr often used dilation is the structural grey-scale dilation. Assume that in 
thee pixel lattice, addition and subtraction are defined for pixel values. Let g be a 
structuringstructuring function defined on Zrf (or IRd) and let the image lattice be Fun(E, V) 
wheree V is bounded subset of 7Ld. Define the pixel lattice dilation: 

d(y,x){t)d(y,x){t) =t + g(x-y) 
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Notee that the (vector) subtraction x — y is well defined since g is defined over the 
infinitee domain. The image lattice dilation then becomes: 

W)(x)W)(x) = \/ d(y,x)(f(y)) 
yeE yeE 

== \J f(y) + g(x-y) 
yeE yeE 

Again,, only in case E is the infinite domain (7Ld) the above expression may be 
rewrittenn for the image lattice dilation and obtain: 

(<W)(*)) = V f(x-v) + a{v) 
yeE yeE 

Thiss is the classical definition of the non-flat structural grey-scale dilation. Only 
inn the infinite domain the role of image and structuring function can be interchanged: 
ögfögf = 5fg, or in the more familiar notation: ƒ © g = g@ ƒ. This is an error prone 
interpretationn when used in connection with bounded domain images: in the bounded 
domainn these properties are not valid anymore (see chapter 4). 

3.3.44 Erosions and Dilations with a Finite Support 

Thee computational complexity of a generic dilation 

(Sf)(x)(Sf)(x) = V dvAfiv)) (3-8) 
yeE yeE 

iss 0(#E2) where # £2 is the number of pixels in the domain of E. For every pixel 
xx for which the dilation value is to be calculated one needs to look at all y G E 
too calculate d{y,x){f(y)). This is the part that can be done much more efficiently 
forr most of the pixel lattice dilations used in practice. Most often, only relatively 
feww pixels needs to be considered in the neighborhood of x. For all y not in the 
neighborhoodd of x the pixel lattice dilation returns -oo regardless the value of ƒ (y). 

Inn this section, the notion of such local neighborhoods is formalized. Our formalism 
iss valid for spatial variant operators as well. 

Definitio nn 8 The support of an image lattice dilation S that is based on the pixel 
latticelattice dilation d(y,x) is the map N5 : E ->  V(E) such that: 

yy & Ns{x) «=> V v G V : d(y,x)(v) = -00 

Propositionn 8 Let d(y,x) be a parameterized family of pixel lattice dilations with 
boundedbounded support N$ then: 

(Sf)(x)=(Sf)(x)= V dy,x(f(y)) 
yeNs(x) yeNs(x) 
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Thee proof is trivial. Note that this lowers the computational complexity to: 

Forr the translation invariant case where N§(x) = J\fx fl E where A' is the neigh-
borhoodd set, the computational complexity becomes 0(#E#Ar). For big structuring 
elementss .V this can still be a huge complexity. In chapter 4, some of the techniques 
thatt are developed to reduce the computational complexity by decomposing a dila-
tionn <5.v into a sequence of dilations using smaller structuring elements are described: 
o*o* = <W„ ' " <Vi such that £ \= i „ #-A/i < #-V. 

Definitio nn 9 The support of an image lattice erosion e that is based on the pixel 
latticelattice erosion e(y,x) is the map N£ : E ->  V(E) such that: 

yy & N£(x) <=> Vv € V : e(j/,a;)(v) = +oc 

Proposit ionn 9 Let e(y,x) be a parameterized family of pixel lattice dilations with 
boundedbounded support N£ then: 

(£ƒ)(*)== V evM(v)) 
y£Ny£Nss(x) (x) 

Again,, looping only over the pixels in the support may reduce the computational 
complexityy significantly. 

Justt as for the pixel lattice dilation, a redundant characterization of an adjunction 
AA = (e,d) is introduced to incorporate the support for both the erosion and the 
dilation: : 

AA = (e,d,N£,Ns) 

Thee generic algorithm for an image dilation then becomes: 

Figur ee 3.2 A simple algorithm to calculate g = Sf. 
forr  all ( iGE ) do 

rr  = —oo 
forr  all (y e Ns) do 

rr = V{r,d(y,*) ( ƒ(»))} 
endd for 
g(x)g(x) = r 

endd for 

Comparedd with the previous algorithm in 3.2, the dilation support Nö(x) is used, 
thatt is, an extra method of the adjunction class. 

Thee classical translation invariant fiat erosion using structuring element 5 is de-
finedd as: 

yes* * 
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whereass the adjunct dilation is: 

(6(6ssf)(x)f)(x)  = V f(y) 
y£Sy£Sx x 

Notee that for this adjunction, Ne(x) = Sx and Ns{x) = Sx, thus the support of 
erosionn and dilation are mirrored version of one another. This can be generalized to 
thee general case using a more abstract form of mirroring. 

Definitio nn 10 Let N : E ->  V(E) then, define the mirrored support N : E -+ V(E) 
by: by: 

N(x)={yeE\x€N(y)} N(x)={yeE\x€N(y)} 

Ann immediate consequence is that: 

xx E N(y) <=>- y e N(x) 

Proposit ionn 10 let (£,6) be an adjunction in Fun(E, V) with support N£ and N$ for 
thethe erosion and dilation respectively, then: 

NN££=N=N6 6 

Proof.. Given a dilation ö(x,y) in the pixel lattice, the adjunct erosion can be written as 
[14]]  [16]: 

e(y,x)(w)e(y,x)(w) = \/{v\S{x,y)(v)<w} (3.9) 

Notee that x & Ns{y) if and only if Vv : S(x, y)(v) = —oo. Thus, 

xx ^ Ns(y) <=> e(y,x)(w) = \J{v | -oo < w} = +oo (3.10) 

Usingg equation 3.9, yields: 

yy & N5(x) <̂ => e(y,x)(w) = +oo (3.11) 

Comparingg this equation with equation 3.9, one gets that N£ = N$. m 
Thiss proposition shows that the supports of the erosion and dilation are as tightly 

coupledd as the erosion and dilation themselves. For a translation variant adjunction 
thee support of the erosion and dilation are not trivially related. Therefore, our redun-
dantt characterization of the adjunction, giving both the erosion and dilation support, 
remains. . 

3.44 Conclusions 

Iff  generic expressions for the erosions and dilations are implemented in a complete 
imagee lattice given by equations 7, then one must say that if an image processing 
algorithmm does not fit into the presented framework, it is not mathematical morphol-
ogy. . 
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Ass equations 7 give the most general expressions for erosions and dilations and 
knowingg that all the morphological operators can be implemented using only erosions 
andd dilations our claim is justified. 

Chapterr 4 describes the parallel pattern implementing generic erosions and dila-
tionss introduced in this chapter in much more detail. 

Ann morphological image processing library that would stop at this point would 
certainlyy not be a success; almost all useful (and more complex) morphological algo-
rithmss would be terribly inefficient. 

Manyy of the well known morphological algorithms that are used in practical im-
agee processing are based on iterations of erosions and dilations. These morphological 
algorithmss (encompassing reconstruction and watershed segmentation) can be imple-
mentedd much more efficiently with more elaborate algorithms then those discussed in 
thiss chapter. 

Chapterss 5 and 6 describe the sequential pattern and the queue based pattern to 
implementt iterations of erosions and dilations much more efficiently. 
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Chapterr  4 

Thee Parallel Pattern* 

AnAn algorithm is a unite procedure, 
writtenwritten in a fixed symbolic vocabulary, 
governedgoverned by precise instructions, 
movingmoving in discrete steps, 1, 2, 3, ..., 
whosewhose execution requires no insight, 
cleverness,cleverness, intuition, 
intelligence,intelligence, or perspicuity, 
andand that sooner or later comes to an end. 

inin The Advent of the Algorithm, by David Berlinsky. 

Designingg software from scratch is the choice when the problem at hand requests 
unconventionall  solutions, or when the operational circumstances are different 
fromm anything seen in the past. In general, when the problem is very difficult 

onee can imagine that everything has to be in line to reach an acceptable solution. 
Forr morphological image processing, this is no longer a good engineering practice. 
Implementingg software this way will generate code that will be dedicated to the data, 
too the problem, and to the platform. 

Combinationss of various software design techniques such as component-based pro-
gramming,, object-oriented programming and generic programming have proved ef-
fectivee for code optimization for frequently performed operations in mathematical 
morphology.. Due to the versatility of generic programming, one does not need to 
investt time in specific implementations for every variation of a general algorithm. 
Thiss means that a small number of generic algorithms are sufficient to implement the 
functionalityy of a traditional image processing library. 

Therefore,, the key problem statement is: Given a general theory for mathematical 
morphology,morphology, then how can the complete lattice framework be used to provide a generic 
patternpattern f or morphological algorithm representations? Additional problem statements 
derivedd from the first one are: What are the necessary elements that constitutes the 

"Thiss chapter was developed with Rein van den Boomgaard, Computer Science Department -
FNWI,, University of Amsterdam. It contains portions of papers that were published in the SIB-
GRAPI'98,VISUAL'99,GRAPI'98,VISUAL'99, and ICPR'00 conferences. 
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genericgeneric pattern in case it exists? and How it can be used to effectively map morpho-
logicallogical operators from its mathematical representation into practice and govern the 
effectiveeffective implementation? Specializations of the generic pattern must comply with 
thee complete lattice theory and serve as source of information for the design and 
implementationn of morphological image operators. 

Thee straight mapping of erosions and dilations in the pixel and image lattices 
givenn in chapter 3 into algorithm representations are the necessary requirements to 
introducee the generic pattern in this chapter. Such pattern must be fully characterized 
byy its basic building blocks. 

AA specialization of this pattern, namely parallel pattern, is used to describe parallel 
algorithmm implementations. Other specializations of the generic pattern are the main 
topicc for chapter 5 and 6 respectively. 

Flatt operators are defined in such a way that pixel lattice erosions and dilations 
aree not taken into account. They play an important role in mathematical morphology 
forr its theoretical aspects and practical use. Therefore, flat morphology introduces 
changess in the representation of the parallel pattern with respect to the adjunction 
sincee only the minimum and maximum are needed to characterize erosions and dila-
tionss in the image lattice over a specified neighborhood. 

Flatt morphology works with structuring elements of all shapes and sizes. Morpho-
logicall  operators are often used with large structuring elements, which makes them 
highlyy inefficient for practical purposes. Alternative solutions to lower the computa-
tionall  complexity of morphological operators will be discussed in the sequel of this 
chapter. . 

Exampless of the application of the parallel generic pattern are given for both scalar 
latticess and non-scalar lattices. Scalar lattices are used to give a parallel pattern 
representationn for real values, parabolic morphology, and 6-bit integers. Non-scalar 
latticess are restricted to color lattices. Additional attention is given to color lattices in 
thee sense that it is still not a completely solved concept in mathematical morphology. 
Eachh case study presented in this chapter match the generic representation of the 
parallell  pattern. 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows: section 4.1 provides the fundamental concepts 
off  the parallel implementation based on the complete lattice framework. The generic 
patternn is extensively described in section 4.2, which contains the necessary elements 
thatt characterize the parallel pattern, leading to its effective implementation. The 
subjectt of section 4.3 concentrates on speeding-up the algorithms constructed under 
thee parallel pattern. Section 4.4 addresses the flat morphology, including structuring 
elements,, structuring element decomposition and fast algorithms. Section 4.5 gives 
somee examples on the application of the parallel pattern for scalar and non-scalar 
latticess including grey-scale and color images. Section 4.6 describes the parallel pat-
ternn implementation based on the Horus library structure including a solution to the 
borderr problem. Discussions and conclusions are presented at the end of the chapter 
inn section 4.7. 
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4.11 Erosion, Dilation, and the Parallel Implemen-
tation n 

Inn chapter 3 the most general form of erosion and dilation for images ƒ € Fun (IE, C) 
weree given, where IE is a discrete space and C is the complete pixel lattice. The basic 
morphologicall  operators are erosion and dilation written as: 

(ef)(x)=(ef)(x)= f\e(x,y)(f(y)) (4.1) 

and d 

(6f)(x)(6f)(x) = V S(x,y)(f(y)) (4.2) 
yew, yew, 

wheree e(y, x) and ö(x, y) are erosions and dilations in the pixel lattice C. Equations 
4.11 and 4.2 form an adjunction on C 

Thee notations used in chapter 3 for pixel lattice erosions and dilations are slightly 
modifiedd here since it helps in the representation of morphological algorithms. The 
pixell  lattice C is characterized by the value set V (the collection of all possible pixel 
values)) and the partial ordering on V (denoted <). 

AA pixel lattice is explicitly described by the tuple: L = (V, <, \/, / \, \f c, /\c), 
wheree V and f\ are the supremum (least upper bound) and infimum (greatest lower 
bound)) operators respectively. Observe that this lattice includes additional elements 
otherr than V and < since they are needed in the implementation of morphological 
imagee operators. In the discrete case, only the supremum and infimum of a finite 
numberr of values are needed. Then, V and /\ can be rightfully called maximum and 
minimumm respectively. V£ a nd Ac a re a^so n e eded as the lattice supremum and 
infimum. . 

AA straightforward implementation of equations 4.1 and 4.2 is called parallel be-
causee the order in which the locations x € IE are being accessed has no influence on 
thee result. The same algorithm can be implemented in a sequential hardware. It can 
alsoo run on parallel hardware where every processor is responsible for processing a 
partt of the image [19] [21]. 

4.22 A Generic Pat tern 

Considerr the dilation in the image lattice: 

(<*ƒ)(*) == \/ S(x,y)(f(y)) (4.3) 
2/€E E 

wheree ƒ G Fun (IE, £), and C = (V, <, V, A' Vc Ar) - The domain IE of the images 
inn this chapter are rectangular subsets of 7Ld where d is the dimension of the image 
ƒ.. Note that the pixel lattice £ is a complete lattice, i.e. a partial ordered set (poset) 
withh extra requirements including a supremum and an infimum. 
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Thee pixel lattice dilation 6(x,y) is parameterized by two locations in the image 
domainn IE. In words, equation 4.3 dictates that at every location x, (öf)(x) is cal-
culatedd by looping over all locations y e IE and dilating f(y) with the pixel lattice 
dilationn 5{x,y) resulting in S(x,y)(f(y)). Then the supremum of all these values is 
takenn as the result. An algorithmic representation for h — Sf is given in figure 4.1. 

Figur ee 4.1 Parallel dilation algorithm representation demonstrating the straight 
mappingg from its mathematical equation. 

forr  all (j- € E) do 
h{x)h{x) = i\c 

forr all (y € E) do 
h(x)h(x) = \/{h(x),ó(x,y)(f(y))} 

endd for 
endd for 

Thee parallel dilation algorithm given in figure 4.1 reveals the building block rep-
resentationn of the generic pattern. It includes the following elements: 

 iterator : an iterator is a fundamental structure that abstracts the process of 
movingg through a finite set of elements. It allows for the selection of each 
elementt of the set without knowing the underlying structure of the set. Using 
aa programming language's terminology, an iterator can be considered as an 
abstractt pointer to an element in the set. Algorithms use iterators to operate 
onn data structures (containers). Iterators set bounds for algorithms, regarding 
thee extent of the container. This is a powerful feature, partly because it allows 
forr learning a single interface that works with all containers, and partly because 
itt allows containers to be used interchangeably. 

Iteratorss are more complex at the implementation level. Therefore, there is a 
needd for a generalization of the iterator concept for two or more dimensions. 
Thatt is, traversal functions (see chapter 2) must be provided to tell the iterator 
inn which coordinate direction to move. For instance, the algorithm in figure 4.1 
wouldd be better characterized with a two-dimensional iterator to move through 
alll  the elements x £ E and another to move through all elements y € IE. 
Sincee images are bounded and have a finite number of elements, algorithm 
characterizationss using one-dimensional iterators are also feasible; 

 pixel lattice: The mathematical theory states that only two elements are 
neededd to describe complete lattices, i.e. the value set V and the partial ordering 
relationn <, yielding £ = (V, <). Note, however, that a decision was made to have 
alll  the operators and constants explicitly available. Therefore, the supremum 
VV and infimum f\ operator as well as the lattice supremum \Jc and infimum 
/ \ ££ are included in the lattice definition £ — (V, <, V; A> V ^ A/;)-

I tt is the responsibility of the software developer (who instantiates a particular 
pixell  lattice) to make these operators and constants explicitly. For example, the 
algorithmm in figure 4.1 needs the appropriate values for the pixel lattice infimum 
f\f\cc and the supremum operator V; 
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 adjunction: the image dilation (6f)(x) included in the algorithm in figure 4.1 is 
characterizedd by the pixel lattice dilation S(x, y). With any pixel lattice dilation, 
aa unique pixel lattice erosion is associated. Such a pair of adjoint operators is 
calledd an adjunction A = (s,S) (see chapter 3). 

Thesee three elements, when joined together, form the building block representation 
off  the generic parallel pattern, given in figure 4.2. The generic implementation of 
thee algorithm in figure 4.1 is really all that is needed to implement morphological 
operatorss on Fun(2 , V). If an image operator does not fit  into this scheme, it is not 
placedd into mathematical morphology theory. 

Figur ee 4.2 Building block representation of the generic parallel pattern including 
thee iterator, the pixel lattice, and the adjunction. 
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Observee that the dilation algorithm in figure 4.1 contains two nested loops: one 
forr the elements in the image and another one for the elements in the structuring 
functionn object S. A dilation structuring function object, therefore, is an object of a 
classs with an application operator that returns the result of the pixel lattice dilation. 
Thee computational complexity of the dilation algorithm is C (# IE x#N), where # IE 
representss the number of pixels in the image ƒ and #JV is number of pixels with 
respectt to the neighborhood N. 

Onn one hand, without resorting to parallel computers or to parallel software im-
plementationss such as bitmaps, the computational complexity due to the number of 
pixelss in an image cannot be lowered. On the other hand, the computational com-
plexityy related to the structuring function object Ö can be lowered significantly in 
practice,, which is the topic of the following section. 

4.33 The Need for Speed 

Morphologicall  algorithms are used iteratively, requiring several applications of the 
samee operator to obtain the result. Therefore, efficient implementations are needed. 
Thee first intuitive choice is to reduce the number of neighborhood operations in order 
too achieve better efficiency. The theory introduced in chapter 3 is summarized in the 
constructionn of the generic algorithm implementation. 
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Propos i t ionn 11 The pair {e,S) is an adjunction on Fun(E,V) if and only if for 
everyevery x,y £ IE, there exists an adjunction A = (e{y,x),S(x,y)) on V such that: 

(Sf)(x)(Sf)(x) = V ö(x,y)(f(y)) (4.4) 

(£ƒ)(*)) = A ^y)(f(y)) (4-5) 

Defini t ionn 11 The support of the dilation ö(x,y) is the map N$ : IE  —> P(JE) such 
that: that: 

yy <£ N6{x) <̂ => Vv e V : ö(x,y)(v) = -oo (4.6) 

Corol laryy 1 The dilation 6 in equation 4-4 can be rewritten as: 

(6f)(x)(6f)(x) = V 6(x,y){f{y)) (4.7) 
yeNs(x) yeNs(x) 

Definit ionn 12 The support of the erosion e(x,y) is the map Ne : IE —> P(1E) such 
that: that: 

yy g Ne{x) <^=>Vv e V : e{x,y)(v) = +oo (4.8) 

Corol laryy 2 The erosion e in equation 4-5 can be rewritten as: 

(Sf)(x)(Sf)(x) = V e(x,y)(f(y)) (4.9) 
y€Ny€Nee(x) (x) 

Definitio nn 13 Let N : IE -  P(E). TTien de/me JV : IE -> P(E) &y: 

JV(a;)) = {y € IE | x € iV(y)}  (4.10) 

Observee that in the case N(x) = Al' + x (translation, assuming that IE is the 
infinit ee space), then N(x) = N + x, where N is the mirroring of N with respect to 
thee origin. 

Propos i t ionn 12 Let N£ and N$ be the support of erosion and dilation respectively; 
then,then, Ns = N6. 

Notee that in the generic dilation algorithm in figure 4.1 the locations where S(x, y) 
resultss in the value — oo can be left out of the inner loop as they do not change the 
finalfinal value in the location x. This can be applied by looping only over the locations in 
thee neighborhood as shown by the algorithm in figure 4.3. Observe that the dilation 
inn the image lattice is therefore represented by equation 4.7. 

Bothh iterator and pixel lattice for the dilation algorithm presented in figure 4.3 
aree not influenced by the use of the neighborhood N$(x). However, the adjunction 
AA = (e,<S) is affected by the neighborhood. The consequence for the generic pattern 
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Figur ee 4.3 Dilation algorithm representation demonstrating the straight mapping 
fromm its mathematical equation using N(x). 

forr  all (x e IE) do 
h(x)h(x) = /\c 

forr  all (y € N(x) : N(x) C E) do 
M* )) = VWs), *(*,»)(ƒ (y))} 

endd for 
endd for 

iss that the original definition of adjunction A = (e, S) needs to be extended to A = 
(£,6,N(£,6,N££,Ns).,Ns). Observe that proposition 12 shows that one could only introduce N£ 

andd from that infer N$. However, this can be done easily only for structural erosions 
andd dilations. Therefore, the choice was made to add redundant information by giving 
bothh supports explicitly since the adjunction is a basic building block in the design 
andd implementation of morphological algorithms. 

4.44 Flat Morphology 

Thiss section deals with flat morphology, which is a very special case of morphological 
operators,, often used in practice. It also addresses structuring element decompositions 
ass well as presents some other fast algorithms for flat morphology. 

Erosionn and dilations using a flat structuring function are considered as erosions 
andd dilations of a function by a set. Flat structuring functions return a constant value 
overr its support in accordance with the morphological operator in use. For instance, 
thee flat dilation structuring function is of the form: 

xfxf \t \ ƒ v : V € Ns(x) (A n \ 
o(x,y){v)o(x,y){v) = < " . AT ; ' (4.11) 

Forr this type of structuring function object, the dilation in equation 4.11 becomes: 

(6f)(x)(6f)(x) = V 6(x,y)(f(y)) (4.12) 

== V /(»)  (4-13) 
y€Ny€N66(x) (x) 

Inn other words, at the point x, the dilation operator selects the supremum of the 
pixell  values in the neighborhood N$(x). The supremum is provided by the pixel 
latticee definition. A dual representation is easily derived for the erosion operator. 

I tt is interesting to observe that the computation of h(x) in the inner loop of the 
algorithmm presented in figure 4.3 becomes h(x) = \J{h(x), f{y)}, since S(x,y)(f(y)) is 
thee identity for y G Ns{x). This computation is obviously faster than the conventional 
one,, which considers the pixel lattice dilation 6(x,y). The adjunction is faithfully 
representedd by A — (N£,Ns) for flat morphology. 
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4.4.11 Common Structuring Elements 
Mathematicall  morphology extracts information about the geometrical structure of an 
objectt by transforming it through its interaction with another object, a probe, called 
thee structuring element. This structure is of simpler shape than the original object. 
Itt is most of the time, known a priori. Information about size, spatial distribution, 
shape,, connectivity, convexity, smoothness, and orientation can be obtained by trans-
formingg the image object using structuring elements. Common structuring elements 
aree represented in figure 4.4. 

F iguree 4.4 Pictorial representation of the most common structuring elements 
(a)square,, (b)cross, (c)line, and (d)disk for 3 x 3, 5 x 5, and 7 x 7 support size. 
Notee that the origin of the coordinate system is marked with a cross. 

EH H 
E E 

I tt has been shown in section 4.3 that the implementation of generic algorithms for 
morphologicall  image operators still need a nested loop for construction to process the 
imagee data, a typical characteristic of the parallel pattern. Consider the nested loop 
withinn the dilation algorithm in figure 4.3. If the time to execute h(x) is independent 
off  any indexing variable, the complexity is 0(#Ns), #Ng being the number of pixels 
inn Ns respectively. Due to the performance penalty its high complexity produces, this 
approachh requires additional strategies to reduce such complexity. 

Structuringg element decomposition using bitmapped representation and van 
Herk'ss algorithm are addressed in the following sections. 

4.4.22 Structuring Element Decomposition 
Forr flat morphological operators, pixel lattice erosions and dilations are completely 
characterizedd by the local neighborhood N(x) (see equation 4.12). A restriction is 
madee to the translation invariant morphological operators where N(x) = Afx n E. Flat 
imagee erosions and dilations using the structuring element N are therefore denoted 
byy ej\f and 6^/ respectively. 
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Usually,, it is assumed that the image domain is the infinite discrete space. If the 
structuringg element A/" can be decomposed into a sequence of k smaller parts (denoting 
thee Minkowski addition by ©): 

MM,, = tf1@Mi@---®tfk (4.14) 

thenn there is a way to speed up erosions and dilations. The flat image dilation 
ójsójs is decomposed into a sequence of ^-operators <5JV\ , 6j 2̂,..., 6j k̂_1,5/vfc >

 s u cn that 
<VV = <Wi  <5jVfc  For k = 2: 

<Vi<W22 - <WI8.A/2 (4-15) 

Thiss opens the way for decomposing the structuring element, leading to algorithms 
thatt are more efficient. The computational complexity of the pixel lattice dilation 6^j-
iss 0(#jV), where #jV is the number of elements in the set J\f. 

Thee intention here is not to go deep into the particular aspects of structuring 
elementt decomposition but briefly describe their advantages and relate them to the 
parallell  approach. The interested reader may find a more specific literature for both 
binaryy morphology in [18] [37] [39] [40] and grey-scale morphology in [3] [15] [24] 
[28].. Algorithms for optimal structuring element decomposition based on successive 
dilationss of smaller structuring elements have been presented in [2] [18] [22]. 

Logarithmicc decomposition [29] [34], when applied to a sufficient large structur-
ingg element, is known to be the ultimate decomposition one can achieve. Therefore, 
thee computational complexity of morphological operators that make use of such a 
decompositionn is significantly reduced. Consider the example of a logarithmic decom-
positionn of a squared 9 x9 structuring element into 17 pixels, given by equation 4.16 
ass follows: 

1 1 

1 1 

11 ^ 

.. > 

11 J 

Denotee the 3 x 3 square as M and the structuring element containing only the 
extremee points of this square as E(J\f), then equation 4.16 can also be written by: 

AMAM = Af © E{M) e E(2Af) (4.17) 

wheree E(2Af) is the extreme set of a 5 x 5 square structuring element. 
Forr a software point of view, it is important to stress the fact that equation 4.14 

andd consequently 4.15 are only true in general for the infinite image domain. To 
illustratee this point, the logarithmic decomposition is rewritten to: 
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Thiss is indeed true for the dilations on the infinite discrete plane. For the bounded 
planee it is not true however. Consider the bounded plane of 8 x 8 pixels with just 
onee object pixel, given in figure 4.5(a). Dilating the set in (a) with E{2M) results in 
figuree 4.5(b). Then, dilating (b) with E{M) leads to figure 4.5(c). Finally, dilating 
(c)) with A/" produces figure 4.5(d). 

F iguree 4.5 The myth of translation invariance within logarithmic decomposition: 
considerr the bounded plane of 8 x 8 pixels in (a). Dilating (a) with E(2J\f) results in 
(b).. Then, dilating (b) with E(Af) leads to (c). Finally, dilating (c) with A" produces 
(d).. Note that 11 pixels are missed in this operation when compared to 4A", which 
meanss that 4A/" ^ M © E(J\f) ® E(2Af) for a bounded image plane. 
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Comparedd with the dilation using 4JV, 11 pixels are missed in the dilation result 
(seee figure 4.5(d) where these pixels are highlighted). This shows clearly that the 
operationn is not commutative. It depends on the order of the dilations associated 
withh the structuring element decompositions. As a consequence, logarithmic decom-
positionn is not useful in general for a bounded image plane. For bounded images, 
furtherr research is needed in order to describe the requirements for A/i , A/2, such that 

4.4.33 Fast Algor i thms for Flat Morphology 

I tt has been shown that morphological operators, when implemented using a parallel 
pattern,, lead to a time-consuming algorithm implementation. Several researchers 
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havee been confronted with the problem of speeding up these morphological operators, 
producingg a vast quantity of approaches and techniques [1] [5] [26] [35] [37]. 

Thiss section focuses on some of the possible solutions namely the bitmapped rep-
resentationn and the linear structuring elements with arbitrary lengths and angles. 
Notee that both solutions are not well established in the generic representation of the 
parallell  pattern since they are specific implementations. Such implementations make 
usee of image and structuring element special characteristics to achieve efficiency. 

AA fast algorithmic implementation for basic binary morphological operations on 
general-purposee sequential computers was proposed in [34] and works with structur-
ingg elements of arbitrary size and shape. Rather than representing binary images as 
bit-planess inserted in grey-scale images, the bitmap representation was used. This 
representationn is very efficient both in terms of memory requirements and in terms of 
algorithmicc efficiency because the CPU operates on 32 pixels in parallel. A combina-
tionn of a bitmapped representation with the logarithmic decomposition of structuring 
elementss leads to very fast algorithms for the basic morphological operators. 

AA method to obtain fast gray-scale erosions and dilations with horizontal, vertical, 
orr diagonal linear structuring element of arbitrary length was proposed in [36]. It has 
thee advantage that only three min/max operations per pixel are needed to compute 
thee result. In this method, a one-dimensional input array ƒ of length I is divided into 
blockss of size k, where k is the length of the structuring element in number of pixels. 
Notee that k is of odd extent and all divisions are integer divisions. The elements of ƒ 
aree indexed by indices running from 0 to / - 1. It is also assumed that / is a multiple 
off  k, i.e. I = m x k. Two temporary buffers g and h of length / are required. In 
thee case of dilation, the maximum is taken recursively inside the blocks in both the 
rightt and left directions. Results are stored in buffers g and h, in the right and left 
direction,, expressed as: 

( ( 

.. _ . f(x) if x = 0, k,..., (m - 1) x k 
9W9W ~ | \/(g(x-l),f{x)) otherwise 

f(x)f(x) if x = m x k — I, (m — 1) x k - 1,..., k - 1 b(r)b(r) _ J /(* ) ifx = m: 
KK } ~ I \J{h{x + l)J{x)) otherwise 

Whenn both g and h have been constructed, the result for the dilation r at any coor-
dinatee x is given by considering the maximum value between g at position x + k/2 
andd h at position x - k/2. The recursive dilation algorithm is expressed by: 

r(x)r(x) = \J(g(x + k/2),h(x-k/2) 

Ann example of van Herk's algorithm is given in figure 4.6. Another approach to 
linearr structuring elements was proposed in [25] where generalized versions for erosions 
andd dilations along discrete lines at arbitrary angles are given. This generalization 
hass extended considerably the range of structuring elements in [36]. 
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Figuree 4.6 This figure shows the calculation of r(8) for a 1 x 5 structuring element 
off  length k = 5. This way, r(8) = max[g{8 + 5/2),ft(8 - 5/2)] = max[g(10),/i(6)]. 
Thee advantage of this algorithm is that it requires only three maximum operations 
perr result pixel, and is independent of structuring element length k. However, the 
algorithmm is mostly limited by the constraint that the buffer length I must be a 
multiplee of the structuring element length k. Another limitation is that the algorithm 
onlyy deals with horizontal, vertical, and diagonal structuring elements. 

Linee Structuring Element 

II  l + l I 
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Resultt for 

r(8)) = max[ g(10),h(6)] 

4.4.44 Conclusion 

Thiss section focused on the application of a generic parallel pattern for flat morphol-
ogyy due to its importance and practical use. It was shown how the parallel pattern can 
bee applied to efficiently map morphological operators from its mathematical repre-
sentationn into practice by using structuring element decomposition. Fast and specific 
algorithmss for flat morphology (bitmap representation and van Herk's decomposi-
tion)) were also described as possible computational solutions to overcome the parallel 
patternn inefficiency by reducing the number of computations needed for every neigh-
borhoodd operation. 

4.55 Case Studies 

Applicationss of the parallel pattern are widely used in image processing. Examples 
aree given in this section with respect to scalar lattices and non-scalar lattices. Such 
applicationss are grounded on the theoretical pattern concepts and pattern descrip-
tionn and can be easily seen as a natural mapping from morphological formulas into 
algorithmm representation. Examples of the parallel pattern are expressed in terms of 
iterator,, pixel lattice, and adjunction. These examples are restricted to changes in 
thee generic pattern with respect to pixel lattice and adjunction. Additional attention 
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iss given to color lattices in the sense that it is still not a completely solved concept in 
mathematicall  morphology. 

4.5.11 Real Values 

Reall  valued images ƒ € Fun(IE, IR) are considered in this section. The definition of 
ann erosion in the image lattice is given by: 

(ee ƒ)(*) = /\ e(x,y)(f(y)) (4.18) 

wheree e(x, y) is the erosion in the pixel lattice C. 
AA translation invariant definition is derived from equation 4.18, yielding: 

(eƒ)(*)== A etiv - x)(f(y)) (4.19) 
2/6E E 

wheree st{y — x)(f(y)) = f(y) — g(y — x), where g denotes the structuring element. 
Suchh definition leads to the classical structural erosion given by: 

(ef)(x)=(ef)(x)= /\{f(y)-g(y-x)} (4.20) 
yGE E 

Iff  the definition in equation 4.20 is used for finite image domains, the border 
effectt only shows up in case one implements g as a function g : IE —> V as well. 
Thee confusion comes from the fact that the notion of translation of images (through 
g(yg(y — x)) is implicitly defined, which is only valid on infinite domains. An alternative 
solutionn for this problem is given in section 4.6 with respect to implementation details 
forr the parallel pattern. 

Thee classical structural erosion described by equation 4.20 can be seen as a special 
functionn lattice since it has a purely geometrical interpretation [6] [7] [10] [27]. This 
interpretationn matches the topographical view for a two-dimensional Euclidean space, 
wheree points are given by triples of coordinates; the first two locate the position in 
thee two-dimensional support set and the third coordinate gives the height. 

Considerr for instance the geometrical representation of the dilation operator de-
pictedd in figure 4.7(a) with a structuring function (e.g. a disk). At position x, lower 
thee graph of the mirrored structuring function until it hits the graph of the function 
ƒ.. The origin of the graph of the structuring function marks the point on the di-
latedd function. The erosion is equally simple to interpret geometrically. Rather than 
loweringg the structuring function from above, it has to be raised from below. This 
interpretationn is also known as the hitting approach. 

Thee parallel pattern for the real values is presented as follows: 

 iterator : parallel algorithms using iterators (e.g. for loops) are the most 
classicall  not only in conventional image processing but also in mathematical 
morphology.. An algorithm is said to be parallel if the pixel values in the neigh-
borhoodd N(x) are taken in the original image. Implementations derived from 
thiss pattern are independent of the order of image scannings; 
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Figur ee 4.7 Geometrical representation of the dilation operator using a topographical 
vieww of the two-dimensional Euclidean space. 

 pixel lattice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by C = (K, < 

,V,A,W,AJ --
 adjunction: the adjunction A = (e,5,Ne,Ng) is given by the classical defini-
tionss of structural erosions and dilations: 

(£ƒ)(*)) = / \ {f(y)-g(y-x)} (4.21) 
yeNyeNee(x) (x) 

(*ƒ)(* )) = V if(y)+9{x-y)} (4.22) 
yeNs(x) yeNs(x) 

wheree Ne(x) = {y | g(-y) # -00}  and N5(x) = {y \ g(y)  ̂ +00}. 

Whenn the time to execute erosions and dilations is independent of any indexing 
variable,, the complexity for pixel lattice erosions and dilations is 0{#N). 

4.5.22 Parabol ic Morphology 

Considerr A to be a n x n symmetric positive definite matrix. The parabolic or 
quadraticc structuring function (QSF) associated with this matrix is denoted as qA and 
iss given by QA(X) = —5 (x,A~lx). Note that the simplest QSF is the rotationally 
symmetricc one: qj with I being the identity matrix (qi{x) — — \ || x ||2). 

Iff  two QSF's qA and qs are dilated, then qA®QB = 9.4+B, which implies that the 
classs of QSF's is closed under dilation. A QSF qA can be dimensionally decomposed 
alongg the eigenvectors of the matrix A. For a diagonal matrix, the eigenvectors are 
alongg the x and y axis and thus the one-dimensional dilations are along the rows and 
columns.. Note that the QSF qi is the unique rotational invariant function that can be 
dimensionallyy decomposed with respect to dilation * [29] [30] [31] [33]. 

tThiss is a property that it shares with the Gaussian function being the unique isotropic kernel 
thatt can be dimensionally decomposed with respect to convolution. 
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Thee morphological scale-space is generated by dilations (erosions) with a parabolic 
structuringg function of increasing width. Most often, extending the scalar parameter 
too the entire real axis combines the erosion and dilation scale spaces. Negative scales 
aree interpreted as the erosion scales (background) and positive scales as the dilation 
scaless (foreground). Foreground and background are treated distinctly, which make 
aa great difference from linear theory since convolution cannot have this as it is a 
self-duall  operator. 

Thee erosion scale function F® (x, p) is obtained by eroding the original image ƒ 
withh structuring function qp : Fe(x,p) = (ƒ Qqp)(x). Dually, the dilation scale func-
tionn F®(x,p) is obtained by dilating the original image ƒ with structuring function 
qpqp . j?®(x, p) = (ƒ ® qf>)(x). For increasing values of p the scale in the resulting image, 
(eitherr Fe or F®) decreases as the original image ƒ is processed with a structuring 
functionn with increasing size. Therefore, FG and F® are two sequences of images, 
eachh derived from the original image and ordered with respect to their internal scale. 
AA parabolic scale-space was proposed in [14] [33] based on those scaling properties. 

Thee parallel pattern for parabolic morphology is the one presented as follows: 

 iterator : the iterator is the same for the real values (using for loops) and does 
nott need to be changed in this case; 

 pixel lattice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by C = (IR, < 

.V.A.V^AJ; ; 
 adjunction: the classical adjunction, defined by A = (e,<5, is extended to 
AA = (e, 5, IE), since N£ = N$ = IE. Parabolic erosions and dilations are governed 
byy the equations: 

FFee(x,p)(x,p) = (/eO(i) (4.23) 

F®(x,p)F®(x,p) = (ƒ 8 </")(*) (4-24) 

wheree q(x) = — \ || x ||2, a unique structuring function that can be separated 
byy dimension. 

Concerningg parabolic algorithmic implementations, only one-dimensional parabolic 
dilationss need to be considered due to dimensional decomposition. Different algo-
rithmss were proposed in the literature [31], namely the point of contact and intersec-
tiontion algorithm: 

 the point of contact algorithm is based on the fact that the one-dimensional 
parabolicc dilation can be split into a dilation with the left half (x < 0) of the 
parabolaa followed by a dilation with right half. Keeping track of the point y of 
thee original image ƒ where f{y)+q{x-y) reaches it maximum while dilating with 
aa half parabola, leads to a restricted interval of y in calculating the maximum 
off  f(y) + q{x -y); 

 the intersection algorithm makes an iterative list of intervals and the associated 
parabola,, which majorizes all others in this interval. The algorithm starts with 
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PiPi and add it to the list with interval [0, iV— 1] and goes on by adding parabolas 
too the list and splitting the interval into the corresponding sub-intervals. After 
alll  parabolas pk are considered, the continuous maximal parabolas in the list 
aree sampled on the grid points in the corresponding intervals. 

Thesee algorithms work well with QSF's of sufficiently large size. For QSF's of very 
smalll  size, these algorithms are not useful because the QSF is discretized and the 
valuee of p.ql at grid points for small p are greater than the maximum slope in the 
image.. A possible solution to solve this problem is to apply a continuous dilation on 
aa local continuous approximation of the image. It turns out that parabolic dilation 
att small scale is nothing but a stable numerical difference scheme to solve the partial 
differentiall  equation ^ =|j V F ||2. Note that the partial differential equation is the 
morphologicall  equivalent of the linear diffusion equation which is the generator of the 
morphologicall  scale-space F(x,p) — (ƒ d)qpI)(x) (see [33]). 

Anotherr way to implement parabolic algorithmic implementations efficiently is to 
relyy on domain decomposition. It was shown in [13] that the discretized squared 
conee can be decomposed into a sequence of discrete structuring functions with finite 
support. . 

Anotherr decomposition scheme for a large class of grey-scale structuring elements 
fromm mathematical morphology was proposed in [32]. In contrast with many existing 
decompositionn schemes, the method is valid in the continuous domain. The class of 
functionss that can be decomposed includes parabolic structuring functions that are of 
majorr importance in distance transforms and morphological scale-space. For functions 
thatt can be separated along the standard image axes, a discrete decomposition in 3 x 3 
elementss can be guaranteed. The decomposition scheme reduces the computational 
complexity,, leading to efficient algorithm implementations. 

Despitee of the fact that computational complexity for morphological operators 
implementingg the parallel pattern is usually (9(#lEx#./V), it can be reduced sig-
nificantlyy in case dimensional decomposition or domain decomposition strategies are 
employedd with respect to #./V. 

4.5.33 6-bit Integers 

AA 6-bit integer is the term used to express that an image can be mapped using a 
bytee representation (e.g. 8-bits for a grey-scale image). Consider the set S being 
onee of N, Z , M , . .. and assume that Unf and lsup are the lattice infimum and lattice 
supremumm respectively. If the set IN is assigned to S, one obtains a finite set with 
valuess between [0 , . . ., K], K e IN which is not closed under addition and subtraction. 
Therefore,, by approaching this problem using truncated values between /;n/ = 0 and 
huphup = K, the adjunction property is lost. 

Inn order to solve this problem, a new formulation for erosions and dilations for 
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grey-scalee images was introduced in [11] [12] [20]: 

(£ƒ)(*)) - A if(v)-9(v-*)} (4-25) 

(<$ƒ)(*)) = V {f(y)+g{z-y)} (4.26) 
y€Ny€Nss(x) (x) 

Thee dot operators — and 4- are given by: 

KK ila = K; 
KK if (a < AT 
00 \i\a<K 
a-ba-b if (a < K and 0 < a - b < K). 

 , _ . K if (a < K and a — b > K); ,. 9_s 
aa~~bb ~ < o if (a < K and a- & < 0); [ ' 

00 if a = 0; 
 . _ i 0 if (o > 0 erne? a + b < 0); ,. „fi* 

0 + 00 "" ^ AT if ( a >0 and a + b > K ) ; l 4 ' ^ J 

aa + & if (a > 0 and 0 < a + b < K). 

wheree a £ [0 , . . ., K]  and 6 6 H. 
Thee parallel pattern for the b-bit integers is the one presented as follows: 

 iterator : the iterator is just like the same for the real values (using for loops) 
andd does not need to be changed in this case; 

 pixel lattice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by £ = (V, < 
)) \A A? W> A,c)- For instance, for binary and grey-scale images: 

cc = (tfui^v.A' 1'0) 
CC = ( [0 ,255 ] ,< , \ / ,A '2 5 5>0) 

Notee that other integer intervals can be used to compose a new pixel lattice; 

 adjunction: the adjunction A = (e,ö,N£,N$) follows the classical definition 
exceptt for the fact that erosions and dilations are governed by equations 4.25 
andd 4.26 respectively. 

Justt like in the real values case, the computational complexity for erosions and 
dilationss is C>(#lEx#iV). 

4.5.44 Color Lattices 

Inn color morphology, operators that are applied to the whole image can also be ap-
pliedd to the components separately, because the filters commute with infimum and 
supremumm respectively. This kind of marginal processing is equivalent to the vectorial 
approachh defined by the canonic lattice structure when only supremum and infimum 
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operatorss and their compositions are involved and induces a totally ordered lattice as 
presentedd in [8] [9]. Consider two images ƒ and ƒ', each one made up by a number of 
ii  components. Therefore: 

ƒ < ƒ '' <=^  ƒ(*")</ ' (0,V i € l , . . . ,m 

Withh these relations, the supremum of a family {fj}  is the vector \/ ƒ where each 
componentt \/ f(i) is the supremum of the {ƒ/(«)}  Respectively, the infimum of a 
familyy {fj}  is the vector /\ ƒ where each component f\f(i) is the infimum of the 
{fj(i)}-{fj(i)}-  However, this morphological procedure fails because every color can be seen 
ass a vector, which cannot be totally ordered and so the supremum or infimum of 
thee two is a mixture of both the colors. Using this procedure, one obtains the same 
resultss as the simple marginal processing of the data and new colors not contained in 
thee input image wil l appear. 

Anotherr approach, grounded on the use of a vector transformation from IRm into 
JRrJRr followed by a marginal ordering on JR® was defined in [8]. If Q > 1, the marginal 
orderingg induces a partial ordering on the vectors. Q = 1 is required to obtain a total 
orderingg with an /i-adj unction. The important point is to transform the image data 
byy means of a surjective transformation h, which is better suited for the morphological 
approach.. However, h is neither bijective nor injective. A major drawback in practice 
iss that the extrema of a family {fj}  are not necessarily unique. Therefore, many 
differentt vectors can lead to the same result h(f) = /\{{fi}

 o r M/ ) — Vi{/« }  f° r 

erosionss and dilations respectively. Consequently, there is a need for a new equivalence 
relationn =h-

Too extend the vector approach to color images, it is necessary to define an order 
relationn who orders the colors as vectors, rather than ordering the individual com-
ponentss as suggested in [16]. This can be done using reduced ordering. This kind 
off  ordering imposes a total ordering relationship that can be accomplished by the 
lexicographicall  ordering [4] * as reported in [38]. The flat structuring element for 
thee vector morphological operations defined here is the set g, and the scalar-valued 
functionn used for the reduced ordering is r : JR3 —> IR. Erosions and dilations are 
givenn by: 

(ef)r(x)(ef)r(x) = f\ {fr(y) - 9r(y - x)} (4.29) 
y€Ny€Nee(x) (x) 

(Sf)r(x)(Sf)r(x) = V ifr(y) + 9AX ~ V)} (4.30) 
y£Ny£Nss{x) {x) 

wheree fr and gr are the coded representations for ƒ and g under the reduced ordering 
r. . 

Erosionss and dilations in conjunction with a total ordering induced by a reduced 
orderingg generate no new colors. Under the total ordering relation, the infimum or 
supremumm is one of the actual colors. Therefore, the only colors in the output image 
aree those obtained from translations of the input ones. 

JJ An ordered pair (i, j) is lexicographically earlier than (i' ,j') if either i < i' or i — i' and j < j ' . 
I tt is lexicographic because it corresponds to the dictionary ordering of two-letter words. 
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Sincee the output of the vector filter depends on the scalar-valued function used for 
reducedd ordering, the selection of this function provides flexibility  in incorporating 
spectrall  information into the multivalued image representation. For example, linear 
combinationss of the tristimulus values can be used. This can be written as: 

{ r(t)r(t)  = M i + a2t2 + a3t3 

r(t')r(t')  = ait[ + a2t'2 + a3t'3 (4.31) 

r(t)r(t)  < r(t') 
iff  the image is filtered in the RGB color model. For the case where a\ = 0.299, a2 — 
0.587,, and a3 — 0.114, r(t) and r(t') become the luminance component. Multiscale 
openingg in this case would suppress bright objects at each scale. The values of a i, a2, 
andd a3 can also be selected to enhance or suppress specific colors. For example, if 
a\a\ = l,d2 = 0, and a3 = 0, then the effect of a multiscale opening would be to 
suppresss objects with high red content. The same holds to the green and blue color 
channels. . 

Iff  a running maximum approach is chosen, it starts with an arbitrary pixel inside 
thee mask and calls that one the maximum. Then, the next pixels are compared with 
thiss maximum. If a pixel that contains a bigger rank is found, then it is assigned to 
thee maximum. The process continues until all pixels are examined within the filter 
mask.. Note that the difference between the red component and the maximum of the 
otherr two channels is taken for ranking. This means that the purity of red determines 
thee ranking order. For instance, if a yellow pixel [255,255,0] is found, the ranking 
orderr for it is 0. This can be represented as: 

{ r{t)r{t)  = aiti - \J{a2t2,a3t3) 
r(t')r(t')  =oi* i - \/{a2t'2,a3t'3) 
r(t)r(t)  < r(t') 

Whenn linear relationships are employed the partial order relationship < associ-
atedd with a conditional lattice should be given for the case of three components by 
(symmetricall  and not symmetrical respectively) [23]: 

ff  n < t[ 
tt < t' <-> < t2<t' 2 (4.32) 

{{  * 3<* 3 + M* i ~ h) + k2(t'2 - t2) 

{{  h < t[ 
tt < t' <-> < t2<t' 2 + k0(t[  - h (4.33) 

[[  h^t  ̂ + k^-t^+k^-h) 

wheree fc0, fci, and k2 are constants. 
Whenn the bit-mix paradigm is used, the transform r is based on the representation 

off  each component of T in the binary mode. Let T G IRm with m components t(i), 
eachh one represented on p bits t(i)j  € {0,1}  with j G {0, . . . ,p\. The mapping r can 
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thenn be written as follows: 

'' rW=E^1{2 M ( ^" )Lf= 12M -^) J} 
tt < t' O < r(i') =Ej=i [2M-Ü>-iï  ZtLi 2M-V(i) j} 

kk r(t) < r(t') 

(4.34) ) 

Al ll  these scalar-valued functions lead to a family of images, parameterized by 
shape,, size, and color, which could be useful for an application such as object recogni-
tion.. Nevertheless, the differences in the values of a\, 02, and 03 in some scalar-valued 
functionss strongly influences the result. In our implementations, every object has its 
pixel'ss address and a set of keys (^1,^2,^3) that are sorted according to one of the 
scalarr valued functions proposed. 

Somee results derived from the application of color erosions and dilations are pro-
videdd in figures 4.8 and 4.9 respectively. 

Figur ee 4.8 RGB Erosion showing the results for a flat 5 x5 structuring element: input 
image(a),, bitmix(b), and maximum(c). 

Figur ee 4.9 RGB dilation showing the results for a flat 5 x5 structuring element: input 
image(a),, bitmix(b), and maximum(c). 

Thee parallel pattern for the non-scalar lattice working on color images is given as 
follows: : 
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 iterator : just like for all the examples in this chapter, the iterator (e.g. for 
loops)) structure does not change; 

 pixel lattice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by £ = (V, < 
,, Vi A' W ' A^)- For instance, for a RGB color image: 

££ = (([0,255], [0,255], [0,255]), <, \ / , / \ , [255,255,255], [0,0,0]) 

Observee that the partial ordering < can vary in accordance with the scalar 
valuedd functions introduced previously. Indeed, any other partial ordering can 
bee used, leading to different output results; 

 adjunction: the adjunction is represented by A — (TV) since color operators 
aree extensions of flat operators using a flat and symmetric structuring element. 
Erosionss and dilations are given by: 

(sf)r(x)(sf)r(x) = / \ {fr(y)} (4.35) 

W)r(x)W)r(x) = V Uriv)}  (4-36) 
y£Ny£Nss(x) (x) 

Thesee equations are vectorial representations for flat structural erosion and di-
lationn of an image ƒ with r components. 

Iff  the time to execute color erosions and dilations is independent of any indexing 
variable,, the complexity is C ( #E x#TV x c), # IE being the number of pixels of an 
imagee ƒ, #JV being the pixels in the neighborhood TV and c the number of color 
components. . 

4.5.55 Conclusion 

Thiss section has shown that a variety of morphological algorithm applications for bi-
nary,, grey-scale, and color images share the same generic construction, which includes 
thee iterator, the pixel lattice, and the adjunction. The parallel pattern specialization 
compliess with the complete lattice theory and serves as source of information for the 
designn and implementation of morphological image operators. 

Tablee 4.1 contains a list of 40 operators, which are often used in mathematical 
morphology.. An evaluation is made in terms of the suitability of the parallel pattern 
inn the design and implementation of these operators. Note that the parallel pattern 
iss applicable for all the operators in theory but introduces a severe loss in terms of 
efficiencyy in practice. Therefore, other design techniques may be provided, which is 
thee topic of chapters 5, and 6. 

4.66 Parallel Pattern Implementation 

Thiss section describes the way a parallel approach is employed in the development 
off  morphological algorithms. Scalar lattices given by £ = (V, <, V, A' V^7 Ac) a re 
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usedd as an example within the Horus library [17]. In addition, the border problem 
iss briefly described and alternative solutions are proposed together with the Horus 
approach. . 

Iff  one wants to have a generic algorithm for morphological image operators using 
thee parallel pattern, the algorithm itself must be able to wrork with all pixel lattices. 
Inn addition, it must provide the necessary variations according to the choice of the 
reducee operator (i.e. minimum or maximum) in the image lattice and the chosen 
adjunction.. Furthermore, the generic operator might be implemented according to 
thee control of the neighborhood operation using iterators. 

Thee iterator implementation leaves the selection of the pixels that need to be 
visitedd to PixMorphOpT itself, a generic representation of the adjunction (see figure 
4.10).. The implementation makes use of iterators to deal with the generic iterator. 
Thee result is obtained by processing only the relevant pixels according to the adopted 
structuringg function object, which carries addition information about the neighbor-
hood.. The next step is reducing this set of values to a single one by means of reduce 
operationn in the image lattice. 

Figuree 4.10 shows the parallel pattern implementation in Horus using C++. Ob-
servee that the algorithmic representation in figure 4.1 is easily mapped into practice. 
Thee generic representation for the parallel pattern is made of: 

 iterator : image iterators are explicitly coded as one-dimensional navigation 
functions.. In addition, iterators are used in the inner loop to process only the 
relevantt pixels that need to be used to compute the neighborhood operation; 

 pixel lattice: The pixel lattice information is accessed by PixMorphOpT in order 
too execute the computations, performed by using function objects; ArithTyp e 
iss associated with the image type and represents the static type of the data 
structuree used to store results of arithmetic operations on individual pixels; 

 adjunction: PixMorphOpT is the template name for the pixel lattice adjunc-
tions. . 

Thee reminder of this section focuses on the border problem and on alternative 
solutionss including the Horus approach. The computation of erosion and dilation of 
ann image ƒ by an structuring function g whose pixel values lay outside its domain 
DfDf is a well-known dilemma. The general procedure is to set extrema values to the 
borderr (i.e. Vv a nd Av) whether dealing with erosion or dilation respectively. 

Operationss defined in Horus that are not in-place § and/or require a border around 
thee image are to adhere to a set of strict rules in their implementation in order to 
makee optimal use of the support offered by the library. The majority of operators in 
Horuss are implemented in such a way that they seem not in-place from the outside. 
Operationss that are not naturally in-place implement the following scheme: 

 allocate a scratch image with a border; 

§Thee operation is called in-p lace when it changes the data of the operand image. It is called 
nott in-p lace when it returns a new image as a result. 
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Figur ee 4.10 Generic parallel implementation. Note that all the navigation functions 
accomplishedd by one-dimensional iterators are not present for the sake of clarity. 

voi d d 
template<clas ss  PixMorphOpT ,  clas s ReduceOpT > 
MorphOpp C  Imag e f ) 
{ { 

ReduceQpTT reduceOp ; 
PixMorphOp TT pixMorphOp ; 
PixMorphOpT::iterato rr  i  =  pixMorphOp.begin() ; 
in tt  x,y ; 

/ //  .. . 

forC yy  =  0 ;  y  <  f.heightO ;  y++ ) 
for( xx  =  0 ;  x  <  f.widthO ;  x++ ) 
{ { 

ArithTyp ee resul t  =  pixMorphOp.init(f(x,y)) ; 

for( ii  =  pixMorphOp.beginC) ;  i  ! = pixMorphOp.end() ;  i++ ) 
resul tt  = 
reduceOp(result ,,  pixmorphOp(i.xQ,i.y(),f(x+i.x(),y+i.y())) ; 

} } 

/ //  .. . 

> > 

 copy the pixel values of this image to the interior of the scratch image and 
initializee the border, (see Figure 4.11); 

 do the operation with the scratch image as input but compute results only for 
pixelss corresponding to the interior of the image; 

 delete the scratch image. 

Thee pixel type of the scratch image is defined in the image signature. The scratch 
imagee is a normal image in that it differs from this image only in its sizes. The alloca-
tionn of a scratch image does not impose additional overhead for the implementation of 
aa single operation other than the copying the pixel values. The advantage of the copy 
too the scratch image is that the coding of the operation becomes much easier when 
dealingg with border effects. Furthermore, the absence of special code to do border 
handlingg in the algorithm improves the execution speed, as compiler optimization will 
bee more effective. 

Thee theoretical concept of basic building blocks served as a first step towards the 
genericc implementation of the parallel pattern. Such implementation was introduced 
inn this section in order to show the straight mapping from theory into practice. C++ 
andd STL constructions were used to represent the parallel pattern in the Horus library. 
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Figur ee 4.11 An image with a corresponding scratch image. Observe that the scratch 
imagee is parameterized by the size of the support used for the neighborhood operator. 
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4.77 Discussion and Conclusions 

Thee parallel pattern presented in this chapter can be considered as a first step to-
wardss the design and implementation of morphological image operators under the 
completee lattice framework described in chapter 3. The generic pattern definition 
wass suggested in order to characterize the basic building blocks given by the iterator, 
pixell  lattice, and adjunction. The mathematical approach leads to the design of con-
sistentt methods that address all the requirements needed for the implementation of 
thee parallel pattern. 

Whenn algorithmic implementations are derived from the straight mapping of the 
morphologicall  operators like erosion and dilations, the computational complexity is 
knownn to be higher since it contains nested loops. Without resorting to parallel 
computers,, the computational complexity due to the number of pixels in an image 
cannott be reduced. Therefore, the only way to reduce computational complexity 
significantlyy is through the application of efficient neighborhood operations. 

Flatt morphology was one of the topics, which received considerable attention in 
thiss chapter due to its particular importance and practical use. By definition, pixel 
latticee erosions and dilations do not influence the result for flat operators. Image 
latticee erosions and dilations are reduced to the minimum and maximum operation 
onn a pre-defined neighborhood. 

Alternativee solutions for the lack of speed of flat morphological operators and ap-
plicationss derived from the parallel pattern were proposed using structuring element 
decomposition.. Other fast algorithms for flat morphology based on bitmapped repre-
sentationss and linear structuring element decompositions using van Herk's algorithm 
weree discussed. 

Thee applicability of the parallel pattern was presented by using case studies for 
reall  values, parabolic morphology, 6-bit integers, and color lattices. The intention 
wass to show the way a parallel pattern can be used to deal with different kinds of 
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pixell  lattices and adjunctions. The parallel pattern implementation was guided by 
thee basic building blocks that constitutes the generic pattern. The mapping between 
theoryy and practice was preserved since the general pattern was implemented using 
commonn generic programming elements like templates and function objects, giving 
supportt for the varying steps of algorithm implementations concerning pixel lattices 
andd adjunctions. 

Thiss chapter has shown the applicability of a general theory for mathematical 
morphology,, well-established in the complete lattice framework, in the construction 
off  the generic pattern for morphological algorithm representations. The generic pat-
ternn was constructed with the three basic building blocks namely the iterator, the 
pixell  lattice and the adjunction and was applied in the effective implementation of 
algorithmss and applications. It was also demonstrated that many algorithms in the 
literaturee are all reduced to the parallel pattern. 
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Tablee 4.1 Table containing an evaluation in terms of the suitability of the parallel 
patternn in the design and implementation of morphological image operators. 

Morphologicall  Operator 
erosion n 
dilation n 
conditionall  erosion 
conditionall  dilation 
distancee transform 
geodesicc distance transform 
opening g 
closing g 
centerr filter 
alternatee sequential filtering (ASF) 
areaa opening 
areaa closing 
openingg by reconstruction 
closingg by reconstruction 
inf-reconstruction n 
sup-reconstruction n 
regionall  minima 
regionall  maxima 
valleyy removal 
peakk removal 
ASFF by reconstruction 
minimaa imposition 
holee filling 
edgee off 
morphologicall  gradient 
openingg top-hat 
closingg top-hat 
openn by reconstruction top-hat 
closee by reconstruction top-hat 
ultimatee erosion 
morphologicall  skeleton 
sup-generatingg (hit-miss) 
inf-generating g 
adaptivee threshold 
thinning g 
thickening g 
conditionall  thinning 
conditionall  thickening 
skeletonn by influence zones (SKIZ) 
watersheds s 

Parallell  Pattern 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 





Chapterr 5 

Thee Sequential Pattern 

WeWe use only the finest baby frogs, dew picked and flown from Iraq, cleansed in 
finestfinest quality spring water, lightly killed, and then sealed in a succulent Swiss 
quintuplequintuple smooth treble cream milk chocolate envelope and lovingly frosted with 
glucose. glucose. 
ThatThat is as may be, it is still a frog. 

inin Monty Python's Flying Circus. 

U sually,, the act of applying a morphological operator to an input image pro-
ducess a new image afterwards. It has been shown in the chapter 4 that the 
conventionall  way of applying such an operator does not involve any kind of 

orderingg relation of the image data since it can be performed in parallel to all pixel 
elementss at the same time. Indeed, it is then expected that the results would be the 
samee even when a morphological operator is performed sequentially [12] [13]. 

Whenn sequential algorithm implementations are addressed in mathematical mor-
phology,, an operator is identified with a specified scanning order of the image data 
array.. A pixel sequencing operator can be used to uniquely specify such a scanning 
order.. Generally, the scanning order used is the forward scan, top left, bottom right, 
withh the backward scan traversing the pixels in reverse order. Image pixels are then 
bestt stored corresponding to that order. One of the most evident differences between 
variouss types of morphological algorithm implementations arises from the order in 
thee execution of consecutive operations. 

AA scanning order or pixel sequencing is, therefore, a sequence of pixel positions 
withoutt duplication. 

Thee result of a sequential morphological operator depends not only on the input 
pixelss associated with each input location but also on one or more output values 
computedd previously in the same scan. Due to this recursive characteristic, one can 
reducee the computational costs compared to a parallel addressing. 

Iterativee morphological operators are introduced in this chapter in order to formal-
izee the sequential addressing the pixels. One of the main properties of such operators 
iss the fact that applying them more than once to a particular image does not produce 

111 1 
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anyy change in the results. Many operations of the sequential pattern will be applied 
iterativelyy until idempotence is reached. Sequential implementations for erosions and 
dilationss are then described based on the complete lattice framework [29] [30]. One 
off  the key points in this chapter is to provide an answer to the following problem 
statement:: Is there a way to prove that erosions and dilations, following a sequential 
implementation,implementation, reach stability after a number of iterations for any sequencing opera-
tor?tor? Note, however, that the focus is not in sequential operators as such, but in those 
sequentiall  operators that are equivalent to the parallel ones, i.e. if both are iterated 
untill  stability. 

Distancee transform and reconstruction are main examples of the recursive class 
off  algorithms. They are used as leading examples for the application of the sequen-
tiall  pattern to the design of morphological operators. The implementation is also 
describedd with an eye on the sequential pattern representation, linking the mathe-
maticall  theory with code implementation. 

Thee sequential algorithm pattern presented in this chapter is considered as a step 
towardss the design and implementation of efficient morphological operators. The 
genericc pattern made by its basic building blocks (iterator, pixel lattice, and ad-
junction)) is reused in order to obtain a sequential representation that addresses the 
necessaryy requirements for its description and consequent implementation, making a 
tightt connection with the complete lattice framework discussed in chapter 3. 

Algorithmicc patterns should be documented, stored, and later reused in software 
development.. This is one reason for the construction of a pattern library, including 
patternss for morphological image processing that are often used in the design of 
operatorss and applications. Image processing software developers facing a specific 
problemm like designing a morphological filter by reconstruction should be able to easily 
findd a matching pattern that provides a solution from the pattern library. Such library 
wouldd contain a list of specific patterns including the sequential pattern, presented in 
thiss chapter. 

Thee organization of the rest of this chapter is described as follows: section 5.1 
startss by giving the necessary foundations that are used along the text. Next, the 
iterativee morphological operators are discussed. Section 5.2 introduces the sequential 
implementationn for erosions and dilations. The sequential pattern description and 
thee algorithms derived from its application are given in 5.3. Section 5.4 presents 
twoo classical examples of the application of the sequential design pattern namely, 
thee distance transform and the morphological reconstruction. Finally, discussion and 
conclusionss are drawn in section 5.5. 

5.11 Mathematical Preliminaries 

Thee definitions, proofs, lemmas, and propositions described in this section are given 
inn order to set the necessary mathematical background for later sections. Additional 
informationn can be found in [14] [15]. 
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5.1.11 Images, Pixels and Pixel Sequences 

Inn this chapter, an image is a mapping from a discrete domain IE to a complete (pixel) 
latticee £. The exact definition of the pixel lattice C is not relevant here as all our 
resultss are valid for any pixel lattice. 

Thee domain of the images considered in this chapter are rectangular subsets of 
7L7L where d is the dimension of the image. 

Definitio nn 14 Let k = (fei,... , ha) with k{ > 0, Vï, then: 

TLTL dd
kk = { x = ( x i , . . . ,xd) GZr f \0<Xi < k>} 

Everyy pixel in the image thus can be indexed with a multi-index x — ( x i , . .. , xj)- The 
indexx k defines the number of elements in the domain along each of the dimensions. 

Definitio nn 15 The number of pixels in the entire image is denoted as 11*  and is 
givengiven as: 

Definitio nn 16 A pixel sequencing operator is a bijective mapping T : 7Lk —> Z^ fc. 

Efficientt and elegant access to arrays (and similar data structures) is the key to 
manyy algorithms. Access to an image with domain 2f c can be achieved either with 
aa multi-index x € 7Lk or with a scalar index (address) / 6 ^nfc- Take notice that 
II  = F(x) and x — F_ 1( / ) , and that T_1 does exist because V is defined to be a 
bijectivee mapping. 

Thee classical pixel sequencing operators are the row-major and the inverse row-
majormajor for multi-dimensional array data structures, inducing a total ordering on 7Lk. 
Thee row-major sequencing corresponds to a C or C++ style array: the image data 
aree stored first by row, and then by column. The inverse row-major sequencing 
correspondss to a Fort ran or Matlab style array: the image data are stored first by 
column,, and then by row. The row-major and inverse row-major operators are defined 
inn the following. 

Definitio nn 17 Let x — ( x i , . .. ,Xd) be a point in the d-dimensional space 1Lk with 
associatedassociated dimensions k — (k\,..., kd)- The row-major sequencing operator from a 
d-dimensionald-dimensional space into a one-dimensional space is given as follows: 

11 ^*r i j= 1i 
ifif  i = l 

kj+Ti-i(x)kj+Ti-i(x)  ifd>i>2. r.ww = :\.^. , ,„  ,_, r ~ u „  o-D 
Thee respective specializations for two and three dimensions are given by: 

ƒƒ = T2(x) = x2 *h +xi 

II  = T3(x) = x3 *  k2 * ki + x2 * fei + xi 
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Definitio nn 18 Let x — (x\,... ,Xd) be a point in the d-dimensional space 7Lk with 
associatedassociated dimensions k = (ki,... ,kd) and let I be a scalar index address. The inverse 
row-majorrow-major sequencing operator from a one-dimensional space into a d-dimensional 
spacespace is given as follows: 

r." ,(""  = { Q, 
ff  - l / / t , J . *,  ( 

+ii  - [Qi+i/ki\  *ki 

wherewhere Qi is an auxiliary variable used for the recursive computation ofY~l(I) given 
by: by: 

nn _ ƒ It/hi ifi  = d 
WlWl ~ \ LQ.+i/feiJ ifl<i<d  [0-ó) 

Thee respective multi-index for two dimensions is given by: 

XlXl=r^(i)=r^(i)  = J - | i / * i J * * i 

xx22 = T^il) = [I/h\ - LL^/*iJ/*2 j *k2 

andd for three dimensions: 

xxll=Tï=Tï11(I)(I)  = [I/ki\*ki 

xx22=T-\l)=T-\l)  = LVfeiJ - LL^/*iJ/*2 j ** a 

xx33=T^(I)=T^(I) = [I/k1\-[[[[I/k 1\/k2\*k2\/h\*h 

Whenn d > 2, the choice of sequencing scheme becomes more complex. Suppose d = 3 
withh ki = k2 = k3 = 3. There are many possible ways to map the x = (x\,x2,x3) to 
aa scalar index. For instance, two examples are given by: 

T33 = t\ * k2 * k3 + x2 * k3 + x3 

TT33 = xi + x2 * ki + x3 * k\ * k2 

Note,, however, that the number of possible sequencing schemes for a d-dimensional 
dataa is determined by (IlfcO-

Definitio nn 19 Given a sequencing operator T : TLk —» 2n f e the reverse sequencing 
operatoroperator Y_ is defined as: 

Liix)Liix)  = Tnk-i{x) - 1 

Iff  the two-dimensional space is considered, the following sequencing operators are 
oftenn used. Formally: 

Definitio nn 20 The row-major pixel sequencing for two-dimensional space is given 
by: by: 

Ti(x)Ti(x) = x2*  k\ +xi 
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Definitio nn 21 The reverse row-major pixel sequencing for two-dimensional space is 
givengiven by: 

Ux)Ux) = rUk-i(x)-i 

== TUh(x)-ri(x)-i 

==  ki * k2 — {x2 * ki + Xi) - 1 

Definitio nn 22 The downward pixel sequencing: 

I\(a;)) = xi * k2 +x2 

Definitio nn 23 The upward pixel sequencing is defined by: 

r,(x)) = rUk-i(x)-i 
==  Tnk(x)-ri(x)-l 

—— k\ * k2 — (xi * k2 + x2) - 1 

Thee drawings of the four-pixel sequencing previously described are illustrated in 
figurefigure 5.1. 

Figur ee 5.1 Common two-dimensional pixel sequencing representations: (a)forward, 
(b)backward,, (c)downward, and (d)upward. 

(a)) Row-major (b) Row-major (c) Column-major (d) Column-major 
Forwardd Backward Downward Upward 

5.1.22 Iterative Morphological Operators 
Continuityy and idempotence are essential concepts to characterize iterative morpho-
logicall  operators. These concepts described here, when combined with the pixel se-
quencing,, constitute the necessary elements to progress towards the description for a 
sequentiall  implementation. 

Definitio nn 24 Given X € C, X is termed an invariant of 4> if <t>{X)  — X. The set 
ofof invariance of (j>  is called the domain of invariance of (p, and it is written Inv. 

Definitio nn 25 Let C be an arbitrary complete lattice. For <j>  is an increasing and 
anti-extensiveanti-extensive operator on C then: 

 < 0n < <T _1 < -  < 0 < id (5.4) 
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NoteNote that 0n is a decreasing sequence of operators. The limit 0°° of 0" is given by: 

^^  = l\<t>n (5.5) 
n>l l 

Dually,Dually, if <p is an increasing and extensive operator on C then: 

 <Pn+l > <Pn > "  > 0 > id (5.6) 

Thus,Thus, (pn is an increasing sequence of operators and its limit 0°° is given by: 

rr = V <t>n (5-7) 
n>l n>l 

I nn addit ion, if 0n is increasing and anti-extensive, then for every n > 1 0°° < 0n 

andd I n v ^ 0 0) = lnv(0") = lnv(0). By duality, if 0" is increasing and extensive, then 
forr every n > 1 4>x > 0" and lnv(0°°) = lnv (0n) = lnv(0) [15] [16] [17] [18]. 

Def in i t i o nn 26 Let {Xn}^Ll be a sequence in C. Xn \. X (i.e. Xn down-converges 
toto X) if {Xn}

!^L1 is decreasing and X = A n > i ^ n - Dually, Xn t X (i.e. Xn up-
convergesconverges to X) if {Xn}

(^L1 is increasing and X = V n> i Xn- (^ee Proof ^n [M] 
[15].) [15].) 

Def in i t i o nn 27 An increasing operator 0 : C -¥ C is called ^-continuous (i.e. down-
continuous)continuous) if Xn I X implies that 0 ( X n ) 4- (j>(X) for every sequence {Xn}

c^=l  in 
C.C. Dually, it is called ^-continuous (i.e. up-continuo us) if Xn "f X implies that 
0 ( X n )) t 0 ( ^0 for every sequence {X n}^L : in C. (See proof in [14] [15].) 

T h e o r emm 1 Let C be a complete lattice. Therefore, an erosion is ^-continuous and 
aa dilation is ^-continuous. (See proof in [14] [15].) 

Thee reminder of this section deals exclusively with sequences of i terates of some 
fixedd operator 0. The limi t of a sequence 0n , assuming it converges, is denoted by 
V;°°° [14] [15] . 

L e m m aa 2 Let 0 be an operator on a complete lattice C If 0n —> 0°° and 0(0°°) = 
0°°,, then 0OC is idempotent and Inv(0>°°) = lnv(0). 

Proof.. From 00°° = 0°° one derives by induction that 0n0°° = 0°° for every n > 1. As 
0n0°°° -»  0OO0O°, this implies that 0OO0O° = 0°°, and so 0°° is idempotent. 

I tt is proven that lnv(0°°) = lnv(0). First if 0(X) = X, then 4>n{X) = X; hence 
0°°(X)) = X. Conversely, if 0°°(X) = X, then X = 0°°(X) = 00°° (X) = 0(X). This 
concludess the proof.

L e m m aa 3 Let 0 be an operator on the complete lattice C. 
a)a) If 0 is ^-continuous and 0n —> 0°°, then 0°° < 00°°; 
b)b) If 0 is ^-continuous and 0" —> 03 0, then 0°° > 00°°. 
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Proposit ionn 13 Consider an operator (p on the complete lattice C. 
a)a) If (p is l-continuous and anti-extensive, then 0°° = A n>i0n is idempotent; 
b)b) If 4> is t-continuous and extensive, then 0°° = V n>i0n is idempotent. 

Proof,, a) Since 4> is anti-extensive, <fr n+l < (fin, meaning that 4>°° = /\n>i<fr n. From lemma 3 
4>°°4>°° < 4>4>°° is obtained. The reverse inequality is a direct consequence of the anti-extensivity 
off  4>, In addition, 4>°° is idempotent. The proof for b) is easily derived by duality and is 
thereforee omitted (See [16]).

Iterativee morphological operators described in this section cover intuitive notions 
off  idempotence and continuity, items that are needed to describe the sequential im-
plementation,, which is the topic of the following section. 

5.22 The Sequential Implementation 

Thiss section shows that erosions and dilations achieve stability after a certain number 
off  iterations for any pixel sequencing. The study presented in this section employs 
thee pixel sequencing, continuity, and idempotence, which were described previously. 

Definitio nn 28 Let 0 € £E -> £ E (i.e. the set of all functions from Fun (IE, C) to 
Fun(IE,, C)) be an image operator such that for all x e IE: 

(<J>f)(x)(<J>f)(x)  = ${x,{yJ(y)\yelE}) (5.8) 

TheThe operator $ is called the implementation of </>. 

Definitio nn 29 Let 0 be an image operator with implementation $. Then 0r is an 
imageimage operator defined by: 

(0rr f)(x) = $ (x, {yj{y) \ y € E, y > r x} u [y, {4>rf)(y) \yeJE,y<r * } ) (5.9) 

I tt follows from the definition of a sequential implementation that the computation of 
aa new pixel y can be done only after all its predecessor addresses have been computed. 
Thus,, a sequential implementation is not computed in a globally parallel fashion. 

Forr the erosion e € Fun(IE, C) one writes *: 

(ef)(x)(ef)(x) = f\ ex,y{f(y)) 
J/GE E 

wheree ex^y is an erosion in the pixel lattice C (see chapter 3). Using this characteri-
zationn of an erosion, one applies definition 29 to get: 

(êrf)(x)(êrf)(x) = /\eXty{f(v))* A e ^ ^ / ) ( y ) ) (5.10) 
y>xy>x y<x 

"Thiss chapter uses the notation {ex,y,dy,x) instead of (e{x,y),6(y,x)) for typographical reasons. 
Notee that {ex,y,dy,x) forms an adjunction. 
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Forr the dilation 6 £ Fun(IE, £) one writes: 

wheree dx  ̂ is a dilation in the pixel latt ice C. Take notice that the pair of pixel 
latt icee erosion and dilation (ex ,y , dyx) should form an adjunction in order to keep the 
adjunctionn in the image latt ice A — {e,S). 

Byy using this characterization of a dilation the definition 29 can be applied to 
obtain: : 

(&rf)(x)(&rf)(x)  = \Jdx,tt(f(y))v\J dx,y((6rf)(y)) (5.11) 
y>iy>i y<x 

Notee that that y G IE has been omit ted and the T subscript in the ordering of 
pixell  position for both equations 5.10 and 5.11 has been dropped. 

P r o p o s i t i onn 14 Let e be an erosion, thenèr is an erosion as well for any sequencing 

operatoroperator T. 

Proof.. The operator er is an erosion in case it distributes over the infimum of a collection 
off  images ër{/\ieI fï) — Aig/ £r{/») for some index set I and preserves the lattice maximum. 

Considerr the application of the sequential operator (irf)(x) to a collection of images ƒ,. 
Forr the base case, x = x\\ 

f\{èf\{èrrfi))(xi)fi))(xi)  = A A  e- i-y(/dtf)) A A c-i.y((^r/i)(!») : 

== A ( A t'i.vUdv): 

==  A [**i.y(A^yy 

==  (èr(/\fi))lxi) 

Now,, assume by hypothesis that 

m/\fi))(x)m/\fi))(x)  = (/\{irfi))(x) 
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iss true for x\ < x < xn. Then, for x = xn+\: 

(/\(irfi)Hx(/\(irfi)Hx nn + i) = A A e« « + i . » ( A ( » ) )A A e-™+i.i»(( r̂ ƒ*)(»)) 
' 6 // «6/ \ w > - n + i V<*n+l 

AA U,n + 1.w( A/<(!/) ) A A (e-n+i.»((A(^/<))(y)) 

AA h - „ + i . » (A > A A U-n+i .y((e>(A f i))(y)) 
V>*n+11 V ^ / / V<* n + 1 \ i£I 

==  (êr(/\fi))(xn + i) 

Sincee the base case is true for x = x\ and the inductive step is true, (£r(Aie/ fi))(x) 
(f\iei(Èrfi))(x)(f\iei(Èrfi))(x) is true for all x\ < x < xy[  Being true for all elements in the se-
quence,, then ir{f\ i€Ifi) = f\ieI(êrfi) holds. 

Moreover,, the sequentially implemented erosion preserves the lattice maximum 
(V^)) since ër(f\ieI fi) = Aiei^rifi) =  Vz;- Therefore £> is an erosion for any 
sequencingg operator I \

Propositionn 15 Let S be a dilation, then or is a dilation as well for any sequencing 
operatoroperator I \ 

AA similar proof can be easily derived for the dilation and is therefore omitted. 
Thee remainder of this section concentrates only at the general erosion e. Propo-

sitionss and proofs for dilations are left to the reader. In the following, it wil l become 
clearr in which sense continuity properties of operators play a role in establishing 
convergencee of sequences of iterates of a given operator <f>. 

Propositionn 16 Let £ be an erosion and é"r its sequential implementation. Then 

Proof. . 

ee = e 

ee > e(e) 

ee > en 

ee >

ee > ) 

Byy combining this result with lemma 3, one observes that e(e°°) > £°° > £(e°°). Conse-
quently,, e°° = e(e°°). A similar proof for ë™ — ëriëf) is easily obtained and therefore 
omittedd here.

P r o p o s i t i onn 17 Let ëy be the sequential version of an erosion e. Assume that both 
erosionserosions are anti-extensive. Then, êp° = £ £ p. 
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Proof. . 

(*P+1ƒ)(* )) = / \ ex,y((ëïf){y)) A / \ ex,y((è
n
r
+1 f)(y)) 

==  A ex,y((Ê?+1/)(V)) A A e*,v(&+1f)iv)) 
y>xy>x y<x 

y y 

==  e((ènr+1f)(y)) 

Att this point, since (ë$+l  f)(x) = e((i^+1 f)(y)), one derives by induction that (i^f)(x) = 
^(êr**  ƒ)(»))  Being true for all x <E Zf it can be rewritten to (i™ƒ) = e(êrV). Therefore, 
êp33 — £(êr°)' This concludes the proof.

P r o p o s i t i onn 18 Let ër be the sequential version of an erosion e. Assume that both 
erosionserosions are anti-extensive. Then, ër < s. 

Proof.. Consider £r equation as follows: 

(èrf)(x)(èrf)(x) = A ex,y{f{y)) A A et,v{(ërf){y)) 
y">xy">x  y<% 

Sincee (èrf)(x) < id one may write 

(ërf)(x)(ërf)(x) < A e*,v(f(v)) A A ^M(v)) 
y>xy>x y<x 

<<  /\ex,y(f(y)) 
y y 

<<  (ef)(x) 

Consequently,, ër < £ a nd this concludes the proof,

P r o p o s i t i onn 19 Let ër be the sequential version of an erosion e. Assume that both 
erosionserosions are anti-extensive. Then, e00 < ër-

Proof.. Let y\, ?/2, , y™ be a sequence of pixels in Z^. Consider the erosion e given by: 

(£ƒ)(*)) = /\ex,y(f(y)) 

Thenn en leads to: 

(£(£nnf)(x)f)(x) = f\/\.../\(ex,y1eyi<y2...eyn_1,yTt{f(yn))) 
y\y\ V2 yn 

Thee erosion at step n + 1 yields: 

(e(en+1n+1f){x)f){x) = A A " - A (e*.wi evi.V2 n+i(f(yn+i))) 
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Thiss may be also written as: 

(e(en+1n+1f)(x)f)(x) = f\ ex,yi l / \ . . . /\{evl,y2...eVn,Vn+1(f(yn+i)))\ A 
K ! > xx \V2 Vn + 1 / 

AA  ex>Vl \ / \  A (e!/1^2---el/r1,3/n + l ( /(y« + l))) J 
yi<xyi<x \ y2 S/n + 1 / 

== A e*.*i((eB/)(yi))A A ^^i((^/)(yO) 

Iff  both the first part of the previous equation and the first part of the sequential version of 
ann erosion e at y\ are compared: 

(ërf)(x)(ërf)(x) = A e*.v i( / (?/ i )) A A e^ i ( ( ^ r / ) ( y i ) ) 
j / i > xx yi<x 

onee gets that: 

AA  ^vA(enf)M) < A ^ydfivi)) 
y\>xy\>x y\>x 

smce(esmce(ennf)(yi)<f(yi). f)(yi)<f(yi). 
Now,, extending /\yi<xex,yi((e

n f)(yi)): 

/\e/\exx,,yiyi((e((ennf)(yi))f)(yi)) = A e*™ I A ^ ^ ( ( ^ / X ^ ) ) A A ^ ^ ( ( e V X ï f e )) I 
l / l < xx J / l <z \ ï / 2 > yi 1/2 < VI / 

== A A (e^ i e^2((^7)M)) A 

AA A (e*,*i e*i.»2((en/)(Ste))) 
^1<XX 3/2<2/l 

311(11 Aï ,1 < a !
e*, ï i ( (êr /)(y i ) ) , one obtains: 

AA e^,y i ((ê/)(yi)) = A e ^ i ( A ei / i^2(/(y2))A A eyi,y2((ëf)(y2))\ 
y\<xy\<x y\<*  \vi>y\ yz<vi } 

==  A A ( ^ i ^ ^ t / M ) ) A A A (e^^ieJ/i^2((^/)(ï/2))) 
yi<*yi<*  V2>vi yi<x < / 2 < J /I 

Therefore,, one notes that: 

AA A (e*.*i e*i.* 2((e
n/)(l/2))) < A A (e^»ievi.M(/(W2))) 

Now,, assume that: /\yi<x f\y2<yi  Ay^y^, (ex,yieyi,ya .. Vk_l,Vk((e
nf)(yk))) < 

A ^ o ,, A * ^  ASfc>y*- i (e*-vi evi.M  ^ - i . v J ^ / X y * ) ) ) for yfc < x,yfc > yfc-! . 
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Then,, by extending both sides of the inequality for yk + \ one gets that 

AA A  A ( e* . l F l * » l . V 2 - k_1.yk((s'lf}(yk + l))) 
yi<*yi<*  j / 2 < yi Vk>Vk-i 

== A A A e*-SMeWl -W2  eyk-i-vk 

AA ey f c . y f c + 1 ( ( c n / ) ( ( / f r + i j ) A A ey f c , J / f c + 1( ( c n / ) ( j / f c + 1 ) ) 

Vfcc + l^Vf c yk + i<yk 

AA A  A A * ' - .» i É ,] ; i .W2- - - ' ,» fc - i . I r f c e» fc .Wfc+ i ( ( f T , / ) ( ! / f c + i ) ) A 

y i < * y 2 < y ii  n - < » * : -1 w* + i >v;t 

AA A  A A ^ . i n ^ i . i r a el 7 1- i . i r f c *!/*,.Vf c + i f U V K l / f c + l ) ) 
V l < ^ i / 2 < y ii  H < H - l ! ' H l < ! ' ' t 

and d 

AA A  A ( e - . v i e ï i . i » 2 f c ( ( ^ / ) ( y f c + i ) ) ) 
»ii  o i /2<yi yfc>i / fc- i 

== A A '  A e*-y i  es a . »2  ewfc-i-iif c 
yii  <z y 2< ! / l Vfc <Vfc- l 

AA  eVfc 1 ( / (? /*  + i ) ) A A ey f c .y f c + 1 ( ( ^ n ( f f c + i ) ) 
yfcc + i>Wfc j/fc + i<yf c 

AA A A A e - . * i e y i y2
evk-1-yk<'yk.yk+1{f(yk+l))  A 

» I < 1 » 2 < Ï II  yfc<Vfc-i Wi + i >vk 

A A AA  A e « , » i « « i ^2 evk-i,yk
eyk.yk+1((èf)(yk+i)) 

y i < ^ y 2 < y ii  yfc<yfc_i y^ + i <y* , 

yielding: : 

AA A  A A e*.»ielM.»2 e?/fc-1.!/fc
e!/ fc.^ + l((e

7l/)(yfr + l)) 
J U OO s>2<yi Vfc<yfc- i yk+i>yk 

-- A A  A A e*^e yi,y2---eyfc_l lVfc e>fc,yfc+1(/(y* +1)) 
ï i < ^ y 2 < K ii  yk<yk-i yk+i>yk 

Sincee the base case is true for yi > x and the inductive step is true, 

AA A  A A e=-wie»i.i'2---e»fc_1.yfcej,fc,j,fc+1((e
n/)(j/ fc+i)) 

yi<*yi<*  yz<vi yk<yk-i yk+i>y k 

-- A A  A A e*^i ewi.M--- ei/fe-i.!/feej,fc.»fc+i(/(ï/*+i) ) 
y\<*y\<*  y-z<yi yk<yk-i yk+i>y k 

iss true for all yt < x, y/t+i > y*. 
Iff  the limi t when j/fe+i = ym is considered, it is easily seen that the inductive step is also 

truee for yk < x,ym > Vk- However, there is no such yk < x,ym < y*.. This leads to the 
conclusionn that: 

ieiennf){x)f){x) < (êrf)(x) 

£°°° < ër 
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P r o p o s i t i onn 20 Let ër be the sequential version of an erosion e. Assume both ero-

sionssions are anti-extensive. Then e°° = £r{£°°)-

Proof.. Prom proposition 19 one has: 

ee0000 < ër 

e^iee^ie0000)) < Erie00) 

£°°° < ër(£°°) 

Onn the other hand, proposition 18 tells that: 

èrèr < £ 

êr(£°°)êr(£°°) < e(6°°) 

ër(e°°)) < £°° 

Therefore,, £°° < ër(e°°) < e°° which means that s°° = êr (e°° ). 

T h e o r emm 4 Given an erosion e. Then, for any sequencing operator T e°° = ëfP. 

Proof.. From proposition 19 one has that: 

e™ e™ 

£r{££r{£ ) 

6 6 

er(e°°) er(e°°) 
OO O 

e e 

< < 

< < 

< < 

< < 

< < 

èr èr 

êr(£r) ) 

£r(£r) ) 

ëv(èr(èr)) ëv(èr(èr)) 

£r r 

Fromm proposition 18 one obtains: 

ërër < £ 

ër**  < £°° 

Therefore,, e°° < êf < e°° yielding e°° = cf?.

T h e o r emm 5 Let <p be an operator on a complete lattice C. 
a)a) If 4> is increasing, anti-extensive, and ^-continuous then <p°° is an opening with 

lnv(0°°)) = lnv (0); 

b)b) If <j>  is increasing, extensive, and ^-continuous then 0°° is a closing with lnv(0°°) = 

lnv(0). . 

Proof.. It suffices to show that 0</>°° = 0°°. Indeed, this implies that <pn<t>°°  = <f>°°,  and 
hencee that: 

n>\n>\ n>\ 

AA similar proof can be derived for b).
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T h e o r emm 6 Let Ti,....Y  ̂ be sequencing operators and let e G S. Then e00 = 

(êr(êr11ërër22---£r---£rnn))
ococ--

Proof.. Since the operators are increasing and anti-extensive, one may write: 

££ = £ [E (...{£ ) ) ) 

However,, from theorem 4 one gets that £°° = i^ for any sequencing operator V. Therefore: 

ooo _ ~oo _ ~oc _ ~oo 

ee — eFl — £r 2 — eTn 

e™e™ = èr*(er2(...(ër°J)) 
e°°° = (êr1(êr2(...(êrj))°° 
££ — (^rj^rs -£rn ) 

Theoremm 7 Lei r i , . . . , ^ be sequencing operators and let S € S. Then S°° = 

AA similar proof for this theorem can be obtained for the dilation Ö. 
Thee main characteristic of a sequential strategy when applied to morphological 

operatorss is that before an image pixel can be processed, it is mandatory to know 
thee result of the treatment of all the preceding pixels in the scanning beforehand. 
Moreover,, the resulting value for each individual pixel has an influence on the value 
off  all points processed after it, in contrast with the parallel strategy described pre-
viously.. Parallel and sequential algorithms are mathematically equivalent, and the 
latterr should be competitive in processing time when a conventional computer is em-
ployed. . 

Thiss section has shown that erosions and adjoint dilations achieve stability after 
aa certain number of iterations for any pixel sequencing. Therefore, erosions and 
dilationss can be successfully constructed using a sequential implementation, reaching 
stabilityy after a number of iterations for any sequencing operator. 

5.33 The Sequential Pattern 

Thee focus of this section is on the description of the sequential pattern and its basic 
buildingg blocks as well as algorithmic representations derived from the sequential 
implementation. . 

Inn morphological image processing applications, it is known that a large number of 
iterationss among elementary operations might be necessary to get the result. These 
operatorss are frequently iterated until stability is reached or until a certain condition 
iss met. Additionally, a huge amount of neighborhood computations is performed for 
anyy single iteration. This is why the design of these elementary operators should 
bee planned well. To that end, it is observed that a large quantity of pixel values 
iss left unchanged after a number of iterations. Therefore, reducing the number of 
pixelss involved in any iteration is a proper approach, one of which is the sequential 
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approach.. This approach is used in [4] [9] [21] [26] [31] [44] among others. An 
algorithmm representation for equation 5.10 (sequential implementation of the erosion 
operator)) is given in figure 5.2. 

Figur ee 5.2 Sequential implementation of the erosion algorithm until stability. Take 
noticee that both inner loops for the forward scan and backward scan are used to 
performm neighborhood operations within N, i.e. Nfw and Nbw respectively. 

repeat t 
Forwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel x 6 Dj) do 

forr  all (pixel y € N(x) : y < x) do 
f(x)f(x) = min{e(x,y)f{y)) 

endd for 
endd for 
Backwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel x € Df) do 

forr  all (pixel y € N(x) : y > x) do 
f{x)f{x) = min(f(x),min(£{x,y)f(y))) 

endd for 
endd for 

unti ll  (stability is reached) 

Thee erosion algorithm given in figure 5.2 contains elementary information that 
needss to be described in order to produce a sequential pattern. Just like the parallel 
pattern,, this information includes the following elements: 

 iterator : an iterator is a fundamental structure that abstracts the process of 
movingg through a finite set of elements. This pattern includes a pair of iterators, 
usuallyy (forward, backward) that operate on data structures (e.g. images). Note 
thatt other pixel sequencing using the pair (upward, downward) can also be 
employed; ; 

 pixel lattice: the pixel lattice C includes, among other elements, the value set 
VV and the ordering <, the notions of the supremum operator V and infimum 
operatorr f\ working on subsets of V. The largest of all elements in V is called 
latticee supremum (denoted as \Jc) while the smallest of all elements in V is 
calledd lattice infimum (denoted as f \ c ) . All these elements must be explicitly 

definedd by £ = (V,<,V, A, V c i A J ; 

 adjunction: the sequential implementation of the erosion in the image lattice 
(irf){x)(irf){x)  is included in the algorithm in figure 5.2. For any sequential erosion, 
theree exist an adjoint sequential dilation. This pair of sequential operators is 
calledd an adjunction A = (e,S,N) (see chapter 3). Note that N is explicitly 
includedd in the adjunction in order to specify the number of pixels needed to 
performm neighborhood operations using a forward and backward iterator respec-
tively. . 
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Thee number of iterations needed to reach stability parameterizes algorithms that 
usee the sequential pattern for their representation. For instance, the computational 
complexityy for the forward sequencing is (9(# IE x#Nfw), # IE and #Ar /w being the 
numberr of pixel in IE and #N/W respectively. 

Justt like the parallel pattern, these three elements form the building block repre-
sentationn of the generic sequential pattern. The generic implementation of the algo-
rithmm in figure 5.2 contains all the elements needed to implement sequential operators 
onn Fun(Zd.T/)-

5.44 Case Studies 

Theree are several applications of the sequential pattern to image processing. In math-
ematicall  morphology, distance transforms and reconstruction are as often used as 
erosionss and dilations that they can be considered as elementary building blocks to 
constructt other morphological operators. This section concentrated on these lead-
ingg examples. Such operators are grounded on the theoretical pattern concepts and 
patternn description and can be easily seen as a natural mapping from morphological 
formulass into algorithm representation. Examples of the sequential pattern were ex-
pressedd in terms of instantiations in the iterator, the pixel lattice, and the adjunction. 

Althoughh the underlying ideas are not new, some issues have not been presented 
ass in this chapter. In particular, this applies to the consequent treatment of the 
relationshipp between the complete lattice framework and the design techniques in-
volved,, the description of the morphological sequential pattern, and the observation 
thatt the pattern can be applied to the design and implementation of image processing 
operatorss other than the morphological ones. 

5.4.11 Distance Transform 

Thee distance transform is an operator normally applied to binary images. The erosion 
off  such binary image by a large cone-shaped structuring element produces a grey-scale 
imagee that relates to the input image except for the fact that the intensity values of 
thee feature pixels are changed to show the distance to the closest boundary from 
eachh point [6] [38]. The diameter of the cone-shaped structuring element involved 
inn the erosion process should be greater than the largest gap between two connected 
features.. Erosions as well as dilations with a cone-shaped structuring element are 
computedd as iterative operations with approximations of a unit-radius cone. Any 
successivee iteration of the erosion with a unit-radius cone adds a one-pixel wide ring 
aroundd each one of the features in the image. 

Theree is a very close link between distance transform and medial axis transform 
andd skeletonization. Distance transform can also be used to derive various other 
symmetriess from binary shapes. The distance transform has been included as a step 
inn algorithms with compute the skeleton [2] [22] [27] [35], or the perceptual graph 
[23].. In addition, it is used to compute the ultimate erosion [5] [34]. 

Thee intuitive, but extremely inefficiënt way of obtaining the distance transform is 
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too apply the parallel pattern and perform multiple successive erosions with a suitable 
structuringg element until all foreground regions of the image have been eroded away. 
Iff  each pixel is labeled with the number of erosions that had to be performed before 
itt disappeared, then this is just the distance transform. Consider eroding an input 
imagee ƒ with a cross-shaped structuring function g (e.g. 4-connectivity). Define: 

fnfn — £g{fn-l) 

wheree f0 = f. If the image ƒ is n x n, then after [n/2] successive erosions the 
resultingg image must be all binary-0. Hence, by applying the parallel pattern, the 
distancee transform image d is obtained by: 

[n/2] [n/2] 

d(x,y)d(x,y) = Y  ̂ fnfay) 
n=0 0 

Equivalently,, d(x, y) = \/{n | fn-i(x, y)  ̂ 0} . The number of the operations per pixel 
requiredd to perform the calculation this way is 5 x n/2, since each erosion involves five 
operations.. Obviously, the computational savings obtained by the sequential pattern 
aree relevant. 

Thee computational aspects of the distance transform was studied early in image 
processingg in [1] [8] [28] [31] [32]. When a sequential pattern is considered, the im-
agee data are scanned through a predefined order. Generally, forward and backward 
iteratorss are employed because they simplify memory access in computer implemen-
tations.. However, it might be also true that other scanning orders may be used for 
thee distance transform [39] [40]. 

Thee sequential algorithm presented in [32] computes the distance transform in only 
twoo iterations over the image. The distance transform requires at least a forward 
iteratorr (from top-right to bottom-left) and a backward iterator (from bottom-left 
too top-right). In each iteration s, a subset of the local neighborhood of each pixel, 
specifiedd by a suitable kernel Ms, is examined and the distance d$ is computed by: 

ddss{x,y){x,y) = /\{ds(x + i,y + j) + iP(iJ)\(i,j)£Ms} (5.12) 

wheree ift(i,j)  represents the distance to the neighbor (i, j ) and ds(x + i,y + j) is the 
previouslyy computed distance between that neighbor and the nearest feature pixel. 
Distinctt kernels Mfw and Mbw for forward and backward computations are employed 
respectively.. Such kernels contain the origin and the neighbors for which the distance 
hass been previously computed in the same iterator. 

Figuree 5.3 shows the forward M/w and backward Mbw kernels as well as the 
incrementall  distance function tp(i,j) for the chessboard metric on a square support. 
Thee values of a and b for the function tft(i,j) will determine the maximum error 
betweenn the computed distance and the real Euclidean distance [41] [42]. Common 
valuess are a = 1 and ft = 1 for (chessboard, 8-connectivity), a = 1 and b = +oo 
(c i ty-block,, 4-connectivity) and a — 3, b ~ 4 (chamfer) [26]. 

Thee instantiation of the sequential pattern for the distance transform is given as 
follows: : 
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Figuree 5.3 Forward Mfw, Backward M^w, Downward Mdw, and Upward Muw kernels 
withinn a chessboard metric, and the incremental distance function ip(i,j). 0 marks 
thee origin. 

0 0 0 0 

- 1 00 1 - 1 0 1 - i o 
Mfww Mbw Mdw 

•• i tera tor : The process is conducted by using a forward iterator followed by a 
backwardd iterator until idempotence is reached (i.e. until stability); 

•• pixel lattice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by C = (V, < 
•• V- A' V n f\c)- F° r instance: 

CC = ([0,v],<,\J,f\,v,0) 

wheree v is the biggest distance within the image; 

•• adjunction: the adjunction A — (e,S,N) is given by the classical erosions and 
dilationss given by: 

e,(/)(*)) = A U(V)-9(V-X)} (5-13) 
y£]E,y-xeg y£]E,y-xeg 

SSgg(f)(x)(f)(x) = V if(y)+9(x-y)} (5.14) 
y£lE,x-yeg y£lE,x-yeg 

andd parameterized by a cone shaped structuring function g. 

Thee distance transform is a good example on how the sequential pattern can be 
usedd to implement idempotent erosions. However, not all structuring elements lead 
too converging iterative transforms; the conditions of convergence are discussed in [4]. 
Exampless of some algorithms for computing the sequential distance transform are 
givenn in figures 5.4 and 5.5. 

5.4.22 Morphological Reconstruction 

Reconstructionn is also considered as a fundamental operator. The observation that 
thee reconstruction operator could be implemented using another design technique 
basedd on image scannings until stability was reached gave birth to another important 
applicationn for the sequential pattern. Reconstruction is, perhaps, the most used 

b b 

a a 

b b 

a a 

0 0 

a a 

b b 

a a 

b b 

- 1 00 1 - 1 0 1 

Muw w 
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Figur ee 5.4 Sequential distance transform algorithm applied to flat structuring ele-
mentŝ  ^ 
Note(s)::  Distance transform is determined directly in f. 

Initialize ::  f(x) = +oc if ƒ (x) £ ƒ, f(x) = 0 otherwise. 
repeat t 

Forwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel x e Dj) do 

forr  all (pixel y E Nfw(x)) do 
iff  (f(x) == 1) then 

f(x)f(x)  = min(f(y)) + 1 
else e 

f(x)f(x)  = 0 
endd if 

endd for 
endd for 
Backwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel x E Df) do 

forr  all (pixel y G Nbw(x)) do 
ifif  (f(x)\ = 0) then 

/ ( i )=min( / ( i ) , / ( i f )) + l) 
endd if 

endd for 
endd for 

unti ll  (stability is reached) 

operatorr in morphological image processing and image analysis applications. With 
respectt to binary images, reconstruction has been used to remove object features 
connectedd to the image border, hole filling , image labeling, skeleton pruning, and ul-
timatee erosion to name a few [19] [20] [36]. Such applications are rather well known in 
mathematicall  morphology. A large number of other applications involving grey-scale 
imagess have been proposed by [43] [45] like connected filtering, extrema detection, 
domee and basin extraction, minima imposition, and hole filling.  Morphological filters 
byy reconstruction have been proposed in [7]. 

Morphologicall  reconstruction is still being used to generate new morphological 
operators.. For instance, flattenings and levelings are relatively new in mathematical 
morphologyy and make use of the morphological reconstruction operator. They are 
symmetricall  extensions of the openings and closings by reconstruction [24] [25]. Flat-
teningss are simply defined by relations between neighboring pixels and openings and 
closingss by reconstruction. The opening and closing by reconstruction are given by: 

7JK/)) = Pf(cn(f)) 
ms)ms) = p}(ni)) 

Denotingg by g both the reconstruction operators one says that the function g is a 
flatteningg of a function ƒ. In addition, ƒ V g is a closing by reconstruction of ƒ and 
soo is ƒ A g an opening by reconstruction of ƒ. Therefore, both are levelings of ƒ. 
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F i g u r ee 5.5 Sequential distance transform algori thm applied to non-flat structur ing 
elements. . 
N o t e ( s ):: Distance transform is determined directly in f. 

Initialize ::  f(x) — +oo if f{x) g f.f(x) — 0 otherwise. 
r e p e at t 

Forwardd Scan 
forr all (pixel x G Df) do 

forr all (pixel y £ Nfu.(x)) do 
iff  min(f(y) + v(y)) < f(x) then 

f(x)f(x) = min(f(y) + v(y)) 
endd if 

endd for 
endd for 
Backwardd Scan 
forr all (pixel x € Df) do 

forr all (pixel y € A/j,u,(x)) do 
iff  min(f(y) + v(y)) < f(x) t hen 

f(x)f(x) = min(f(y) + v(y)) 
endd if 

endd for 
endd for 

unti ll  (stability is reached) 

Geodesicc operators provide the necessary requirements to define morphological 
reconstruction.. Usually, geodesic operators with a pre-defined structur ing element 
aree often i terated until idempotence is reached. However, the number of i terations 
requiredd for a geodesic dilation to reach idempotence may be large. In fact, when 
workingg with binary images, the number of iterations needed is proport ional to the 
geodesicc length of the longest feature within the image. Both definitions of morpho-
logicall  reconstruction and its dual reconstruction are given in the following. 

Def in i t i o nn 30 (Morpho log i cal Recons t ruc t i on) The reconstruction by dilation 
ofof a mask image g from a marker image ƒ (Df = Dg and ƒ < g) is defined as the 
geodesicgeodesic dilation of ƒ with respect to g until stability is reached and is denoted by 

PgU): PgU): 

P„(f)P„(f)  = V w (5-1 5) 
n>l l 

wherewhere S"(f) — ^ g ( ^ - 1 ( / ) ) is the geodesic dilation with 6g = 61(f) A g. 

Def in i t i o nn 31 (Dual Morpho log ical Recons t ruc t i on) The dual reconstruction 
oror reconstruction by erosion of a mask image g from a marker image ƒ (Df = Dg 

andand f > g) is defined as the geodesic erosion of f with respect to g until stability is 
reachedreached and is denoted by /?!(ƒ)•' 
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n>l l 

wherewhere £„(ƒ) = e\(e^~1{f)) is the geodesic erosion with el(f) — ^1( / ) V j . 

Thee definition for the morphological reconstruction based on geodesic operators 
iss well-provided in the literature [3] [10] [11] [33] [34] [36] [37] [44] [46]. Geodesic 
operatorss make use of two images ƒ and g with domains D/ and Dg. These images 
aree termed marker and mask image respectively. For instance, when the geodesic 
dilationn is performed, the marker image is dilated by the structuring element and 
itss result is constrained to the mask image. In this way, the mask image limits the 
propagationn of the dilation of the marker image. 

Thee direct application of the parallel pattern to the morphological reconstruction 
formulaa leads to inefficient implementations. Consequently, the implementation of 
thee morphological reconstruction using the sequential pattern should be considered. 
Thee sequential pattern for the morphological reconstruction is given as follows: 

•• iterator : The process is conducted by using a forward iterator followed by 
aa backward iterator until idempotence is reached (i.e. until stability). Since 
eachh pass of the forward or backward iterator involves a maximum operation, 
ann association can be made with the dilation operation. A dilation is therefore 
performedd within the respective kernel and its value is updated by the minimum 
withh the corresponding pixel of the mask image g. The process is iterated until 
stabilityy is reached, yielding the reconstructed marker image ƒ; 

•• pixel lattice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by C = (V, < 
,, \J, /\, \/c, f \ c ) . For instance, for binary and grey-scale reconstruction: 

cc = ao.ii.^v.A' 1' 0) 
££ - ([0,255], < , \ / , / \ , 255,0) 

Notee that other integer intervals can be used to compose a new pixel lattice; 

•• adjunction: the adjunction A = (£, Ö, N) is given by the geodesic dilations and 
erosionss embedded in definitions 30 and 31. 

Thee algorithm for computing the sequential reconstruction by dilation of a mask 
imagee g from a marker image ƒ is shown in figure 5.6. 

Thee implementation of the reconstruction algorithm using the sequential pattern 
hass some drawbacks. These drawbacks are imposed by the sequential nature of the 
pattern.. For instance, when a thin and tight spiral covering the whole image is 
reconstructedd from its central point, the number of iterations necessary to achieve 
stabilityy would approach the number of the pixels in the spiral. Besides, just a few 
pixelss would be modified after the two-step scanning. For instance, the computational 
complexityy of the binary morphological reconstruction is based on the number of 
iterationss needed to reach stability, which is proportional to the geodesic length of 
thee longest feature. 
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Figur ee 5.6 The algorithm computes the sequential reconstruction by dilation of a 
maskk image g from a marker image ƒ. 
Note(s)::  Reconstruction is determined directly in f. 

Initialize ::  f(x) — — oc if f(x) (£ f. 
repeat t 

Forwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel x € Df) do 

forr  all (pixel y £ (Nfw(x) U x) do 
f(x)f(x) = min(g(x),max(f(y))) 

endd for 
endd for 
Backwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel x £ Df) do 

forr  all (pixel y € {Nbw(x) U x) do 
f(x)f(x) = min(g(x),max(f(y))) 

endd for 
endd for 

unti ll  (stability is reached) 

5.4.33 Conclusion 
Thiss section dealt with two leading examples on the application of the sequential 
pattern,, namely the distance transform and the morphological reconstruction. Both 
algorithmicc implementations reach stability after a number of iterations for any se-
quencingg operator. Morphological image operators, when using the sequential pattern, 
leadd to efficient implementations throughout rational software constructions. 

Tablee 5.1 contains a list of 40 operators, which are often used in mathematical 
morphology.. An evaluation is made in terms of the suitability of the sequential pat-
ternn in the design and implementation of these operators. The sequential pattern is 
applicablee for operators that are iterated until stability. Take notice that this pattern 
iss frequently used in relation with binary images. 

5.55 Discussion and Conclusions 

Thee sequential pattern presented in this chapter constitutes a valuable conceptual 
modell  for the design and implementation of morphological operators within the com-
pletee lattice framework in contrast to the classical approach using a parallel pattern. 
Ourr approach starts by introducing the concept of pixel sequencing operators as a 
wayy to determine the methods of scanning of n-dimensional images. Specializations 
forr row-major and column-major pixel sequencing are given for two-dimensional and 
three-dimensionall  images in such a way that one can easily note the need for such 
sequencingg operators aiming at sequential implementations. From these operators, a 
limitedd number of common scannings (e.g. forward, backward, etc.) are presented. 

Iterativee morphological operators are introduced in order to formalize the sequen-
tiall  implementation. One of the main properties of such operators is the fact that 
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applyingg them more than once to a particular image does not produce any change in 
thee results. When this situation occurs, i.e. the operator is iterated many times until 
idempotence,, one usually says that stability is reached. Operators like distance trans-
formss reach stability after two complete scannings to the image. However, given an 
operatorr that is not idempotent, one often applies it to get an idempotent transform. 
Takingg into account the morphological reconstruction, after a certain number of n 
iterationss of the application of the operator to the same image, the result is invariant 
underr further applications. Such process is obtained by a repeat. .. until ) loop that 
iss used until a condition is met no longer. Iterative operators facilitate the design 
andd implementation of morphological algorithms, with an efficient approach and with 
effectivee image processing and analysis applications. 

Sequentiall  implementations are provided in conformity with the complete lattice 
frameworkk presented in chapter 3, i.e. iterators, pixel lattice, and adjunction are 
usedd as elementary building blocks to specify the necessary requirements to a desired 
implementation.. Moreover, sequential erosions and dilations implementations provide 
aa straightforward basis to reason upon new techniques to speed up computations, 
leadingg to the development of efficient sequential morphological algorithms. It is also 
provenn in this chapter that erosions and dilations, when implemented according to the 
sequentiall  implementation, achieve idempotence after a certain number n of iterations 
forr any sequencing operator. 

Thee morphological sequential pattern provides a useful and efficient way for the 
developmentt of morphological operators and applications. Such pattern gives a cer-
tainn number of common rules that can be used to produce well-designed algorithms 
ass well as implementations. A sequential pattern comprises some important aspects 
off  the reuse of morphological building blocks originated from the complete lattice 
framework.. It also makes clear that no single technique suffices to design morpho-
logicall  algorithms and devise efficient implementations, e.g. in special cases when 
performancee is degraded due to large number of scans needed to reach stability. Such 
casess may be dealt effectively by the queue-based pattern in the following chapter. 
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Tablee 5.1 Table containing an evaluation in terms of the suitability of the sequential 
patternn in the design and implementation of morphological image operators. 

Morphologicall  Operator 
erosion n 
dilation n 
conditionall  erosion 
conditionall  dilation 
distancee transform 
geodesicc distance transform 
opening g 
closing g 
centerr filter 
alternatee sequential filtering (ASF) 
areaa opening 
areaa closing 
openingg by reconstruction 
closingg by reconstruction 
inf-reconstruction n 
sup-reconstruction n 
regionall  minima 
regionall  maxima 
valleyy removal 
peakk removal 
ASFF by reconstruction 
minimaa imposition 
holee fillin g 
edgee off 
morphologicall  gradient 
openingg top-hat 
closingg top-hat 
openn by reconstruction top-hat 
closee by reconstruction top-hat 
ultimatee erosion 
morphologicall  skeleton 
sup-generatingg (hit-miss) 
inf-generating g 
adaptivee threshold 
thinning g 
thickening g 
conditionall  thinning 
conditionall  thickening 
skeletonn by influence zones (SKIZ) 
watersheds s 

Sequentiall  Pattern 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 
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Thee Queue-based Pat tern 

Youu are bound to be unhappy if you optimize everything. 

byby Donald Knuth. 

I nn parallel implementations, computational power is wasted because, at each iter-
ation,, only a small fraction of the processed pixels actually change values. This is 
evenn the case for the sequential pattern. Although it is more efficient for operator 

iterationss than the parallel pattern is. Apart from that, morphological image opera-
torss implemented this way, are often iterated several times to achieve stability, which 
makee them inefficient in practice. Therefore, reasonable solutions not only in the 
algorithmicc design but also in the implementational techniques are needed to tackle 
thee problem of efficiency. 

Algorithmss that incorporate image scanning techniques based on queues have been 
proposedd in the literature [8] [18] [21] [51] [63] [67] to overcome the implementation 
constraintss related to parallel and sequential implementations. Several algorithms 
forr the binary case have been also introduced using the queue-based approach in 
[58].. In addition, graph morphology using queues was addressed in [19] [20] [56] [57]. 
Queue-basedd algorithms take advantage of the fact that the image data are finite 
andd totally ordered. The algorithms guarantee that pixels that effectively contribute 
forr the output results are processed only once. Queue-based algorithms can also be 
treatedd as a specialization of sequential implementations where the scanning order is 
derivedd from a predefined ordering relationship on the pixel intensities. 

AA priority-based queue is accomplished by first placing all pixel addresses related 
withh a given intensity value into a large array of pixels. Then, a distributive procedure 
makess use of address calculations to get the frequency distribution of image intensities. 
Thiss method allows for breadth-first propagation at any pixel intensity with the use of 
aa single queue. Another alternative to the data structure relies on hierarchical queues 
[1]]  [3] [27] [65] which make use of a double ordering relation for every pixel in the 

*Thi ss chapter contains portions of papers that were published in the ISMM'98, ISMM'00, and 
ICPRICPR '00 conferences. 
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image.. Consequently, queue-based data structures improve significantly the efficiency 
off  morphological algorithms. 

Contourr processing algorithms for decomposable structuring elements are pro-
posedd in [51], which relies on some morphological set properties and queue-based 
dataa structures. A technique that uses not only the contour of object features but 
alsoo the contour of the structuring element was proposed in [60]. Object contours can 
alsoo be represented as chains and their computation can be achieved by repeatedly 
applicationss of a dilation [59]. This approach is very interesting since chains prevent 
non-desiredd multiple propagation in addition to having low computational complexity. 
However,, chains need to be broken in some parts of the object border, which means 
thatt the chain representation is sometimes inappropriate in contrast to a simple queue 
off  pixels. 

Anotherr queue-based approach for the development of morphological operators 
claimss to reach the same results obtained by the parallel and sequential implemen-
tationss with a different type of scanning by using a propagation from the object 
featuress to the rest of the image [55]. Other efficient methods, storing feature pixels 
inn the propagation wavefront in a dynamic list, have been proposed in [14] [36]. The 
propagationn is known since long as an iterative procedure until stability is reached. 
Propagationn implies that the action of the morphological operator is closely associated 
withh the notion of connectivity. Moreover, its action is based on a growing process, 
wheree the computation is based on the propagation of sets of pixels called markers 
throughh a mask image. Algorithms using this approach have been described by a 
numberr of authors in the literature leading to efficient implementations [34] [54]. 

Inn order to achieve the efficiency expected in terms of algorithmic implementa-
tions,, a new pattern needs to be introduced. Therefore, the problem statements 
discussedd in this chapter are: How the generic programming can be used to charac-
terizeterize morphological queue-based operators from its mathematical representation into 
practice?practice? In addition, Can a queue-based pattern be constructed in such a way to 
provideprovide the flexibility needed in terms of requirements for queue-based algorithms and 
governgovern their effective implementation? In the analysis, algorithmic implementations 
thatt make use of specialized architectures to implement queue-based algorithms are 
beyondd the scope of this thesis. The interested reader may find relevant information 
inn [4] [28] [29] [30] [33]. This chapter is restricted to algorithmic constructions that 
cann be implemented using sequential architectures. 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows: section 6.1 briefly discuss the general class 
off  algorithms that can be implemented using queue-based constructions. Common 
characteristicss of these algorithms are also described in order to provide a generic 
representationn for queue-based algorithms. Section 6.2 describes the wavefront prop-
agationn and its relationship with the write formalism in mathematical morphology. 
Thee queue-based pattern is the topic of section 6.3. Section 6.4 deals with examples 
off  morphological operators and operations constructed using a queue-based pattern. 
Thee examples covered in this section are contour processing, morphological recon-
struction,, and watersheds for grey-scale and color images. Section 6.5 refers to the 
implementationn aspects of the queue-based pattern. Finally, discussions and conclu-
sionss are drawn in section 6.6. 
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6.11 Queue-based Algorithms in Mathematical Mor-
phology y 

Efficientt algorithms in image processing are known to be designed and implemented 
usingg queue-based data structures. Several queue-based operators and operations 
havee been proposed in the literature leading to a large collection of applications, 
whichh are characterized as follows: 

contourr  processing methods: Contour processing methods were introduced in 
[21]]  [51] [53] [54] with applications for fast binary neighborhood operations in-
cludingg erosion, dilation, distance transforms, and skeletons. Other possible 
applicationss of contour processing methods like contour filling  and object label-
ingg become available by slightly modifications of the basic operations. 

Insteadd of using the pair forward/backward for sequential scannings, the or-
deredd propagation is used where the image pixels are considered by increasing 
distancee values. This method is achieved by bucket sorting with as many buck-
etss as possible distance values in [21]. An ordered propagation is used in [51], 
wheree all pixels in the propagation front are stored in a queue, but are only 
propagatedd if their value is below the current distance. In contrast with raster 
scanningg algorithms, the propagation uses a write formalism instead of a read 
formalismm used for sequential implementations in chapter 5. In the sequential 
method,, the basic operation is the updating of the value of one pixel based on 
thee information coming from several neighbors. In the propagation method, the 
basicc operation is the updating of all neighboring pixels based on the value of 
thee propagated pixel. The additional computational cost of the queue-based 
dataa structure needed to implement an ordered propagation is compensated be-
causee pixels are only updated once, when they get their final value. Ordered 
propagationn approaches this behavior because pixels are only propagated once. 
Thee computational complexity of the algorithms is ö(n x fc), where n is the 
numberr of contour elements to be processed and k is the number of pixels in 
thee neighborhood with respect to the connectivity; 

morphologicall  reconstruction: Reconstruction is a powerful morphological tool. 
Thee observation that the reconstruction operator could be implemented using 
designn techniques based on queues gave birth to another important application 
off  queue-based algorithms. With respect to binary images, reconstruction has 
beenn used to remove object features connected to the image border, hole filling, 
imagee labeling, skeleton pruning, and ultimate erosion to name a few [23] [47]. 
Otherr applications involving grey-scale images have been proposed by [58] [64] 
likee connected filtering, extrema detection, dome and basin extraction, minima 
imposition,, and hole filling . Operators like geodesic erosion, geodesic dilation, 
andd reconstruction are known to be the basis for several other morphological 
operatorss [23] and are often used in morphological image processing and image 
analysiss applications. 
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Morphologicall  reconstruction relies on geodesic morphology, which is well de-
scribedd in the literature [3] [12] [13] [39] [40] [47] [49] [63] [66]. Geodesic opera-
torss make use of two images ƒ and g with domains Df and Dg. These images 
aree termed marker and mask image respectively. When the geodesic dilation 
iss performed, the marker image is dilated by the structuring element and its 
resultt is constrained to the mask image. In this way, the mask image limits the 
propagationn of the dilation of the marker image. Queue-based data structures 
aree used in this process to speed up computations. The computational com-
plexityy of morphological reconstruction is equivalent to Ö(nxfe), where n is the 
numberr of elements in the queue-based data structure to be processed and k is 
thee number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the connectivity; 

areaa opening and area closing: Area opening and area closing find its applica-
bilit yy in image filtering tasks and image segmentation [61]. Area opening and 
areaa closing are also used in the construction of more complex morphological 
operatorss [62]. An example is the morphological attribute openings and clos-
ings,, which are generalizations of the area opening and area closing, and allow 
filteringfiltering of images based on a wide variety of shape or size based criteria [5]. 

Inn image analysis, it is mandatory to remove unnecessary details before other 
operatorss (e.g. watersheds) can be applied. A simple morphological opening 
removee all features that is not big enough to contain the structuring element. 
Morphologicall  opening eliminates thin elongated features unless more special-
izedd filters are used. Furthermore, an opening filter distorts the boundary of the 
featuress it preserves. Area opening and area closing were proposed to cope with 
thiss problem. An area opening is a filter that removes all connected components 
withh area smaller than a specified parameter A from a binary image. Being a 
specializationn of an algebraic opening, this filter and its dual area-closing can be 
extendedd to grey-scale images by applying the binary filter successively on slices 
off  an image ƒ taken from higher threshold levels to lower threshold levels. Grey-
scalee area opening and closing make use of a structuring element that locally 
adaptss its shape to the image structures, yielding very nice filtering capabilities. 

I tt was proved in [61] that the area opening is equivalent to the supremum of 
morphologicall  openings with all the connected components (i.e. regional max-
ima)) with area greater or equal to A. This theorem has been used to construct 
efficientt algorithms for grey-scale area opening and area closing. These algo-
rithmss rely on the way pixels are computed with respect to a certain order that 
dependss on their both location and value. 

Thee data structure chosen for the design and implementation of these filters 
iss called a priority queue. Priority queues are efficient and have low memory 
usage.. The computational complexity of area opening and area closing is ö(n x 
k),k), where n is the number of regional maxima to be processed in the priority 
queuee and k is the number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the 
connectivity; ; 

dynamics::  The operator that computes the extrema using a contrast criterion, 
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calledd dynamics, was firstly proposed in [17]. Image dynamics is used to prevent 
oversegmentationn using watersheds in [31] [32] where it is implemented based 
onn morphological reconstruction. 

Extremaa are represented in grey-scale images by regions of uniform height whose 
neighboringg pixels have a strictly lower (maxima) or strictly higher (minima) 
height.. Using a geometrical interpretation for grey-scale images, minima are 
placedd at the bottom of valleys and maxima are placed at the top of domes. 
Extremaa detection is often used as preliminary step towards segmentation. Un-
fortunately,, minima and maxima detection are sensible to noise, leading to 
unreliablee results and providing littl e confidence to the marker selection step in 
thee segmentation process. Image dynamics is considered as an useful tool to 
solvee these problems. 

Imagee dynamics facilitates the selection of the minima with contrast informa-
tion.. It characterizes the structure containing the extrema but not the extrema 
itselff  or its catchment basin. One of the main advantages of dynamics is that it 
doess not consider the information regarding size or shape of the structures which 
meanss that these features are not needed to compute their contrast. Image dy-
namicss is usually computed by using flooding simulations [48] that employs 
queue-basedd data structures for its efficient design and implementation. The 
computationall  complexity of image dynamics is ö(n x k), where n is the num-
berr of pixels to be processed in the queue-based data structure and k is the 
numberr of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the connectivity; 

levelings::  In complex image-segmentation problems, it is possible to use a com-
positionn of morphological transformations such as geodesic opening and closing 
operations,, in order to enhance marker selection. The composition of opening 
andd closing operations by morphological reconstruction may be considered as 
aa recently formalized technique, called levelings [25] [26]. The notion of level-
ingss starts from the combination of two special connected operators: monotone 
planingsplanings and flattenings. Applications involving marker selection like watersheds 
takee advantage that, after the levelings, an image has homogeneous regions (i.e. 
flatflat zones), and that the levelings can be applied to the original image at differ-
entt levels of simplification using any criterion like size, shape, or contrast. 

Levelingss are connected operators intended for the preliminary steps before wa-
tershedd segmentation. They enlarge flat zones, which might be used as markers 
forr the segmentation process. Levelings separate the image in two distinct el-
ementss called flat zones and transition zones. The computation of levelings 
extendss the initial flat zones but assures that transition zones are not displaced 
orr blurred. After detection and selection of flat zones, the most relevant ones 
servee as markers for the watershed, which determine the watershed lines in the 
transitionn zones. Furthermore, the levelings make the best use of knowledge 
basedd on image content, leading to more accurate watershed lines [41]. The 
computationall  complexity of levelings is equivalent to ö(n x k), where n is the 
numberr of elements in the queue-based data structure to be processed and k is 
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thee number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the connectivity; 

fastt  inarchin g methods: A fast marching level set method is presented for mono-
tonicallyy advancing fronts, which leads to an extremely fast scheme for solving 
thee Eikonal equation [35] [45]. This technique has been applied to a wide col-
lectionn of problems, including construction of geodesies on surfaces, computer 
vision,, and shape-from-shading [43] [44]. Level set methods are numerical tech-
niquess for computing the position of propagating fronts. They rely on a par-
tiall  differential equation with initial value for a propagating level set function 
andd use techniques borrowed from hyperbolic conservation laws. Topological 
changes,, corner and cusp development, and accurate determination of geomet-
ricc properties such as curvature and normal direction are naturally obtained in 
thiss setting. 

Thee fast marching method algorithm is based on a convex, non-negative speed 
function.. Starting with an initial position for the front, the method uniformly 
marchess the front outwards one image pixel at a time, relying on entropy schemes 
too produce the correct viscosity solution. The main idea is to apply a heap 
dataa structure to systematically locate the proper pixels to update, so that one 
needd never backtrack over previously computed pixels. The resulting technique, 
whenn applied to an image containing n pixels, needs n log n steps to obtain the 
evolvingg time position of the front as it propagates through the image; 

watersheds::  One of the most useful methods among the mathematical morphology 
algorithmss is a watershed transform. It is the classical morphological method 
forr segmentation and has been used in several applications like medical imaging, 
robott vision, image sequences, and so forth [3] [66]. 

Thee idea of using the watershed method for image segmentation is that the 
watershedd of the surface tends to follow the high ground of the original image in 
termss of the intensity level. Therefore, finding the watershed of the magnitude 
off  the gradient of an image ensures these lines will follow the edges (or regions of 
highh ground) in the image. This achieves a useful result for image segmentation. 
Thee watershed of a surface of the image has several useful properties: the water-
shedd lines form closed and connected regions; there is no intersection between 
regions;; The union of these regions and the watershed lines separating them, 
makee the whole surface; each region contains a single regional extrema (usually 
minimum)) as a single point or region; and each regional extrema contains a 
singlee catchment basin. 

Thee watershed algorithm usually makes use of the morphological gradient as a 
startingg step for the segmentation [10] [27] [67] and is based on the existence of 
aa total ordering relation of pixels within the image. It is composed by two steps: 
initializationn step, and data driven propagation and utilizes a queue-based data 
structuress to speed up computations. The initialization process is responsible 
too select the pixels that will be used as the initial wavefront. The second step 
propagatess the initial wavefront according to the selected connectivity, yielding 
thee final segmentation made of catchment basins and watershed lines. The 
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computationall  complexity of the watershed algorithm is equivalent to Q(n x k), 
wheree n is the number of elements in the queue-based data structure to be 
processedd and k is the number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the 
connectivity; ; 

Thee algorithms previously described share a certain number of characteristics, 
whichh are listed in the following: 

•• total orderin g relation: algorithms presume that the image data to be pro
cessedd is totally ordered and finite. Every image pixel may contain additional 
informationn other than its pixel position and intensity, which might be used to 
orderr the image data; 

•• queue-based data structure: algorithms utilize a queue-based data struc
turee to speed up computations. Such queue-based structure contains only the 
relevantt pixels, which are needed to be processed. In other words, image pixels 
aree processed only once; 

•• two-step algorithms: an algorithm contains two steps namely initialization 
andd data-driven propagation. The first step selects the pixels for the initial 
wavefront.. The second step propagates the wavefront based on the image data 
andd is bound to produce the result; 

•• wavefront propagation: wavefront propagation implies that the action of 
thee morphological operator is closely associated with the notion of connectivity. 
Itt also implies that the action is based on a kind of growing process, where 
thee information is propagated through the image. The basic operation is the 
updatingg of all neighboring pixels based on the value of the propagated pixel; 

•• iteratio n unti l stability : the data-driven propagation step after the initial
izationn process assures that the algorithm will reach stability after a number of 
iterationss (governed by a while . . . do loop) or when a certain condition is met; 

•• origi n included in the support: algorithms assume that the origin is in
cludedd in the structuring element support, which is important because only 
anti-extensivee erosions and extensive dilations are considered. 

Nextt section makes use of these characteristics in such a way to provide a generic 
representationn for queue-based algorithms. 

6.22 A Generic Representation for Queue-based Al
gorithms s 

Itt was discussed in section 6.1 that queue-based algorithms are constructed on a set 
orr restrictions and requirements, which are needed to achieve efficiency. This section 
concentratess in one the requirements namely the wavefront propagation since it is 
consideredd the basic building block for the design and implementation of efficient 
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queue-basedd algorithms. In addition, two generic representations for queue-based 
algorithmss are proposed as a step towards the queue-based pattern. 

Considerr the grey-scale dilation of the function ƒ shown in figure 6.1(a) with 
structuringg function g. Geometrically this can be interpreted as follows: at a certain 
positionn x, the mirrored structuring function g is lowered until it hits the function 
ƒ.. The origin of the structuring function sets the point on the dilated function. The 
erosionn is dually interpreted geometrically by raising the structuring function from 
below.. Another interpretation of the dilation is termed wavefront propagation and is 
representedd in figure 6.1(b). Any point x of the function ƒ can be interpreted as the 
sourcess for the initial wavefront equal to the function ƒ. The wavefront is moved to 
thee curve formed by taking the envelope of all individual wavefront contributors. 

Figur ee 6.1 Illustrating the geometrical interpretation of dilation: (a) hit property or 
readread formalism; (b) union of translates or write formalism. 

Thesee two interpretations are known in mathematical morphology as the hit prop-
ertyerty and the union of translates respectively. These interpretations are also known as 
readread and write formalisms. In the read formalism, the image information derived from 
alll  neighbors of a certain point is read and combined into a new value according to 
thee structuring function g. The write formalism distributes the information of a cer-
tainn point over all its neighbors. With respect to the morphological operator design, 
thee choice for either the read or write formalism leads to quite different algorithms 
andd implementations. Usually, the write formalism allows the careful selection of a 
restrictedd number of neighborhood points, reducing the number of points that need 
too be processed towards the operator result. This is because morphology is based on 
thee ordering of scalars. 

AA wavefront propagation interpretation implies that the action of the morpholog-
icall  operator is closely associated with the notion of connectivity. It also implies that 
thee action is based on a kind of growing process, where the information is propagated 
throughh the image. 

Thee method based on Huygen's principle for wavefront propagation states that the 
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wavefrontt at time t + At is the envelope of propagation at time At of waves initiated 
att the wavefront at time t. It should be noted that the main idea of wavefront 
propagationn implies that all points on the wavefront act like point sources. The 
envelopee of all infinitesimal wavefronts emanating from all those individual points 
formss the macroscopic wavefront. Observe that the morphological selection of extrema 
correspondss with this natural selection of the envelope wavefront. 

Soo far, the discussion is focused on the application of wavefront propagation in 
mathematicall  morphology. Indeed, there are two generic design structures for the 
queue-basedd algorithms [33]. These structures are characterized by whether the data-
drivenn propagation is embedded or not in the initialization step. 

Thee case of queue-based algorithms are shown in figure 6.2 and 6.3. Morphological 
applicationss related to the algorithm in figure 6.2 are: contour processing methods, 
morphologicall  reconstruction, area opening and area closing, dynamics, levelings, fast 
marchingg methods, and watersheds. Connectivity analysis and extrema detection are 
applicationss related to the algorithm in figure 6.3. 

Figur ee 6.2 Queue-based algorithm showing a generic representation of the wavefront 
propagation.. Note that the algorithm includes two steps: an initialization and a data-
drivenn propagation. 

Initialization : : 

forr  all (pixel p € Df) do 
iff  (condition 1) then 

q.enq{f(p),p) q.enq{f(p),p) 

endd if 
endd for 
Data-drivenn Propagation 
whilee (l(q-empty()) do 

pp = q.deqQ 
forr  all (p' e N{p)) do 

ifif  (condition2) then 

regionn settings 
q.enq(f(p'),p') q.enq(f(p'),p') 

endd if 
endd for 

endd while 

Thiss section described the wavefront propagation interpretation and its relation-
shipp with the write formalism in mathematical morphology. Two possible represen-
tationss for the queue-based algorithm were introduced in order to provide efficient 
implementationss using the wavefront propagation. 

Thee following section deals with the queue-based pattern established on the generic 
representationn of queue-based algorithms. 
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Figur ee 6.3 Queue-based algorithm showing an alternative generic representation of 
thee wavefront propagation. Note that the data-driven propagation is mixed in the 
initializationn step. 

forr  all (pixel p 6 Df) do 
iff  (conditionl) then 

q.cnq{f{p).p) q.cnq{f{p).p) 

whil ee (\(q.empty{)) do 
l>l>  = q.deq() 
forr  all (p' e N{p)) do 

iff  (conditioii2) then 

regionn settings 
q.enq{f(p'),p') q.enq{f(p'),p') 

endd if 
endd for 

endd whil e 
endd if 

endd for 

6.33 The Queue-based Pattern 

Morphologicall  operator design must comply with the complete lattice framework the-
ory,, i.e. algorithmic implementations must be tied to the generic pattern represen-
tationn that includes the iterator, the pixel lattice, and the adjunction. Iterators in 
thee generic representation for queue-based algorithms are highly influenced by the 
queue-basedd data structures used in the wavefront propagation since these structures 
providee a mechanism to control the scanning order of pixels in the image. This sec-
tionn gives an overview of common queue-based data structures like ordinary queues, 
priorityy queues and hierarchical queues. Later, the iterator is combined with the pixel 
latticee and the adjunction, producing the queue-based pattern. 

6.3.11 The Influence of Data Structures 

Queuess are FIFO(first in-first out) data structures, which means that image pixels, 
whichh are first stored in the queue are the first to be extracted. In practice, an 
ordinaryy queue is a simple array of image pixels, which provides the queue interface 
shownn in table 6.1. 

Queuess are often used in the implementation of efficient and reliable morphological 
imagee operators [58] [63]. Items stored in the queue are pixel addresses or pixel values, 
butt the queue must be able to handle other features according to the implementation. 
Thee size of the queue can be fixed [51] or be controlled dynamically [47]. 

Likee a stack or a queue, a priority queue is a homogeneous data structure of 
variablee size, initially empty, but allowing the insertion and extraction of elements 
duringg the execution of a program. But wThereas in a stack or queue it is the nature 
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Tablee 6.1 An ordinary queue interface. 

Method d 

QQ q; 
q .enq(k); ; 
q .deqOO ; 
q.empty(); ; 

Description n 
queuee constructor. 
putss the k on the queue. 
getss k from the queue. 
checkss whether there are items on the queue. 

off  the data structure itself that determines which element is available for extraction 
att any given time, in a priority queue each element carries a value by which the 
extractionn order is determined: an element cannot leave a priority queue until after 
alll  the elements of greater priority have been extracted. 

AA priority queue of objects is constructed which every object has its pixel's address 
andd a set of keys (ki, &2,..., kn) that is sorted using the lexicographical ordering. 
Ann ordered pair (fcijfo) is lexicographically less than (k[,k'2) if either k\ < k[ or 
k\k\ = k[ and &2 < k'2 [68]. Lexicographical ordering can be used with many keys in a 
straightforwardd manner. A priority queue interface is specified in table 6.2. 

Tablee 6.2 A priority queue interface. 

Method d 
PQQ q; 
q.enq(fci,fc2,. . 
q.deqOO ; 
q.empty(); ; 

•••>•••> •^n ) > 

Description n 
priorityy queue constructor. 
putss the tuple (ki,k2,...,kn) on the queue. 
getss a tuple (fci, /c2,..., kn) from the queue. 
checkss whether there are items on the queue. 

Theree are various ways to implement priority queues. The easiest one is to use 
linkedd lists, consistently keeping the elements in the list in order of descending priority. 
AA faster approach is to store the data in binary trees, with an ordering property 
imposedd to make sure that the highest-priority element is always easily accessible. 
Thee appropriate ordering property is that the element stored at any node of the 
binaryy tree should have a priority greater than or equal to that of any element stored 
inn either one of its subtrees. A binary tree that has this property is called a heap. 

Hierarchicall  queues are relatively new data structures for algorithm design and 
implementationn and constitute an excellent tool for efficient computations in mathe-
maticall  morphology. They provide a mechanism to control the scanning order of the 
pixels.. It is made in such a way that every pixel is treated only once, at the very 
momentt when its neighborhood is sufficiently well known to determine its value. 

AA hierarchical queue is an assembly of FIFO queues (xi < Xi+i)  that are charac-
terizedd by an ordering relation Q{. Therefore, hierarchical queues impose a double 
orderingg relation on its elements. The first ordering is given by the FIFO queue and 
iss controlled by the time of insertion. The second ordering is given by what is called 
thee priority of the queue Q{. For instance, a lower index i implies a higher priority. 
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AA pixel element can be put in the hierarchical queue at any priority, i.e. in any queue 
Qj.Qj. Insertion is manual process while extraction is automatic: First, the non-empty 
queuee with the highest priority is considered and their elements extracted according 
too their input order. An element from queue Qi can be retrieved only if all queues 
QiQi < Qj are empty. Once the highest priority queue is emptied, the next lower queue 
iss considered. The process is illustrated in Figure 6.4. 

F iguree 6.4 Illustration of hierarchical queue: the image is scanned and their pixels 
aree put in their respective queues, initializing the hierarchical queue. The highest 
priorityy is 6, the lowest is 3. Extraction starts with the highest non-empty queue, 
thuss at pixel 3. Once the queue is empty, the process continues with queue two and 
soo on, until all the queues are empty. Note that it is possible to reinsert elements into 
thee hierarchical queue when others have already been extracted. 

Fromm a computational point of view, hierarchical queues are very efficient. They 
actuallyy do not contain a copy of the pixel element but the address of the pixel 
element.. The operation of retrieving the pixel address from the hierarchical queue 
locatess at the same time the address pointer to the correct placement in the image. 

Ann evaluation of priority queues for mathematical morphology was conducted in 
[6].. It was observed that a hierarchical queue implementation is faster than any other 
dataa structure. However, a hierarchical queue is an impracticable implementation 
forr images which pixel intensity values are greater than 4096, or for floating point 
values.. To overcome this problem, a hybrid data structure consisting of a modified 
binaryy tree of FIFO queues organized in a similar manner to the hierarchical queue 
wass proposed. This structure has low memory overhead that makes it one of the 
fastestt data structures and well suited for the implementation of morphological image 
operators. . 

Unfortunately,, such a hybrid data structure is very specific and is not part of the 
sett of containers provided by the Standard Template Library STL. Since STL template 
classs provides an efficient encapsulation of a priority queues based on heaps, it seems 
reasonablee to use it as a generic data structure for the queue-based pattern. The 
detailss of both heap management and container support are provided in a transparent 
manner.. Having this class available as part of the C++ standard library gives software 
developerss involved with mathematical morphology a powerful tool for algorithmic 
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design. . 

6.3.22 Building the Queue-based Pattern 

Thee generic representation for queue-based algorithms given in figures 6.2 and 6.3 
containn elementary information that needs to be described in order to make the queue-
basedd pattern. As for the parallel and sequential pattern, the queue-based pattern 
reliess on the generic pattern representation and includes the following elements: 

•• iterator : an iterator is a fundamental structure that abstracts the process of 
movingg through a finite set of elements. Iterators in the generic representa
tionn for queue-based algorithms are highly influenced by the queue-based data 
structuress used in the wavefront propagation since these structures provide a 
mechanismm to control the scanning order of pixels in the image. A priority queue 
iss the data structure chosen for this pattern; 

•• pixel lattice: the pixel lattice C includes, among other elements like those that 
thee value set V and the ordering <, the notions of the supremum operator V and 
infimumm operator f\ working on subsets of V. The largest of all elements in V is 
calledd lattice supremum, denoted as \ / £ while the smallest of all elements in V 
iss called lattice infimum, denoted as /\c. All these elements must be explicitly 
definedd by C = (V,<,\J, A, V ^ A J ; 

•• adjunction: the adjunction is represented by A = (N) since algorithms us
ingg the wavefront propagation interpretation are extensions of flat morphology, 
usingg flat and symmetric structuring elements. Note that N specifies the con
nectivity,, i.e. the number of pixels needed in neighborhood operations for every 
pixell in the priority queue. 

Justt like the parallel and sequential pattern, these three elements form the building 
blockk representation of the generic queue-based pattern. The computational com
plexityy of algorithms using a queue-based pattern is linear with the number of pixels 
putt in the priority queue, which is responsible for the data-driven propagation. 

Itt was discussed in this section that a priority queue structure can be efficiently 
usedd to handle the ordering step if a morphological operator can be treated as a 
wavefrontt propagation from initial points inside a set of points sharing some features 
basedd on the connectivity rules. 

6.44 Case Studies 

Thiss section deals with examples of morphological operators and operations con
structedd using a queue-based pattern. The examples covered are contour processing, 
morphologicall reconstruction, and watersheds for grey-scale and color images. 
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6.4.11 Contour Processing Operations 

Thee contour processing approach was introduced in mathematical morphology in [18] 
[21]]  [51]. Given a binary image A\ it is processed using a raster scanning order 
andd transit ions from white (background) to black (foreground) are detected. Pixels 
belongingg to the contour of A \ denoted by d(X), are then stored in a simple queue, 
whichh contains their coordinates and other additional information like pixel intensity. 

Applicationn dependent speed-ups can be achieved when dealing with small decom-
posedd structur ing elements (such as 3 x 3 square-shaped or 8-conneeted neighborhood, 
andd 3 x 3 diamond-shaped or 4-connected neighborhood). In fact, when a dilation 
iss i terated, only the pixels belonging to the external contour of binary objects are 
involved:: the list of these pixels can be obtained easily from the previous iteration, 
increasingg the overall performances by applying the dilation only to border pixels. 

Efficientt implementat ions for dilations can also be obtained by following that A' cp 
-44 = A' \J(d(X):A). This is valid for any connected structuring element that contains 
thee origin. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the original algorithms proposed in [51] for the 
erosionn and dilation algorithms based on contour processing respectively. 

F i g u r ee 6.5 A queue-based algorithm representation using the contour processing 
methodd for the erosion. 
Note(s )::  ƒ - input image; ql,q2 - auxiliary queues, N(p) - neighborhood of p. 

Queuee Initialization : 
borderborder = Ü 
QQ ql.q2 
forr  all (pixel p € Df) do 

iff  (f(p)]  = ü and (3(p) £ N(p) : ƒ(//) == 0)) t hen 
q\.enq{p) q\.enq{p) 

endd if 
endd for 
forr  all (pixel p £ ql) do 

f(p)f(p) = Ü 
endd for 

Propagation: : 
whi l ee (\(ql.empty())) do 

pp = q\.deq{) 
forr  all (pixel p £ q\) do 

forr  all (p' e {N{p)nDf)) do 
i ff  (f(p') = = 1) then 

f(p')f(p') = 0 
q2.enq{p) q2.enq{p) 

endd if 
endd for 

endd for 
qlql = ql 

endd whil e 
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F igu r ee 6.6 A queue-based algorithm representation using the contour processing 
methodd for the dilation. 
Note(s)::  ƒ - input image; q\,q2 - auxiliary queues, N(p) - neighborhood of p. 

Queuee Initialization : 
borderborder — 1 
QQ ql,q2 
forr  all (pixel p € Df) do 

iff  (ƒ(/>)! = 0 and (3(p') € N(p) : f(p') ==  0)) t hen 
ql.enq(p) ql.enq(p) 

endd if 
endd for 
forr  all (pixel p (E ql) do 

forr  all (p' e (JV(p)nZ?/)) do 
iff  (f(p') ==  0) then 

Sip')Sip') = i 
q2.enq(p) q2.enq(p) 

endd if 
endd for 

endd for 

Propagation: : 
whil ee (!(gl.empty())) do 

pp = ql.deq() 
forr  all (pixel p € gl) do 

forr  all {p' e (N{p) n £>/)) do 
iff  (/(p' ) == 0) then 

fip')fip') = 1 
g2.eng(p) ) 

endd if 
endd for 

endd for 
q\q\ = q2 

endd whil e 

Thee queue-based pat tern for the contour processing is given as follows: 

•• i terator : i terators are highly influenced by the priority queue used in the wave-
frontt propagation since it provides a mechanism to control the scanning order 
off pixels in the image; 

•• p ixel lat t ice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by C = (V, < 

,V)A 'V/ ;>> Az;)- For instance: 

££ = ([0,1],<,\/)A' 1' 0) 

•• ad junct ion : the adjunction is represented by A = (N). Erosions and dilations 
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aree given by: 

y£N(x) y£N(x) 

mix)mix) = V {ƒ(</)}  (6.2) 

Thee computational complexity of the algorithms is O(nxk). where n is the number 
off  contour elements to be processed and k is the number of pixels in the neighborhood 
withh respect to the connectivity. 

6.4.22 Morphological Reconstruct ion 

Manyy algorithms have been proposed in the literature for image segmentation, but 
justt a few have shown widespread applicability. One method that often guides the 
segmentationn process within mathematical morphology is morphological reconstruc-
tion.. This algorithm takes a segmentation that has too many small regions and uses 
aa heuristic evaluation function to combine regions with low local contrast. This con-
trastt measure is computed as a function of the minimum-edge height values of regions 
andd their boundaries. Thresholding the contrast measure at different levels produces 
segmentationss at various scales of detail [47]. For the sake of completeness, both 
morphologicall  reconstruction and its dual reconstruction definitions are repeated in 
thiss section. The reader may refer to chapter 5 for geodesic erosion and dilation 
definitions. . 

Definitio nn 32 (Morphological Reconstruction) The reconstruction by dilation 
ofof a mask image g from a marker image ƒ (Df — Dg and ƒ < g) is defined as the 
geodesicgeodesic dilation of ƒ with respect to g until stability is reached and is denoted by 
'p'p99U): U): 

PPSS(f)(f) = V w (6-3) 
n>l l 

Definitio nn 33 (Dual Morphological Reconstruction) The dual reconstruction 
oror reconstruction by erosion of a mask image g from a marker image f (Df = Dg 

andand ƒ > g) is defined as the geodesic erosion of ƒ with respect to g until stability is 
reachedreached and is denoted by p*g{f)' 

PW)PW) = A£9(f) (6-4) 
n>l l 

Whenn dealing with binary semantics, a morphological reconstruction is easily ob-
tainedd by applying the wavefront propagation interpretation along with a queue-based 
dataa structure. In such case, it works like contour processing algorithms since pixels 
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belongingg to the contour(i.e. the marker image) are put in the queue in the initial-
izationn process. A second step is the data-driven propagation, where these pixels 
aree propagated according to their connected components. The algorithm for binary 
reconstructionn using a queue-based pattern is given in figure 6.7. 

Figur ee 6.7 Binary reconstruction algorithm using a queue-based pattern. 
Note(s)::  g - binary mask image, ƒ - binary marker image, ƒ C g. The result is given in f. 

Initialization : : 
forr  all (pixel p € Dg) do 

iff  ((/(p) == 1) and ( 3q e N(p) \ f(q) == 0) and (g(p) ==  1)) then 
q.enq{p) q.enq{p) 

endd if 
endd for 

Data-drivenn Propagation: 
whil ee (l(q.empty()) do 

pp = q.deqQ 
forr  all (q G N{p)) do 

iff  ((ƒ(<?) == 0) and (g(q) ==  1)) then 
f(q)f(q) = 1 
q.enqip) q.enqip) 

endd if 
endd for 

endd while 

Itt was shown in [3] [66] that the extension to grey-scale semantics can be achieved 
inn a similar manner. Instead of propagating the contours of feature objects, propa-
gationn starts from the regional maxima of the image. The grey-scale reconstruction 
algorithmm using a queue-based pattern is given in figure 6.8. 

Imagee extrema are often used for locating the structures present in an image. 
Theirr extraction as well as selection is a classical image segmentation pre-processing 
problem.. A powerful morphological tool for selecting significant extrema is the re-
constructionn or its dual representation described previously [22] [23]. The extension 
off  extrema detection by reconstruction leads to two other connected operators called 
domedome and basin detection, which are significantly used in the process of morphological 
segmentationn [58] [63] [64]. 

InIn order to obtain the regional maxima of a grey-scale image ƒ, one needs only 
too observe that the marker image containing its regional maxima, can be achieved by 
ƒƒ - py(/ - 1). By replacing the value 1 in the previous formula by a given height h, 
onee gets an easy way to extract domes, called h-dome. The /i-dome of an image ƒ is 
givenn by Dh(f) = ƒ - p/{f - h). Dual representations for regional minima and basin 
detectionn can be obtained straightforwardly. 

Thee use of connected operators like dome and basin extraction leads to signif-
icantlyy improvements in the selection of markers since it reduces oversegmentation 
andd consequently enhances marker-driven morphological segmentation. However, h~ 
domee and /i-basin operators only extract light structures based on height h and does 
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F i g u r ee 6.8 Grey-scale reconstruction algorithm using a queue-based pattern. 
No te ( s ):: g - grey-scale mask image, ƒ - grey-scale marker image (regional maxima), ƒ C g. 

TheThe result is given in f. 
Initialization : : 
forr  all (pixel p 6 Ds) do 

i ff  ((ƒ(/>)' = 0) and ( 3q e N(p) | f(q) ==  0)) then 
q.enq(p) q.enq(p) 

e ndd if 
endd for 

Data-dr ivenn Propagation: 
whi l ee (\(q.empty()) do 

pp = q.deq{) 
forr  all (q € N(p)) do 

iff  ((ƒ(<?) < f(p)) and (g(q)l = f(q))) t h en 
f{q)f{q) = min(f(p),g(q)) 
q.enq(p) q.enq(p) 

endd if 
endd for 

endd whil e 

nott involve any kind of size or shape criterion, which might be useful to set markers 
forr efficiënt segmentat ion. Indeed, a drawback of this technique is that minima and 
max imaa are processed independently. 

Anotherr approach to grey-scale morphological reconstruction is the so-called hy-
bridd implementat ion [12] [64] [66]. Although this approach mix both parts from the 
sequentiall  and queue-based pattern in the design and implementation, it can not be 
consideredd a new pat tern per se since the only visible changes are handled in the 
init ializationn step of the queue-based pat tern. This algorithm proved to be more ef-
ficientt than any other algori thm for grey-scale reconstruction since it uses both the 
advantagess held by the sequential and queue-based pattern. The hybrid grey-scale 
reconstruct ionn algori thm using a queue-based pat tern is given in figure 6.9. 

Thee queue-based pat tern for the morphological reconstruction is given as follows: 

•• i terator : i terators are highly influenced by the priority queue used in the wave-
frontt propagation since it provides a mechanism to control the scanning order 
off pixels in the image; 

•• p i xel la t t ice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by C = (V, < 
>> V> Ai Vc> A r ) - F ° r binary and grey-scale reconstruction, the pixel lattice 
iss given by: 

-cc = ( [o, i ] ,<,V>A' 1 ' ° ) 

££ = ([0,255],<,\/, A' 255'° ) 
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F igu r ee 6.9 Hybrid grey-scale reconstruction algorithm implementing a queue-based 
pat tern. . 

Note(s)::  g - grey-scale mask image, f - grey-scale marker image (regional maxima), ƒ C g. 
TheThe result is given in f. 
Initialization : : 
Forwar dd Scan 
forr  all (pixel p G Dg) do 

forr  all {pixel q € {N/(p) U p) do 
f(p)f(p) = min{g(p),max(f(q))) 

endd for 
endd for 
Backwardd Scan 
forr  all (pixel p € Dg) do 

forr  all (pixel q E (Nb(p) Up) do 
f(p)f(p) = min(g{p),max(f(q))) 

endd for 
endd for 

i ff  ( 3q G Nb(p) | ((ƒ(</) < f(p)) and (ƒ(<?) < g(q)))) then 
q.enq(p) q.enq(p) 

endd if 

Data-drivenn Propagation: 
whil ee (\(q.empty()) do 

VV = Q-deqi) 
forr  all (q e N(p)) do 

i ff  ((ƒ(<?) < ƒ(/>)) and (g(q)l = f(q))) then 
f(q)f(q) = min(f(p),g(q)) 
q.enq(p) q.enq(p) 

endd if 
endd for 

endd whil e 

•• adjunct ion: the adjunction is represented by A = (N). Erosions and dilations 
aree given by: 

(e/K*)) - A {/(»)} (6-5) 
yEN(x) yEN(x) 

(Sf)(x)(Sf)(x) = V {/(»)> (6-6) 
yeN{x) yeN{x) 

Thee computat ional complexity of morphological reconstruction is equivalent to 
ö(nö(n x fc), where n is the number of elements in the queue-based data structure to 
bee processed and A; is the number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the 
connectivity. . 
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6.4.33 Watershed Segmentation 
Watershedd analysis has proven to be a powerful tool for many image segmentation 
problems.. In the flooding scheme [48]. water slowly rises within the topographic 
surfacee represented by an image, so thatt all points below water level are immersed. 
Holess are punched in the regional minima and the topography is flooded from be-
low.. As the water rises, more surface minima are pierced, which in turn starts more 
catchmentt basins. The catchment basins expand as the water rises and floods more 
points.. When two floods from different catchment basins meet, a dam is built at these 
pointss to prevent the catchment basins from merging. After the surface is completely 
flooded,flooded, only the tops of the dams are visible and are treated as dividing lines. These 
watershedd lines separate the surface into catchment basins [2] [3] [66]. 

Thee important point of morphological segmentation using watersheds is that the 
dividingg lines (watersheds) of the surface tend to follow the high ground of the original 
imagee in terms of the intensity level. Therefore, finding the watershed of the magni-
tudee of the gradient of an image ensure these lines will follow the edges (or regions of 
highh ground) in the image, thus achieving a useful result for image segmentation. The 
watershedd of an image has several useful properties as follows: watershed lines form 
closedd and connected regions, the intersection of these regions is null, union of these 
regionss and the watershed lines separating them makes the whole image, each region 
containss a single regional extrema (usually minimum) as a single point or region, and 
eachh regional extrema contains a single catchment basin. 

Fourr strategies that can improve the accuracy of morphological segmentation are: 

•• apply marker-based watershed approaches to avoid oversegmentation and set 
logicall criteria for marker validity; 

•• use data-driven propagation from markers based on chamfer metric and/or 
geodesicc distances to avoid non-minima plateaus; 

•• employ ordered-queues to speed up computations; 

•• use color to assist in segmenting multi-colored features. 

Inn the following, two examples on the application of the queue-based pattern to 
thee watershed segmentation will be explained in detail. 

6.4.3.11 Watersheds on Grey-scale Images 

Twoo steps can compose the bare-bones watershed implementation: initialization step, 
andd data driven propagation. Its algorithmic representation is given in figure 6.10. 
Similarr versions of this algorithm can be found in [3] [10] [31] [32] [34] [37]. 

Thee data structure employed is a priority queue which means that a method 
q .deqOO returns the element from the queue that has minimal grey-scale. Apart from 
itss well-defined structure, this algorithm has some drawbacks as follows: 

•• catchment basins are obtained. Although the watersheds themselves are read
ilyy computed from the catchment basins, it would rather that the watershed 
algorithmm offers at least the possibility to compute the watershed lines directly; 
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•• in case there are several object tuples on the queue with the same grey-scale and 
associatedd positions (i.e. there is a plateau in the image), the algorithm in figure 
6.100 does not specify in what order the pixels on the plateau are processed. It 
wouldd be better to process these pixels in accordance with the distance from 
thee regional extremum they belong to [3] [32]. 

Figur ee 6.10 A Watershed algorithm for grey-scale images implementing a queue-
basedd pattern. 

Initialization : : 
PQPQ Q 
forr  all (pixel p € D/) do 

iff  (M(p)\ = 0 and( 3{p') € N(p) : M(p') == 0)) then 
q.enq(f(p),p) q.enq(f(p),p) 

endd if 
endd for 
Data-drivenn Propagation 
whil ee (\(q.empty()) do 

pp = q.deq() 
forr  all (p' e (N(p) D Df)) do 

iff  (M(p') ==  0) then 
M(p')M(p') = M(p) 
q.enq{f{p'),p') q.enq{f{p'),p') 

endd if 
endd for 

endd while 

Too be able to mark the contours of the catchment basins explicitly, the basic 
algorithmm in figure 6.10 must be extended as shown in figure 6.11. The extension of 
thiss algorithm is potentially time consuming since for each pixel p, all neighbors p' 
mustt be checked as well as p' neighbors p". This increases the number of pixels to be 
takenn into account from 9 to 81. 

However,, the number of pixels to be checked can be reduced significantly. Coming 
fromm pixel p that is labeled with M = M(p), the next step is to label p' with M 
ass well. However, this can done only in case this new pixel p' is not connected to a 
pixell with a label unequal to M. Since p, p' and p" are connected within a 3 x 3 
neighborhoodd and all pixels in the 3 x 3 neighborhood of p are known to be unlabeled 
orr with label M, one does not have to check all pixels. So, the pixels in N(p) do not 
havee to be taken into account when looking for the pixels p" in the neighborhood of 
N(p').N(p'). With this optimization, the complexity is reduced from 81 to at most 45 or 
366 on average. This optimization is achieved in figure 6.11 by changing line: 

iff ( 3(p") € N{p') : M(p")l = M{p)) 

by y 

i ff  ( 3(p") e (N(p') \ N(p)) : M{p")\ = M{p)). 
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F igu r ee 6.11 An enhanced watershed algorithm for grey-scale images using a queue-

basedd pat tern. 

Initialization : : 

PQPQ q 
forr  all (pixel p £ Df) do 

iff  (M(p)l = 0 and( 3(p') <E N(p) 
q.enq(f{p),p) q.enq(f{p),p) 

endd if 
endd for 
Data-drivenn Propagat ion 
whil ee (l(q.emptyQ) do 

p^q.deq{) p^q.deq{) 
forr  all (p'  e (N(p)nDf)) do 

iff  (M(p') = = 0) then 
i ff  ( 3(P")£N(p>):M(p")\ 

M(p')M(p') = WSHED 
else e 

M(p')M(p') = M(p) 
q.enq(f(p'),p') q.enq(f(p'),p') 

endd if 
endd if 

endd for 
endd whil e 

Thee queue-based pat tern for watersheds when applied to grey-scale images, is 

givenn as follows: 

•• i terator : i terators are highly influenced by the priority queue used in the wave-
frontt propagat ion since it provides a mechanism to control the scanning order 
off pixels in the image; 

•• p ixel la t t i ce: all the elements must be explicitly defined by C = (V, < 

,, V, A ' V/2' A/;)- For instance: 

££ = ([0,255], < , \ / , / \ , 255,0) 

•• ad junc t ion : the adjunction is represented by A = {N). Erosions and dilations 

aree given by: 

(ef)(x)(ef)(x) = f\ {f(y}}  (6.7) 
yeN(x) yeN(x) 

w)(*)) = V {ƒ(*)} (6-8> 
y£N{x) y£N{x) 

Thee computat ional complexity of the watershed algorithm is equivalent to ö{n x 
k),k), where n is the number of elements in the queue-based da ta s tructure to be pro
cessedd and k is the number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the connec
tivity. . 

M{p')M{p') = = 0 ) ) then 

M(p))M(p)) then 
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6.4.3.22 Watersheds on Color  Images 

Multi-channell  morphological processing has been the subject of extensive research 
duringg the last years, due to its importance to color segmentation. With the expanding 
usee of color in such areas like multimedia applications, cartography, biomedicine, and 
advertisement,, the interest on the color perception and computation has been growing 
rapidlyy [9] [52]. 

Thee segmentation task this problem presents to mathematical morphology is far 
fromm easy. Indeed, the conventional morphological segmentation technique is the 
watershedd transform. However, watershed is intrinsically a grey-scale transformation, 
withh its applicability depending on the existence of an ordering relation on pixel 
valuess [24] [46] . By defining an ordering relation that induces a lattice structure on 
thee image, one can extend mathematical morphology to color images and therefore, 
too the watershed segmentation. 

Thee important point to extend mathematical morphology to color images is to 
definee a vectorial ordering relation that induces a lattice structure on the data. An 
extensionn from grey-scale to color morphology have been introduced in [7] [50], fol-
lowingg the idea of adjunctions and h-ad]unctions [16]. In the RGB distribution, the 
majorityy of bins are found empty, but non-empty bins contain the frequency of map-
pingg number. Due to image formation process, noise, etc, it is necessary to pre-process 
thee initial mapping, in order to remove the bins originated from noisy pixels. This is 
donee by performing a morphological opening to the scatter plot distribution, i.e. a 
three-dimensionall  opening, with a disk-shaped structuring element g. The remaining 
binss in the filtered distribution correspond to the peaks of the histogram. Whether 
thee thresholded peaks are merged or not are dependent on the filtering process. This 
processs is governed by the structuring element size and neighborhood connectivity. 
Thee number of corresponding pixels in the image for every color in the data distri-
butionn is counted, and this information is displayed as spheres with different radius 
proportionall  to the number of pixels [69]. Figure 6.12(a) shows the test image. Its 
densityy information based on RGB histograms is shown in figure 6.12(b) and (c). 

Severall  edge detectors have been developed in morphological image processing. 
Thiss section concentrates on the classical morphological gradient defined by V( / ) = 
SSgg(f)(f) — £9{f). It is clear that the gradient magnitude is influenced by the size and 
shapee of the structuring function g. 

Sincee the gradient is used at the basis of the general approach to watershed seg-
mentation,, it is of primary importance to compute it properly. However, this gradient 
iss inappropriate because when large structuring functions are employed, edges that 
aree close to each other may be merged by smoothing and may be detected as only 
onee single edge. On the other hand, small structuring functions result in too many 
noisee points due to insufficient averaging and low intensity edges. Unfortunately, us-
ingg gradients cannot solve this problem by erosion or dilation because they produce 
biasedd results depending on the brightness of the region. 

InIn order to deal with these problems, a color multi-scale approach to the morpho-
logicall  gradient was proposed in [11]. The color multi-scale gradient in equation 6.9 
allowss enhancing the real boundaries, which exist in each scale, compared to bound-
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Figur ee 6.12 Selecting the most appropriate vectorial ordering based on a priori 
knowledgee derived from scatter plot distributions made with RGB histograms: input 
imagee (a), filtered density distribution in the RGB space with RGB lexicographical order 
(b),, and data distribution using spheres (c). 

(a)) (b) (c) 

ariess that are present in one scale only. Moreover, due to the averaging operation, it 
iss more robust to noise caused by scaling. 

GsU)GsU) = i I ^(^(/))-2 £s,(/) + M4(/)) (6-9) 
i—0,scale i—0,scale 

Thee watershed transform usually makes use of the morphological gradient as a 
startingg step for the segmentation [27] [67] and is based on the existence of a total or-
deringg relation embedded in the complete lattice. Since such a relation does not exist 
inn color space, the watershed transform is not applicable immediately. One should 
considerr experimenting particular approaches in order to understand its advantages 
andd drawbacks. Many techniques could be employed to exploit the idea of watersheds 
too color image segmentation [38]. Different techniques may produce different water-
shedd lines and catchment basins. This section is restricted to the techniques shown 
inn figure 6.13. 

Thee first two techniques in figure 6.13(a) and (b) start by splitting of the color 
channelss followed by an image filtering. Every channel is filtered to make easier the 
imagee segmentation. Morphological filters are used for this task. These filters remove 
regionss that are smaller than a given size but preserve the contours of the remaining 
objectss [42]. Subsequently, depending on the order in which the combination of the 
channelss is performed, the gradient of the filtered image is approximated by the use 
off  a morphological gradient operator. After this step, the gradient is used as an 
inputt to the marker selection for the watershed algorithm to partition an image into 
homogeneouss regions. 

Thee third technique in figure 6.13(c) follows almost the same steps described in the 
previouss approaches (i.e. image filtering, morphological gradient, marker selection, 
andd watersheds). The novelty of this technique is that, despite of splitting color 
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channels,, it makes use of color morphology for image filtering and for the multi-scale 
gradient. . 

Figur ee 6.13 Watershed approaches for morphological segmentation of color images. 

Thee generic marker-based watershed algorithm used in this paper is established 
onn the wavefront propagation interpretation suggested in [10] [37]. The algorithm can 
bee applied to different image types and makes use of a priority queue to speed up the 
propagationn step. 

Too set up the marker image for the propagation step, the valley detection algorithm 
iss employed, which is based on the reconstruction operator proposed by [64]. To 
extractt valleys with contrast greater than a height value h of an image I, it suffices 
too reconstruct / from 14- h. By algebraic difference between I and the reconstructed 
function,, one gets the desired image without valleys (i.e. the marker image). The 
imagee produced by the valley removal step is subjected to the combination of channels 
beforee a regional minimum detection is applied. 

Experimentall  results described in this section have been partially obtained using 
nunorph,, a novel morphological library for Matlab (http://www.mmorph.com). With-
outt loss of generality, the color model chosen was the classical RGB despite of color 
correlation.. Nevertheless, other color models for color segmentation and recognition 
couldd be used [15]. Results are shown in figure 6.14. The evaluation criterion chosen 
wass to preserve the majority of important edges and reduce the number of remaining 
segments. . 

Thee queue-based pattern for watersheds when applied to color images, is given as 
follows: : 

•• iterator : iterators are highly influenced by the priority queue used in the wave-
frontt propagation since it provides a mechanism to control the scanning order 
off pixels in the image; 

•• pixel lattice: all the elements must be explicitly defined by £ = (V,< 

http://www.mmorph.com
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Figur ee 6.14 Watershed results for color images using a queue-based pattern repre-
sentation:: figure (a) shows the watershed result on top of the original image when 
thee color image is splitted in its own channels. The height h was set to 20 for the 
markerr selection. Figure (b),(c) and (d) show the watershed results on top of the 
originall  image without splitting the color channels. The scale s and height h were set 
too [3,20],[4,20] and [5,20] respectively. 

,, V) A>\Ac> Ac)- For instance: 

CC = (([0,255], [0,255], [0,255]), <, \ / , / \ , [255,255, 255], [0,0,0]) 

•• adjunction: the adjunction is represented by A = (N) since color operators 
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aree extensions of flat operators using a flat and symmetric structuring element. 
Erosionss and dilations are given by: 

(sf)(sf)rr(x)(x) = / \ {fr(y)} (6.10) 
yeN(x) yeN(x) 

(SfUx)(SfUx) = V ifriv)}  (6-11) 
yeN(x) yeN(x) 

Thesee equations are vectorial representations for flat structural erosion and di-
lationn of an image ƒ with r components. 

Thee computational complexity of the color watershed algorithm is equivalent to 
G(nG(n x k), where n is the number of elements in the queue-based data structure to 
bee processed and A; is the number of pixels in the neighborhood with respect to the 
connectivity. . 

6.4.44 Conclusion 
Thiss section described a number of morphological applications using the generic repre-
sentationn of the queue-based pattern. Instantiations of the queue-based pattern were 
presentedd in terms of basic building blocks which characterizes the generic pattern, 
namelyy the iterator, the pixel lattice, and the adjunction. In this pattern, the iterator 
iss the essential element, since it provides a mechanism to control the scanning order 
off  pixels in the image by means of the wavefront propagation interpretation. 

Tablee 6.3 contains a list of 40 operators, which are often used in mathematical 
morphology.. An evaluation is made in terms of the suitability of the queue-based 
patternn in the design and implementation of these operators. The queue-based pattern 
iss applicable for operators that relies on the total ordering of the image data and on 
thee wavefront propagation. 

6.55 Queue-based Pattern Implementation 

Thee queue-based pattern may be used whenever a morphological operator can be 
implementedd using a wavefront propagation interpretation from a set of seeds or 
markers.. This operator is geared towards efficiency since relevant pixels that actually 
contributee for the output results are processed only once. 

Figuree 6.15 shows an specific application of the queue-based pattern in SCIL-Image 
usingg C. The generic representation for the queue-based pattern is made of: 

•• iterator : iterators are used in the data-driven propagation step to process only 
thee relevant pixels that need to be used to compute the neighborhood operations 
forr every pixel in the priority queue; 

•• pixel lattice: an specific pixel lattice representation for integer typed images 
iss used, represented by C = ([0,255], <, V? Ai 255,0); 
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Figur ee 6.15 Queue-based specific algorithmic implementation of grey-scale water-
shedss in SCIL-Image. 

i n tt watersheds(IMAGE* input,IMAGE* marker,IMAGE* ou tpu t , i nt connect iv i ty) 

•c c 

i n tt ZERO; 

/ // i n i t i a l i z a t i on 

f o r ( ii  = l ; i < mwidth - 1; i++){ 
fo r ( jj  = l ; j < mheight - 1; j++){ 

11 = j * mwidth + i ; 

i ff  (mdataCl] != OX 
fo r ( rr = 0; r < connect iv i ty; r++){ 

ZEROO = FALSE; 
pos i t i onn = 1 + n [ r ] ; 
i f (( ( mdata[pos] == 0) && ( mdata[pos] != BORDER) ){ 

ZEROO = TRUE; 
break; ; 

} } 
} } 
if(ZERO){ { 

i p . p u t ( l,, i n_da ta [ l ] , 0, count++); 
q .enq( ip ); ; 

} } 
} } 

> > 
} } 

/ // da ta-dr iven propagation 

wh i le (!!  (q .emptyO)H 
opp = q . t opQ ; q.deqQ ; 
p_addd = op.get 0 ; 
f o r ( rr = 0; r < connect iv i ty; r++){ 

pposs = p_add + n [ r ] ; 
i f (( (mdata[ppos] == 0) && (mdata[ppos] != BORDER) ){ 

mdataCppos]]  = mdata[p_add] ; 
op.put(ppos,, in_data[ppos] , 0, count++); 
q.enq(op); ; 

> > 
} } 

> > 

} } 

•• adjunction: the adjunction is represented by A = (TV) since algorithms us-
ingg the wavefront propagation interpretation are extensions of flat morphology, 
usingg flat and symmetric structuring elements. 

Thiss section has shown the use of the generic queue-based pattern by applying it 
too an specific implementation of grey-scale watersheds using the SCIL-Image software 
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package.. Note that the theoretical representation of the generic pattern is preserved 
intoo practice. 

6.66 Discussion and Conclusions 

Itt was recognized in this chapter that some algorithms share a certain number of 
characteristics,, which are listed as follows: total ordering relation, queue-based data 
structure,, two-step algorithms, wavefront propagation, iteration until stability, and 
originn included in the support. An algorithm that has these characteristics is termed 
aa queue-based algorithm. The set of characteristics serves as a basis to provide a 
genericc representation for queue-based algorithms. 

AA generic representation for queue-based algorithms utilizes wavefront propaga-
tion.. It implies that the action of the morphological operator is closely associated 
withh the notion of connectivity and is based on a kind of growing process, where the 
informationn is propagated through the image. Two possible generic representations 
forr queue-based algorithms were introduced in order to describe the queue-based pat-
tern.. These representations are characterized whether the data-driven propagation is 
embeddedd or not in the initialization step. 

Thee generic pattern was used to characterize morphological queue-based operators 
fromm its mathematical representation into practice. The queue-based pattern was 
constructedd in order to provide flexibility  in terms of requirements for queue-based 
algorithmss and govern their effective implementation. 

Itt has been discussed that generic programming approach might be applied to 
morphologicall  image operators based on wavefront propagation like contour process-
ingg methods, morphological reconstruction, and watersheds. Generic programming 
toolss as STL applies a more evolutionary and experimental approach to morphological 
algorithmm development. The proposed queue-based pattern enhances morphological 
algorithmm reuse. 
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Tablee 6.3 Table containing an evaluation in terms of the suitability of the queue-
basedd pattern in the design and implementation of morphological image operators. 

Morphologicall  Operator 
erosion n 
dilation n 
conditionall  erosion 
conditionall  dilation 
distancee transform 
geodesicc distance transform 
opening g 
closing g 
centerr filter 
alternatee sequential filtering (ASF) 
areaa opening 
areaa closing 
openingg by reconstruction 
closingg by reconstruction 
inf-reconstruction n 
sup-reconstruction n 
regionall  minima 
regionall  maxima 
valleyy removal 
peakk removal 
ASFF by reconstruction 
minimaa imposition 
holee fillin g 
edgee off 
morphologicall  gradient 
openingg top-hat 
closingg top-hat 
openn by reconstruction top-hat 
closee by reconstruction top-hat 
ultimatee erosion 
morphologicall  skeleton 
sup-generatingg (hit-miss) 
inf-generating g 
adaptivee threshold 
thinning g 
thickening g 
conditionall  thinning 
conditionall  thickening 
skeletonn by influence zones (SKIZ) 
watersheds s 

Queue-basedd Pattern 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 



Summaryy and Discussion 

SomehowSomehow I cannot believe that there are any heights that cannot be scaled by 
aa man who knows the secrets of making dreams come true. This special secret, 
itit  seems to me, can be summarized in four C's. They are curiosity, confidence, 
courage,courage, and constancy, and the greatest of all is confidence. When you believe 
inin a thing, believe in it all the way, implicitly and unquestionable. 

byby Walt Disney (1901-1966) 

Summary y 
Thiss thesis is concerned with software design for image processing. The intention in 
thiss thesis is not to cover all aspects of software development for image processing 
butt to concentrate efforts on the underlying concepts of mathematical morphology 
andd present a new approach to morphological software development. Mathematical 
morphologyy is the science of shape and structure, based on set-theoretical, topological 
andd geometrical concepts. It provides a set of tools for image processing and analysis 
thatt has been used to a wide number of applications. Mathematical morphology 
extractss information about the geometrical structure of an object by transforming 
itt through its interaction with another object called the structuring element. As a 
nonlinearr branch of image and signal processing, mathematical morphology represents 
aa rupture with classical linear processing and facilitates the application of various 
mathematicall  concepts and evolving disciplines to image processing. 

Thee goal of this thesis is to combine both theory and practice in such a way as to 
producee reliable, precise, and generic algorithm representations in order to overcome 
thee combinatorial explosion of code needed to deal with all possible kinds of data 
structuress and image types. Algorithms should be written with the guarantee that 
thee desired implementation should be written once, process data in an abstract way, 
andd be efficient at the same time. 

Thee fundamental requirements any morphological software should have are de-
rivedd from a review of some of the most used software packages and image libraries 
withh respect to mathematical morphology including Mmach, Mmorph, Micromorph, and 
Visi log.. This makes it possible to characterize their deficiencies. For instance, al-
gorithmss are designed and implemented for every single data type, which leads to 
specificc implementations and to a variety of similar algorithms. In addition, code 
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needss to be written for every single data type, generating code proliferation, lack of 
reuse,, and maintenance problems. These aspects call for software for mathematical 
morphologyy that has to be generic and should support a large variety of data types. 

Forr instance, a typical image library with 40 operators (see tables 1.1 and 1.2) even 
forr mathematical morphology alone, when combined with 20 image data types, leads 
too a combinatorial explosion of code needed to deal with all possible combinations. 
Thiss induces several problems in terms of maintenance, extensibility, and testing. 

Therefore,, the focus of this thesis is to find a proper answer for the following prob-
lem:: How can generic programming be applied to mathematical morphology in order 
toto obtain generic, reusable, and theoretically compliant software while maintaining 
veryvery good processing speed? 

Inn other words, the fundamental requirements any morphological software should 
havee are summarized as follows: 

1.. There should be support for a large variety of image data types. The pixel 
valuee may be scalar, a two-dimensional vector, or a three-dimensional vector. 
Independently,, the data array may be two-dimensional or three-dimensional. 
Yett independently the individual data may be captured as byte, char, in teger, 
short,, f l oa t, and double. In effect, this results over 20 different image data 
types.. See table 1.2; 

2.. The software should be implemented using generic constructions in order to 
avoidd code proliferation and lack of reuse; 

3.. The software should reflect the theory, i.e. the gap between programming and 
thee theory about mathematical morphology should be as small as possible. In 
addition,, the orthogonality of the operators in theory should be mapped in 
software; ; 

4.. The software should consider speed, regardless the need for genericity. 

Thee results obtained in the thesis are discussed per chapter in the following para-
graphs: : 

Chapterr  2 A Generic Programming Paradigm for  Image Processing: This 
chapterr gives an overview of the current approaches to abstraction and reuse in 
thee field of image processing. The Programmer's Imaging Kernel System (PIKS) 
ass well as other non-standard packages like SCIL-Image, the Image Understand-
ingg Environment (IUE), and the Khoros System are discussed. It also provides 
aa brief overview about the evolutionary approach taken from specific code im-
plementationss towards generic ones. The generic programming paradigm is 
describedd as a way to obtain effective solutions for image processing problems 
withh respect to design and implementation. Generic programming provides ef-
fectivee solutions to support a large variety of image data types. Therefore, the 
firstfirst requirement for morphological software is fulfilled. This chapter shows how 
genericc programming can be effectively used to solve common image processing 
problemss in design and implementation by means of C++ and Standard Template 
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Libraryy (STL). Therefore, the second requirement for morphological software is 
fulfille dd as well. This chapter describes the outline of an implementation in a 
novell  image processing library called Horus. 

Thiss chapter shows that generic operators and operations on images are con-
structedd according to the rules set by generic programming. These operators 
andd operations constitute the set of elementary patterns that is needed in an 
imagee processing library. Image processing patterns give flexibilit y to choose 
appropriatee representations and facilitates the development of more abstract 
algorithms. . 

Chapterr  3 The Complete Lattic e Framework: This chapter explains math-
ematicall  morphology from the point of view of complete lattices. Pixel and 
imagee lattice frameworks are described. The complete lattice is needed to fulfil l 
thee third requirement for morphological software. Erosions and dilations with 
aa finite support are also described since they are often used in mathematical 
morphology.. This chapter also shows that the supports for erosion and dilation 
aree as tightly coupled as the erosion and dilation themselves. For a translation 
variantt adjunction, the support of the erosion and dilation are not trivially re-
latedd and thus a redundant characterization for the adjunction needs to be used 
byy giving both supports for erosion and dilation. 

Thiss chapter claims that if an image processing algorithm does not fit into the 
completee lattice framework, it is out of the scope of mathematical morphology. 
I tt briefly addresses the parallel pattern (see chapter 4) and concludes that many 
off  the well known morphological algorithms used in practical image processing 
aree based on iterations of erosions and dilations using sequential and queue-
basedd implementations, which are covered in chapters 5 and 6 respectively. 

Afterr preparations, the generic programming paradigm can be applied to math-
ematicall  morphology in chapters 4, 5, and 6 in the form of parallel, sequential, and 
queue-basedd patterns. 

Chapterr  4 The Parallel Pattern: This chapter provides the fundamental con-
ceptss of the parallel implementation based on the complete lattice framework. 
Thee generic pattern is completely characterized by its components namely the 
iterator,, the pixel lattice, and the adjunction and serves as the basis for the con-
structionn of the parallel pattern. It also addresses the flat morphology, including 
structuringg elements, structuring element decomposition wherever possible to 
obtainn fast algorithms. This chapter gives some examples on the application of 
thee parallel pattern for scalar and non-scalar lattices including grey-scale and 
colorr images. A parallel pattern implementation based on the Horus library 
structuree is also described, including a solution to the border problem. 

Thiss chapter discusses the applicability of a general theory for mathematical 
morphology,, well established in the complete lattice framework, in the con-
structionn of the generic pattern for morphological algorithm representations. 
Thee generic pattern was constructed with the three basic building blocks namely 
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thee iterator, the pixel lattice and the adjunction and was applied in the effective 
implementationn of algorithms and applications. It was also demonstrated that 
manyy algorithms in the literature are all reduced to the parallel pattern (see 
tablee 4.1). 

Chapterr  5 The Sequential Pattern: This chapter introduces the necessary foun-
dationss needed to describe the sequential pattern, including concepts like im-
ages,, pixels, and pixel sequencing. Next, the iterative morphological operators 
aree discussed. This chapter introduces the sequential implementation for ero-
sionss and dilations. Such algorithmic constructions are considered as a step to-
wardss the achievement of the fourth requirement (i.e. that the software should 
considerr speed, regardless the need for genericity), which is fulfilled in chapter 
6.. This chapter presents two classical examples of the application of the se-
quentiall  design pattern namely, the distance transform and the morphological 
reconstruction.. It is also proven in this chapter that erosions and dilations, when 
implementedd according to the sequential implementation, achieve idempotence 
afterr a certain number n of iterations for any sequencing operator. 

Thee morphological sequential pattern provides a useful and efficient way for 
thee development of morphological operators and applications (see table 5.1). 
Suchh pattern gives a certain number of common rules that can be used to pro-
ducee well-designed algorithms as well as implementations. A sequential pattern 
comprisess some important aspects of the reuse of morphological building blocks 
originatedd from the complete lattice framework. It also makes clear that there 
aree special cases when performance is degraded due to large number of scans 
neededd to reach stability. Such cases may be dealt effectively by the queue-based 
pattern. . 

Chapterr  6 The Queue-based Pattern: This chapter discusses the general class 
off  algorithms that can be implemented using queue-based constructions. These 
algorithmss share a number of characteristics that are used to provide a generic 
representationn for queue-based algorithms. They include: the use of total or-
deringg relation, a queue-based data structure, two-step structured algorithms, 
aa wavefront propagation interpretation, iteration until stability, and the origin 
includedd in the structuring element support. In this chapter, queue-based algo-
rithmss are used in conjunction with the generic pattern representation in order 
too provide a queue-based pattern construction, which leads to fast algorithm 
implementationss addressing each pixel only once. Therefore, the fourth require-
mentt for morphological software is fulfilled. This chapter gives examples of mor-
phologicall  operators and operations constructed using a queue-based pattern. 
Thee examples covered are contour processing, morphological reconstruction, and 
watershedss for grey-scale and color images. 

Thiss chapter identifies that a generic representation for queue-based algorithms 
utilizess wavefront propagation. I t implies that the action of the morphological 
operatorr is closely associated with the notion of connectivity and is based on 
aa kind of growing process, where the information is propagated through the 
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image.. Two possible generic representations for queue-based algorithms were 
introducedd in order to describe the queue-based pattern. These representations 
aree characterized whether the data-driven propagation is embedded or not in the 
initializationn step. The queue-based pattern is constructed in order to provide 
flexibilityflexibility  in terms of requirements for queue-based algorithms and govern their 
effectivee implementation (see table 6.3). 

Discussion n 

Thee first fundamental requirement any morphological software should have is that 
thee software should provide support for a large variety of image data types (See table 
1.2).. To that end, generic programming is employed in such a way that algorithm 
constructionss are made independent of image data types. Generic programming is 
basedd in finding the most abstract representations of efficient algorithms, data types 
andd data structures. It concentrates on searching for a generic set of requirements 
thatt lead algorithms to perform efficiently. The essential point of this programming 
methodd is that many different algorithms need the same set of requirements and 
theree are vast collections of implementations for these requirements. It also assumes 
thatt sets of fundamental principles guide the utilization, operation, and application 
off  software components and that these components can be engineered and grouped 
followingg a component-based approach. Moreover, it is also possible to use the same 
principless into software design for image processing. 

Thee second fundamental requirement any morphological software should have is 
thatt the software should be implemented using generic constructions in order to avoid 
codee proliferation and lack of reuse. Due to the versatility of generic programming, 
onee does not need to rely on specific implementations for every variation of a general 
algorithm.. This means that generic algorithms grouped in a small number of patterns 
aree sufficient to implement functionality analogous to a traditional image processing 
library.. In addition, the combinations of different software design paradigms such 
ass component-based development and object-oriented design have been proving very 
attractivee and effective. The essential point is to use objects and components to deal 
withh functionality and represent their relationships in accordance with the needs of 
aa particular application. The question remains when to apply which pattern? In 
addition,, is there a limited set of patterns? This is discussed in chapters 4, 5, and 6. 

Thee third fundamental requirement any morphological software should have is 
thatt the software should reflect the theory, i.e. the gap between programming and the 
theoryy about mathematical morphology should be as small as possible. In addition, 
thee orthogonality of the operators in theory should be mapped in software. In classical 
imagee processing, an image is most often regarded to be the map from a spatial 
domainn E to a set of pixel values V. The modern way of constructing morphological 
algorithmss is a two-step process based on pixel lattices and image lattices. Such 
constructionn works as follows: firstly, a partial ordering on the set of pixel values 
iss defined. The ordering < compares elements from V, i.e. pixels values; secondly, 
erosionss and dilations are defined in the context of pixel lattice, working on pixel 
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values.. Then, pixel lattices are lifted to the domain of images thereby constructing 
completee lattices of images. 

Thee fourth fundamental requirement any morphological software should have is 
thatt the software should consider speed, regardless the need for genericity. In order 
too fulfil l with this requirement, three possible pattern constructions are presented in 
chapterss 4. 5, and 6. In chapter 4, the parallel pattern is introduced. This pat-
ternn speeds up computations by using structuring element decomposition and fast 
algorithmicc constructions. Chapter 5. deals with the sequential pattern. Sequential 
implementationss provide a straightforward basis to reason upon new techniques to go 
faster,, leading to the development of efficient sequential morphological algorithms. In 
chapterr 6, the queue-based pattern is presented. This is one of the most powerful and 
oftenn used software construction in morphological image processing and is established 
onn queue-based algorithms. 

Itt is important to stress that all the algorithmic patterns for morphological image 
processing,, namely the parallel, the sequential, and the queue-based find its proper 
usee in several applications. Every pattern has its own advantages and its own draw-
backs.. No single technique suffices to design and devise efficient morphological im-
plementations.. For instance, every structuring element will fit the parallel pattern 
without,, structuring element decomposition. A list of examples for the parallel pat-
ternn ranges from flat and non-flat erosions and dilations, to thinnings, thickenings, 
andd inf-reconstructions and sup-reconstructions. Despite of the versatility the parallel 
patternn provides in terms of structuring element usage, it has a severe cost in terms of 
performance.. Within the same parallel pattern, structuring elements are eligible for 
decomposition.. This helps to speed up the performance by a factor proportional to 
thee gain in pixels in the structuring element. Sequential and queue-based representa-
tionss are particularly suited for sequences of iterated operations avoiding a complete 
passs through the image for each iteration. The gain in speed for the sequential pat-
ternn is in the reduction of n passes through the image to A: passes, where k might 
bee equal or bigger than 2, depending on the image data. The queue-based pattern 
posess restrictions on the use of structuring element in terms of connectivity rules. 
Thee gain of the queue-based pattern is in the reduction of n passes through the image 
too addressing only the affected pixel set. In this regard, queue-based patterns are 
optimal.. Nevertheless, not every structuring element is suited neither for a sequential 
norr for a queue-based pattern. Hit-or-miss, thinnings, thickenings, and skeletons are 
somee of the examples that do not fit in these patterns. 

Basedd on the theoretical and experimental results, it is concluded that by sat-
isfyingg all the necessary requirements for morphological software constructions, the 
problemm statement set in this thesis finds its proper answer: generic programming, 
whenn applied to mathematical morphology, produces generic and reusable code au-
tomaticallyy providing support for a broad class of data types, data structures, and 
algorithms. . 
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Perspectives s 

AA large number of operators and operations in mathematical morphology were in-
vestigatedd in this thesis. They all fit in one of the patterns presented, namely the 
parallel,, sequential, or queue-based pattern. The list of morphological operators may 
bee at least covered by one of the three patterns introduced in this thesis because it 
iss built from erosions and dilations. All the other operators are instantiations and 
combinationss thereof: conditional erosion and dilation, distance transform, geodesic 
distancee transform, opening, closing, center filter, and the alternate sequential fil-
teringg (ASF), area opening and area closing, opening and closing by reconstruction, 
inf-reconstructionn and sup-reconstruction, regional minima and maxima, valley and 
peakk removal, ASF by reconstruction, minima imposition, hole filling,  morphologi-
call  gradient, opening and closing top-hat, open and close by reconstruction top-hat, 
ultimatee erosion, morphological skeleton, sup-generating (hit-miss), inf-generating, 
intersectionn of inf-generating operators, union of sup-generating operators, and adap-
tivee threshold, thinning and thickening, conditional thinning and thickening, skeleton 
byy influence zones (SKIZ), watersheds, and many others. 

Vann Herk (see chapter 4) has proposed not a new morphological operator but a 
specificc algorithm to efficiently compute erosions and dilations for the case of linear 
structuringg elements (linear segments). The performance gained by this algorithm 
iss related to the recursive computation of the structuring element decomposition, 
whichh needs three min/max operations per image per pixel whatever the length of 
thee structuring element. Van Herk's algorithm represents an exception for the set of 
threee patterns that were discussed in this thesis. Whereas every known operator can 
bee implemented into one of the three patterns described in this thesis, Van Herk's al-
gorithmm shows that some specific implementations aimed at computational efficiency 
requiress a fourth pattern when implemented for all data types. Other fast algorithms 
forr special cases may be unsuited for implementation using the three patterns de-
scribed. . 

Thiss thesis not only provided a set of patterns for mathematical morphology. 
Thesee patterns are more general in the sense that they can be also applied to linear 
theory.. For example, linear shift-invariant neighborhood operators (e.g. convolutions) 
cann be implemented using a parallel or a sequential pattern. Region growing and 
segmentationn are examples of applications for the queue-based pattern. 





Samenvatting g 

Ditt proefschrift gaat over het ontwerpen van programmatuur voor beeldverwerk-
ing.. De bedoeling van het proefschrift is niet het afdekken van alle aspecten van 
programmatuurontwikkelingg voor beeldverwerking, maar concentreert zich op de on-
derliggendee concepten voor mathematische morfologie en presenteert een nieuwe aan-
pakk voor morfologische programmatuurontwikkeling. Mathematische morfologie is 
dee wetenschap van vorm en structuur, gebaseerd op concepten uit de verzamelingth-
eorie,, topologie en geometrie. Het verschaft een verzameling gereedschappen voor 
beeldverwerkingg en analyse die voor een uitgebreid aantal toepassingen zijn gebruikt. 
Mathematischee morfologie extraheert informatie over de geometrische structuur van 
eenn object door het te transformeren door zijn interactie met een ander object, het 
zogehetenn structurerende element. Als een niet-lineaire tak van beeld- en signaalver-
werkingg representeert mathematische morfologie een breuk met klassieke lineaire ver-
werkingg en vergemakkelijkt het de toepassing van verschillende wiskundige concepten 
enn zich ontwikkelende disciplines van beeldverwerking. 

Hett doel van dit proefschrift is het combineren van zowel theorie als praktijk om 
betrouwbare,, precieze en generieke representaties van een algoritme te produceren 
mett het doel om de combinatorische explosie van code die nodig is om met alle 
mogelijkee soorten datastructuren en beeldtypen het hoofd te bieden; en om algoritmes 
tee maken met de garantie dat de gewenste implementatie een keer zou moeten worden 
geschreven,, gegevens op een abstracte manier zou moeten verwerken en tegelijkertijd 
efficintt moet zijn. 

Dee fundamentele vereisten waaraan alle morfologische programmatuur zou moeten 
voldoen,, zijn afgeleid van een recensie van enkele van de meest gebruikte pakketten en 
beeldbibliothekenn met betrekking op de mathematische morfologie, waaronder Mmach, 
Mraorph,, Micromorphen Visi log. Dit maakt het mogelijk om hun tekortkomingen te 
karakteriseren.. Algoritmes zijn bijvoorbeeld ontworpen en gemplementeerd voor elk 
datatype,, wat leidt tot specifieke implementaties en een verscheidenheid aan gelijk-
endee algoritmen. Daarenboven moet code worden geschreven voor elk datatype, wat 
resulteertt in proliferatie van code, gebrek aan hergebruik en onderhoudproblemen. 
Dezee aspecten vragen om programmatuur voor mathematische morfologie die gener-
iekk moet zijn en een grote verscheidenheid aan datatypen zou moeten ondersteunen. 

Bijvoorbeeldd een typische beeld bibliotheek met 40 operatoren (zie tabellen 1.1 
enn 1.2) voor alleen maar mathematische morfologie, die wordt gecombineerd met 20 
beeldd data typen, leidt tot een combinatorische explosie van code die nodig is om 
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mett alle mogelijke combinaties om te gaan. Dit levert diverse problemen op met 
betrekkingg tot onderhoud, uitbreidbaarheid en testen. 

Daaromm is de focus van dit proefschrift het vinden van een geschikt antwoord 
voorr het volgende probleem: Hoe kan generiek programmeren worden toegepast op 
mathematischemathematische morfologie om generieke, herbruikbare, en theoretische geschikte pro-
grammatuurgrammatuur te verkrijgen, tervrijl  erg goede verwerkingssnelheid behouden blijft? 

Mett andere woorden, de fundamentele vereisten waaraan alle morfologische pro-
grammatuurr zou moeten voldoen, kunnen als volgt worden samengevat: 

1.. Er zou ondersteuning moeten zijn voor een grote verscheidenheid aan beeld 
datatypen.. Het beeldpunt, waarde mag scalair, een tweedimensionale vector 
off  een driedimensionale vector zijn. de gegevensreeks mag tweedimensionale of 
driedimensionaall  zijn. Toch mogen de afzonderlijke gegevens worden opgeslagen 
alss byte, char, i n tege r, shor t, f l oat en double. Dit resulteert in meer 
dann 20 verschillende beeld datatypen. Zie tabel 1.2: 

2.. De programmatuur zou moeten worden gemplementeerd met gebruik van gener-
iekee constructie om code proliferatie te vermijden alsmede gebrek aan herbruik-
baarheid; ; 

3.. De programmatuur zou de theorie moeten reflecteren, d.w.z. het gat tussen pro-
grammerenn en de theorie over mathematische morfologie moet zo klein mogelijk 
zijn.. Daarenboven moet de orthogonaliteit van de operatoren in theorie worden 
vertaaldd naar de programmatuur; 

4.. De programmatuur moet rekening houden met snelheid, ondanks de noodzaak 
voorr generiekheid. 

Dee resultaten verkregen in dit proefschrift worden per hoofdstuk besproken in de 
volgendee paragrafen: 

Hoofdstukk 2 Een Generiek Programmeer Paradigma voor  Beeldverwerk-
ing::  Dit hoofdstuk geeft een overzicht van huidige aanpakken voor abstractie en 
hergebruikk op het gebied van beeldverwerking. De Programmer's Imaging Ker-
nell  System (PIKS) alsmede andere niet standaard pakketten als SCIL-Image, 
dee Image Understanding Environment (IUE) en het Khoros System worden 
bediscussieerd.. Het geeft ook een kort overzicht van de evolutionaire aanpak 
vann specifieke code implementaties naar generieke. Het generieke programmeer 
paradigmaa is beschreven als een manier om effectieve oplossingen te verkrijgen 
voorr beeldverwerkingproblemen met betrekking tot ontwierp en implementatie. 
Generiekk programmeren verschaft effectieve oplossingen om een grote verschei-
denheidd aan beeld datatypen te ondersteunen. Daarmee is aan het. eerste vereiste 
voorr morfologische programmatuur voldaan. Dit hoofdstuk laat zien hoe gener-
iekk programmeren effectief kan worden gebruikt om gebruikelijke beeldverwerk-
ingproblemenn voor ontwerp en implementatie door gebruik van C++ en Standard 
Templatee Library (STL). Daarmee is ook aan het tweede vereiste voor morfolo-
gischee programmatuur voldaan. Dit. hoofdstuk schetst de hoofdlijnen voor een 
implementatiee in een nieuwe beeldverwerkingbibliotheek die Horus heet. 
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Hoofdstukk 3 Het Complete Lattic e Raamwerk: dit hoofdstuk verklaart de 
mathematischee morfologie vanuit het oogpunt van complete lattices. Beeldpunt-
enn beeld-lattice raamwerken worden beschreven. De complete lattice is nodig 
omm aan de derde vereiste voor morfologische programmatuur te voldoen. Erosies 
enn dilaties met eindige ondersteuning worden ook beschreven, aangezien zij vaak 
wordenn gebruikt in de mathematische morfologie. Dit hoofdstuk laat ook zien 
datt de ondersteuningen voor erosie en dilatie net zo nauw aan elkaar zijn gekop-
peldd als erosie en dilatie zelf. Voor een translatie variante disjunctie zijn de 
ondersteuningenn van erosie en dilatie niet op triviale wijze aan elkaar gerela-
teerd,, zodat een redundante karakterisering voor de adjunctie nodig is door 
ondersteuningg te geven voor erosie en dilatie. 

Ditt hoofdstuk beweert dat als een beeldverwerkingalgoritme niet in het com-
pletee lattice raamwerk past, het buiten het bereik van mathematische morfologie 
valt.. Het stipt kort het parallelle patroon (zie hoofdstuk 4) en trekt de conclusie 
datt veel van de bekende morfologische algoritmes die in de praktijk in de beeld-
verwerkingg worden gebruikt, zijn gebaseerd op iteraties van erosies en dilaties 
diee gebruikmaken van sequentile en wachtrij-gebaseerde implementaties, die in 
hoofdstukk 5 en 6 aan de orde komen. 

Naa de voorbereidingen kan het generieke programmeer paradigma worden 
toegepastt op mathematische morfologie in de hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 6 in de 
vormm van parallelle, sequentile en wachtrij-gebaseerde patronen. 

Hoofdstukk 4 Het Parallelle Patroon: Dit hoofdstuk verschaft de fundamentele 
conceptenn van de parallelle implementatie gebaseerd op het complete lattice 
raamwerk.. Het generieke patroon is volledig gekarakteriseerd door zijn com-
ponenten,, namelijk de iterator, het beeldpunt lattice en de adjunctie, en dient 
alss de basis voor het construeren van het parallelle patroon. Het houdt zich 
ookk bezig met de platte morfologie, waaronder structurerende elementen, die 
decompositiee van elementen structureert waar mogelijk om snelle algoritmes te 
verkrijgen.. Dit hoofdstuk geeft enkele voorbeelden voor de toepassing van het 
parallellee patroon voor scalaire en niet-scalaire lattices waaronder grijs waar den-
enn kleurenbeelden. Een implementatie van het parallelle patroon op basis van 
dee Horus bibliotheek structuur is ook beschreven, waaronder een oplossing voor 
hett grens probleem. 

Ditt hoofdstuk bediscussieert de toepasbaarheid van een algemene theorie voor 
mathematischee morfologie, goed neergezet in het complete lattice raamwerk, 
voorr de constructie van het generieke patroon voor morfologische algoritme rep-
resentaties.. Het generieke patroon is gemaakt met de drie basis bouwstenen, 
namelijkk de iterator, het beeldpunt lattice en de adjunctie en is toegepast op 
dee effectieve implementatie van algoritmes en applicaties. Ook is aangetoond 
datt veel algoritmes uit de literatuur alle zijn teruggebracht tot het parallelle 
patroonn (zie tabel 4.1). 

Hoofdstukk 5 Het Sequentile Patroon: Dit hoofdstuk introduceert de funderin-
genn die nodig zijn om het sequentile patroon te beschrijven, waaronder con-
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ceptenn als beelden, beeldpunten en beeldpunt sequencing. Vervolgens worden 
dee iteratieve morfologische operatoren besproken. Dit hoofdstuk introduceert de 
sequentilee implementatie voor erosie en dilatie. Zulke algoritmische constructies 
wordenn beschouwd als een stap in de richting voor het voldoen aan het vierde 
vereistee (namelijk dat de programmatuur snelheid in overweging moet nemen, 
ondankss de noodzaak voor generiekheid), waaraan wordt voldaan in hoofdstuk 
6.. Dit hoofdstuk presenteert twee klassieke voorbeelden van de toepassing van 
hett sequentile ontwerp patroon, namelijk de afstandstransformatie en de mor-
fologischee reconstructie. Ook wordt in dit hoofdstuk bewezen dat erosies en 
dilaties,, als ze volgens op de sequentile wijze worden gemplementeerd, idempo-
tentiee bereiken na een zeker aantal iteraties voor om het even welke sequencing 
operator. . 

Hett morfologische sequentile patroon verschaft een bruikbare en efficinte manier 
omm morfologische operatoren en toepassingen te ontwikkelen (zie tabel 5.1). 
Zulkee patronen geven een zeker aantal gemeenschappelijk regels die kunnen wor-
denn gebruikt om goed ontworpen algoritmes en implementaties te produceren. 
Eenn sequentieel patroon bevat enkele belangrijke aspecten voor het hergebruik 
vann morfologische bouwstenen die van het complete lattice raamwerk komen. 
Hett maakt ook duidelijk dat er speciale gevallen zijn wanneer de prestaties 
afnemenn door een groot aantal scans dat nodig is om stabiliteit te bereiken. 
Mett zulke gevallen kan effectief worden omgegaan door het wachtrij-gebaseerde 
patroon. . 

Hoofdstukk 6 Het Wachtrij-gebaseerde Patroon: Dit hoofdstuk behandelt 
dee algemene klasse van algoritmes die kunnen worden gemplementeerd door 
wachtrij-gebaseerdee constructies te gebruiken. Deze algoritmes delen een aan-
tall  karakteristieken die worden gebruikt om een generieke representatie voor 
wachtrij-gebaseerdee algoritmes te verschaffen. Hieronder vallen: het gebruik 
vann totale ordening relatie, een wachtrij-gebaseerde datastructuur, twee-stappen 
gestructureerdee algoritmes, een wavefront propagatie interpretatie, iteratie tot 
stabiliteit,, en de oorsprong in de ondersteuning van het structurerende element. 
Inn dit hoofdstuk worden wachtrij-gebaseerde algoritmes gebruikt in samenspraak 
mett de generieke patroon representatie om een wachtrij-gebaseerde patroon con-
structiee te verschaffen, wat leidt tot snelle implementaties van algoritmes die elk 
beeldpuntt slechts een keer nodig hebben. Daarmee is aan het vierde vereiste 
voorr morfologische software voldaan. Dit hoofdstuk geeft voorbeelden van mor-
fologischee operatoren en operaties die met behulp van een wachtrij-gebaseerd 
patroonn zijn gemaakt. De voorbeelden beslaan contour ver werking, morfologis-
chee reconstructie, en watersheds voor grijswaarden- en kleurenbeelden. 

Ditt hoofdstuk stelt vast dat een generieke representatie voor wachtrij-gebaseerde 
algoritmess wavefront propagaties. Het impliceert dat de actie van de morfologis-
chee operator nauw verbonden is met de notie van connectiviteit en is gebaseerd 
opp een soort van groeiproces, waar de informatie zich voortplant door het beeld. 
Tweee mogelijke generieke representaties voor wachtrij-gebaseerde algoritmes zijn 
gentroduceerdd om het wachtrij-gebaseerde patroon te kunnen beschrijven. Deze 
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representatiess zijn gekarakteriseerd ongeacht inbedding van gegevensgestuurde 
propagatiee in de initialisatie stap. Het wachtrij-gebaseerde patroon is gecon-
strueerdd om flexibiliteit te verschaffen in termen van vereisten voor wachtrij-
gebaseerdee algoritmes en om hun effectieve implementatie aan te sturen (zie 
tabell  6.3). 
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ecent ly,, mtapËp̂ 
morphologicall  software-

rrelatedd practice nas evolved 
fromm merely a set or fundamental 
operators,, suck as erosions ana 
dilations,, to the concept or an 
e n t i ree s o f t w a re p a c k a g e. 
Morphologicall  tools within these 
packagess usual ly range from 
classicall  filters to watersheds. 
Problemss emerge when one tries to 
fulfi ll  the specificMorpkological 
algoritnmm requirements based on 
tnee complete lattice without a well-
foundedd software framework. 

Algorithmss should appear as a 
sequencee of operators and images 
intoo a well-designed framework 
wkeree eack morphological operator 
shouldd he finally expressed as a 
c o m p o s i t i onn of e l e m e n t a ry 
operators.. Such framework should 
hee able to produce statements in 
termss of low-level operations that 
a ree t i ed to t he a l g e b r a ic 
representationn of the fundamental 
structuress upon which images and 
imagess operators are designed. 
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